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This study examines the functioning of the Soviet school system and how the
generation of Soviet children born from 1945 to 1952 internalized Soviet ideology in the
school setting. The study argues that the knowledge, skill sets, and social networks Soviet
schools provided the postwar generation were forged in the school collectives in the
complex negotiation of suretyship relationships. Ideological and administrative agendas
of the regional, city and district departments of education forced teachers and students to
establish and maintain the relationships of poruka or mutual responsibility for the
obligation imposed from above.
The study focuses on the administrative, teaching, and learning cultures of the
primary and secondary schools in the Perm region between 1953 and 1968 as reflected in
the school and city, district, and regional education committees’ procedural records from
the four Perm Krai archives. Analysis of these materials suggests that while the Soviet
school curriculum intended to inculcate students with the proper values, the principles
and practices of school administration and the culture of the Soviet collective undermined
positive ideals with cynicism and permissiveness.
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KEY TERMS
class teacher. A teacher appointed to supervise the activities and educational progress of
a school class (15-45 students) through secondary school (grades 5-7/8/10/11). In
primary school (grades 1-4) a class teacher taught all subjects, except physical
education and/or music, art, and foreign language where applicable. In secondary
school a class teacher usually taught one of the subjects.
collective. A small group (under 50 people) studying, working, or spending leisure time
together. The name comes from the French meaning an organization of workers who
divide the profits of their activity evenly or in proportion to each person’s
contribution. The Soviet collective held together through the principle of shared
responsibility of each member for all other members (suretyship or poruka).
commune. A more specific form of collective in the 1920s Soviet Union, a group of
people who worked (and/or lived) together and shared the profits from their work
equally.
Komsomol (VLKSM). Two acronyms for the All-Union Lenin Communist Union of
Youth. Komsomol was a youth organization that accepted members from age fourteen
until twenty-eight. The working members of Komsomol had to pay organization dues.
As “elder comrades,” the Komsomol supervised the Pioneer organizations and its
members at schools.
obrazovanie. Translated as “education,” obrazovanie is a more formal variation of
obuchenie, acquisition of the system of knowledge and skills, enlightenment, as well
as the sum of knowledge, the result of obuchenie.
obuchenie. Translated as “education,” obuchenie means the active acquisition of
knowledge, skills, and experience, usually done at school, not college or kindergarten.
octobrists. The youth party organization for primary school-age children. The octobrists
were called the “future pioneers” and were distinguished by a red star badge with a
portrait of Lenin as a child in the center.
pedagogy. Soviet science of moral and character education (vospitanie) developed in the
1930s as a theoretical base for the school education process.
pedology. A delegitimized Soviet science of education as a process of intellectual growth
of a person. The Soviet pedology ceased to exist after the 1936 Central Committee
resolution “Of pedological perversion in the system of the People’s Commissariat of
Enlightenment.”
People’s Commissariat of Enlightenment. A ministry within the Bolshevik government
in charge of institutions of education (schools and libraries), arts and culture from
1917 up to 1946 when it was reorganized into the Ministry of Enlightenment.
Pioneer organization. The primary school youth party organization that accepted
children from age ten to fourteen. The pioneers were organized into troops by class led
by the troop leaders employed either by the school or a local pioneer palace.
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pledgee. In the poruka relationship system, a person issuing obligations to be fulfilled,
the boss.
principal. In the poruka relationship system, a person issuing charged with fulfilling an
obligation.
poruka. A system of distribution of responsibility for fulfilling an obligation in a
collective. In a collective tied with poruka, all the members of the collective were
responsible for the fulfillment of everyone’s obligation to the boss and would bear the
collective penalty if they failed.
school class. A group of students in the same year of school who completed their primary
and secondary education together. Classes were designated by their year of study and a
letter subgroup (1 “a”, 5 “b”) and made a single learning collective.
surety. In the poruka relationship, a person vouching for another person (a principal)
fulfilling an obligation to the pledgee or the boss.
uniform labor school (edinaia trudovaia shkola). The only type of secondary
educational institution and curriculum available in the new Soviet state according to
the Article 1 of the 1918 Provision on the uniform labor school of the Russian
Socialist Federative Soviet Republic. I translate edinaia as “uniform” as opposed to
the previous translations of “united” and “unified” to underscore that this was the only
type of schooling available to the Soviet student as opposed to the variety of national,
trade, and church schools that existed before the revolution.
vseobuch. A Soviet acronym for universal education (vseobshchee obuchenie). After the
Khrushchev’s reforms of 1958 school principals were responsible for making sure
every person in their school district had received basic secondary education and all the
school-age children attended school.
vospitanie. Translated as “education,” vospitanie means the formation of the character
and skills through systematic influence, physical and intellectual rearing of a child.
vygovor. Translated as “rebuke” (mainly oral) or reprimand (both oral and written), the
vygovor was the main tool of punishment in the Soviet collective. Out of the seven
degrees of punishment, four were the types of vygovor.
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INTRODUCTION
“The distinctive feature of the Soviet way of life is that every citizen is a member
of the adjacent, intersecting, subordinate, and incorporated collectives starting from
family, school class, …working brigade, … and ending with the Soviet society as a
whole, a collective of workers, builders of Communism.” The author of this statement,
Leningrad philosopher Vladimir Ivanov, rejected the notion that Soviet collectives were
also groups of indoctrination and instruments of control. Such features, Ivanov wrote,
were not Soviet but characteristic of a totalitarian, fascist society and its quasicollectives.1 Despite Ivanov’s assertion, organized peer pressure and control were
fundamental features of Soviet collectives and their centrality makes declared voluntary
association paradoxical and problematic.
A resolution for this paradox comes in understanding the distinctive Soviet
collective as a neo-traditional institution, one that political scientist Ken Jowitt described
as “neither traditional, in the sense of a social or familial corporate group, nor modern, in
the sense of individuals voluntarily associating either as interest groups or as publics.” 2
Collectives that produced the Soviet man’s cultural identity were not the spontaneous

V. G. Ivanov, Kollektiv i lichnost’ [The collective and personality] (Leningrad:
Izdatel’stvo LGU im. A. A. Zhdanova, 1971), 3-4.
2
Kenneth Jowitt, “Neotraditionalism” (1983) reprinted in New World Disorder: The
Leninist Extinction (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992), 137. In his
discussion the neo-traditionalist nature of Soviet nationalism Terry Martin provides a
more extensive bibliography on the character of Soviet modernity. Terry Martin,
“Modernization or Neo-Traditionalism? Ascribed Nationality and Soviet Primordialism,”
in Stalinism: New Directions, ed. Sheila Fitzpatrick (London: Routledge, 2000),
363 nn.13-14. Historian of Soviet nationalism Terry Martin traced the origins of Soviet
neo-traditionalism to the “extreme Soviet statism,” where the state substituted itself for
the market, the way it existed in the non-communist Western societies, and tradition.
Martin, “Modernization or Neo-Traditionalism?” in Stalinism: New Directions, 360-361.
1
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voluntary associations, but state-administered small-groups with all but mandatory
membership. 3 The Soviet school, a modern institution in the service of the state, adopted
collectives as a form of institutional organization almost immediately after the 1917
revolution. In the course of the school reforms between 1917 and 1958, however, Soviet
educational administrators bound school collectives with the practices and processes of
the pre-modern disciplinary mechanism of poruka or suretyship. Since then, formal and
informal collectives tied with poruka-like responsibility became a major part of education
in Russia. Before explaining what poruka was and how it functioned in the Soviet school
collectives, a brief examination of the history of collectives in Russia is in order.
The history of the nouns kollektiv and kollektivism is inseparable from the history
of reading and adoption of socialist thought in Russia. Describing the noun kollektivism
for the Encyclopedic Dictionary of Brockhaus and Efron (1890-1907) the authors traced

A WorldCat search for the books containing the word “kollektiv” in the title, published
in Russian between 1950 and 1985 turns out over five hundred titles analyzing various
aspects of the working collectives (trudovye kollektivy) and collectives in agriculture.
Ivanov’s work was one of at least four with the exact same title, published in the 1960s
and 1970s. Anastasiia Ivanovna Afanas’eva, Kollektiv i lichnost’ (Moscow: Mysl’, 1965);
Grigorii Efimovich Glezerman, ed., Kollektiv i lichnost’ (Moscow: Izd-vo Mysl’, 1968);
Konstantin Konstantinovich Platonov, Kollektiv i lichnost’ (Moscow: Nauka, 1975).
Other Russian and Western analyses of collective include Klaus Mehnert, Soviet Man
and His World (Westport, Conn: Greenwood Press, 1976), 179-188; Vladimir
Shlapentokh, Public and Private Life of the Soviet People: Changing Values in PostStalin Russia (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), 129-138; Yuri Levada,
Sovetskii Prostoi Chelovek: Opyt Sotsial ’nogo Portreta Na Rubezhe 90-Kh. [A Common
Soviet Man: A Experimental Social Profile at the Turn of the 1990s] (Moscow: Mirovoi
Okean, 1993); L. D. Gudkov, “‘Soviet Man’ in the Sociology of Yurii Levada.,”
Sociological Research 47, no. 6 (December 2008): 6–28; Oleg Kharkhordin, The
Collective and the Individual in Russia: A Study of Practices, (Berkeley, CA: University
of California Press, 1999); Catriona Kelly, “‘The School Waltz’: The Everyday Life of
the Post-Stalinist Soviet Classroom,” Forum for Anthropology and Culture 1, no. 1
(2004): 127, 134, 138.
3
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it back to French socialist Constantin Pecquer and his fellow French and Belgian
economists and socialist theoreticians. For Pecquer in the 1840s, kollektivism in the most
general sense meant socialism. In the narrower sense it was the branch of socialist
thought that stressed collective property and division of labor and its products in
proportion to the labor contributed to the production. 4
Inherited from the French socialist theoreticians, the ideas of collectivism found
ardent proponents in the Russian Bolshevik Social Democrats, who used collectivism as
“an Aesopian code word that operated on three levels of meaning:” philosophical,
political, and cultural. 5 Initially the Bolsheviks, notably Alexandr Bogdanov, Lenin’s
political opponent within the party, used the word “collectivism” philosophically, as a
term for a society where the individuals achieved immortality when they joined a
collective of a group, class, or party. 6 After the demise of the 1905 revolution, Bogdanov
and his brother-in-law Anatoly Lunacharsky sought to give collectivism a political
meaning, too. As a form of political syndicalism, collectivism was organization of
workers in ever-larger trade unions in order to take over large enterprises. 7 The longestlasting iteration of collectivism in Bolshevik thought, however, was the notion of
Proletariat culture, an idea of collectivism as “the shared experience and world view of

Biblioteka “Vehi.” Entsiklopedicheskii slovar F.A. Brokgauza i I.A. Efrona, s.v.
“Kollektivism,” http://www.vehi.net/brokgauz/ (accessed March 29, 2015).
5
Robert C. Williams, “Collective Immortality: The Syndicalist Origins of Proletarian
Culture, 1905-1910,” Slavic Review 39, no. 3 (September 1980), 389.
6
Williams, “Collective Immortality,” 391.
7
Williams, “Collective Immortality,” 395.
4

4
the proletariat”8 used as a myth to keep the Bolshevik party alive in the years between the
1905 and 1917 revolutions.9
In 1909 Bogdanov, Lunacharsky, and Maxim Gorky, a Russian writer who
sympathized with socialists and later became the first chairman of the Union of Soviet
Writers, established a school for workers in Capri to activate their sense of citizenship
and liberate them through a collective. 10 The trio called themselves the Vpered (Forward)
group and wanted their students to become the first conscious proletarian socialists who
would then disseminate their knowledge among other schools of workers in Russia and
thus create a true workers’ cultural revolution. 11 This paternalistic initiative did not bring
any tangible results, yet the vperedists did not abandon the idea of creating collectives of
workers, fostering a new culture, and educating others in it.
Eight years after the Vpered school’s creation, Lunacharsky, now the People’s
Commissar of Enlightenment, set forth his views on the difference between a formal
education, e.g. literacy and numeracy or obuchenie, and the on-going process of
acculturation or obrazovanie. In the his first address, dated October 29, 1917,12
Lunacharsky wrote,
The masses of working people [trudovye narodnye massy]: workers,
soldiers, peasants yearn for learning how to read and write and various
other sciences. But they also yearn for obrazovanie. What can give it to
them is neither the state, nor intelligentsia, nor any other force outside of
Williams, “Collective Immortality,” 400.
Williams, “Collective Immortality,” 401.
10
The founders recruited and then smuggled thirteen worker-students from Russia.
Orlando Figes, A People’s Tragedy: The Russian Revolution, 1891-1924 (London:
Viking, 1996), 734-735.
11
Figes, A People’s Tragedy, 735.
12
I.e. four days after the October 1917 revolution. The source, cited below, gave all the
dates before February 1918 according the Julian calendar.
8
9
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themselves. The school, the book, the theater, the museum, and the rest
can only be assistants here. The people’s masses will work out their
culture themselves, whether consciously or unconsciously. … There is no
phenomenon more magnificent and beautiful than … the phenomenon of
working collectives building their common rich and free soul. 13
Thus Lunacharsky stated that true education required the acquisition of culture
(obrazovanie) and could only happen in a collective: a voluntary association of the
people. These theories of education and acculturation through collectives circulating in
the Bolshevik government found their counterparts in the grass-roots collective
movement in industry, agriculture and education. Urban communes sprang up in the
workers’ apartments electing their management and sharing food stores and laundry
services. War veterans, widows, refugees from German-occupied territories, religious
sectarians, and a small number of agronomists, teachers, and students in the cities formed
communes for survival and as sign that they adopted the ideology of the new
government. Even monks and former estate owners organized communes to remain on
their land, if they had not been dispossessed by Soviet laws. 14 Collectives and communes
of various types in industry and agriculture started up and dissolved throughout the
1920s.15 In education, various experimental commune schools that started as early as
1918 prioritized student labor in industrial or agricultural enterprises or, with younger

A.V. Lunacharsky, “Obrashchenie narodnogo komissara po prosveshcheniiyu” [An
address of the people’s commissar on education] in Narodnoe obrazovanie v SSSR.
Obshcheobrazovatel’naia shkola. Sbornik dokumentov. 1917-1973 gg. [People’s
education in the USSR. General comprehensive school. A collection of documents. 19171973] edited by A. P. Abakumov et al. (Moscow: Pedagogika, 1974), 8.
14
Robert G. Wesson, Soviet Communes (New Brunswick, N.J: Rutgers University Press,
1963), 83-84.
15
Wesson, Soviet Communes, 104-114.
13
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students, “satisfying the cultural needs of children.”16 All of these communal projects
featured some degree of communal ownership of land and/or tools and instruments and
sharing the profit and products.
With the advance of industrialization and collectivization in 1929, the Soviet
government worked to subsume communal experimentation and restrict it to
governmentally approved forms. The government sought to maintain fewer types of
collectives and control them through managing the collective obligations and the
appointments of collective leaders. The collectives of the 1930s in industry and
agriculture represented the two opposite poles of collective formation. Agricultural
collectives (collective farms or kolkhozes) were the simplest, with the kolkhoz chairman
responsible for production output, ideological literacy, social welfare, and state security
in his or her domain. Industrial collectives were arguably the most complex, with four
different collective networks covering one body of workers.
The agricultural communes that formed after 1917 existed in the Russian
countryside together with the remnants of the village commune (obshchina or mir). The
village commune functioned on the suretyship or poruka principle. The commune was
responsible for all the peasants within it and managed ploughed land and pasture,
maintained roads, paid taxes, and controlled members’ travel. 17 In the early 20th century
the village commune survived Stolypin’s “wager on the strong”18 and the revolutions of

16

F.F. Korolev, Ocherki po istorii sovestkoi shkoly i pedagogiki, 1917-1920 [Essays on
the history of the Soviet school and pedagogy, 1917-1920] (Moscow: Izdatel’stvo
Akademii pedagogicheskikh nauk RSFSR, 1958), 376.
17
Wesson, Soviet Communes, 42.
18
Reforms aimed at helping more entrepreneurial peasants farm and earn money through
trade or working in the city independently.
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1917 to be dissolved only at the height of collectivization by government decree.19 With
the advent of collectivization, the collective farms became the only acceptable form of
working on the land. The kolkhozes had only one function in the eyes of the Soviet
government: meeting quotas of grain and other agricultural produce. 20 The kolkhoz
laborers, the kolkhozniks, had various obligations to the state both in money and in kind.
They could not negotiate these with the rural power structure directly, however, only
through a kolkhoz chairman, who was, more often than not, appointed from the outside.
The chairmen were responsible for the taxes and procurements kolkhozniks had to
provide to the state. Free to boss and exploit the peasants, the Kolkhoz chairmen were not
quite a part of the rural district power structure though, since they were paid by
labordays, the same as other kolkhozniks. 21 Bosses over the kolkhozniks, the kolkhoz
chairmen were essentially hostages of the state, as they faced punishment if the kolkhoz
did not fulfill its obligations.
In industry, the spontaneously-formed communes crumbled under Stalin’s
criticism, changes to the state wage policy, and the production rush of the first five-year
plan. Collectives and communes were organizations of workers who split their wages
equally (communes) or by the skill grade (collectives) and had high degrees of mutual
responsibility, discipline, and organization, as well as high productivity levels. 22 In the

19

Wesson, Soviet Communes, 45.
Sheila Fitzpatrick, Stalin’s Peasants: Resistance and Survival in the Russian Village
after Collectivization (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), 7.
21
Fitzpatrick, Stalin’s Peasants, 131-133, 185-186. Unlike the kolkhoz chairmen, rural
party officials received a salary and had more opportunities for career advancement and
greater access to resources from towns.
22
Lewis Siegelbaum, “Production Collectives and Communes and the ‘Imperatives’ of
Soviet Industrialization, 1929-1931,” Slavic Review 45, no. 1 (Spring 1986), 65.
20
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first-five-year-plan environment of unstable supplies of material and resources, such
organizations were an effective tool for cushioning workers from uneven wage scale and
the foreman’s arbitrariness.23 The new wage policy of 1931 effectively eliminated the
working brigade piece rates and thus took the incentive out of the workers’ communes. 24
Now managers (the bosses) had the power to award or withhold supplementary payments
and bonuses to the brigade, the true Soviet collective, or any of its members. Thus the
managers openly fought the wage- and labor-sharing organizations (collectives and
communes) within the brigade. By necessity the managers, like the kolkhoz chairmen,
took on the responsibility for the brigade’s work performance and output.
The work brigades, however, were not the only collectives the government
introduced into the Stalin-era industry. Primary party organizations in each construction
area and shop, trade-union organizations, and a network of NKVD informants enforced
their own requirements upon the workers. Their heads at the local factory had to maintain
the proper level of ideological literacy among the workers (party cells), protect the
factory against security breaches (NKVD), and make social welfare provisions (tradeunions).25 Compared to the industrial workers, the kolkhozniks had much lower party
membership, fewer motivations and venues to inform the secret police, and even fewer
social welfare benefits for which to compete. The kolkhoz chairman, therefore, remained
the indisputable source of authority in all matters pertaining to the kolkhoz, while the

Siegelbaum, “Production Collectives and Communes,” 74, 75.
Siegelbaum, “Production Collectives and Communes,” 80-81.
25
Stephen Kotkin, Magnetic Mountain: Stalinism as a Civilization (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1995), 205-206.
23
24
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factory foreman was just one possible source of authority competing for power and
prestige with the party secretary, NKVD “overseer,” and the trade-union leader.
This was the network of communities that Ivanov and other Soviet researchers in
the 1960s and 1970s described as “the adjacent, intersecting, subordinate, and
incorporated collectives” that formed Soviet society. As with other Soviet researchers of
the collective, Ivanov traced the origin of the Soviet group back to Karl Marx. According
to Soviet philosophers, Marx and Engels put the collective at the heart of the future
Communist society in the 1846 study The German Ideology. Soviet philosophers found
this Marxian origin story for Soviet collectives in part one, “Feuerbach:”
The transformation, through the division of labour, of personal powers
(relationships) into material powers, cannot be dispelled by dismissing the
general idea of it from one's mind, but can only be abolished by the
individuals again subjecting these material powers to themselves and
abolishing the division of labour. This is not possible without the
community. Only in community [with others has each] individual the
means of cultivating his gifts in all directions; only in the community,
therefore, is personal freedom possible. 26
Soviet philosophers used the word kollektiv as a Russian translation for the English
“community” and for the German die Gemeinschaft. None of them explained the origins
of the word in the Russian language, seemingly unaware that The German Ideology was
first published in German and Russian in 1932 in Moscow.
One of the earliest descriptions of collectives as an instrument of social control in
Soviet society occurred only in the late 1980s in the works of the sociologist Vladimir
Shlapentokh. Like the 1960s Soviet philosopher Ivanov, Shlapentokh noted the multitude

26
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of collectives in Soviet society and the strong institutional loyalty the collective
inculcated into its members. That inculcated loyalty also allowed the collective to
become a useful instrument of surveillance, argued Shlapentokh.27 Almost
simultaneously the prominent Soviet sociologist Yuri Levada published a seminal study
entitled A Common Soviet Man. In his analysis, Levada traced the origins of the Soviet
man directly back to the First Five-Year Plan era, pointing out that the generation that
“entered active social life in the early 1930s,” was the only one that genuinely bore the
revolutionary fervor and desire to change the society. At the same time, Levada exposed
Soviet moral collectivism as a myth, since “there were no socio-psychological
communities standing between the totalitarian state and the individual.” 28
Soviet collectives, Levada argued, were not the voluntary professional or interestbased groups united by common goals and values, but the “horizontal structures of people
equal in their dependency on power and united by this dependency relationship.” 29 The
overall work performance that collective members were responsible for was also a
bargaining chip the collective boss could use to extricate extra benefits and bonuses from
his or her superiors. Each side – the collective members and the boss – depended on the
other’s benevolence. The boss could freely punish or elevate a member within the
collective, and the collective could set the boss up for punishment from the superior
authorities with their poor work performance. In case of severe mistreatment, the
collective could complain directly to the boss’s superiors. An obligation of “loyalty
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towards the symbolic whole [of the state] or its representatives” counted for more than
competency and qualifications.30 Those responsible for maintaining loyalty within an
institution formed a second hierarchy of party and KGB functionaries, and therefore, the
lack of loyalty had more severe consequences than incompetence. The collective could
cover up for an incompetent member or even for the immediate boss to make sure
everyone continued to receive collective-wide benefits. The lack of loyalty was a direct
assault on the entire state structure and made everyone in the collective vulnerable to the
superiors’ ire.
This bipolar (dvoistvennye) dependency between the collectives and their bosses
was a Soviet variation of poruka, a mechanism of establishing “responsibility of one
person or group for the conduct of others.”31 Loosely translated as “suretyship,” poruka
and krugovaia poruka (responsibility of a group of people for each other’s conduct,
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imposed involuntarily) were by no means a Russian invention. Yet, while in Western
European societies individual responsibility strengthened and expanded in Early Modern
time, in Russia its opposite, krugovaia poruka, became the standard mechanism for
enforcing obligations. 32 Individual responsibility was a relationship between two agents:
the principal, who owed an obligation, and the pledgee (the person in authority or the
boss) who imposed an obligation onto the principal. In contrast, poruka was a
relationship between three agents: the principal, the pledgee, and the surety. The surety
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was a guarantor of the principal’s conduct and was personally responsible to the pledgee
for the principal’s obedience. If the principle failed, the obligation or the penalty for
failure transferred onto the surety. The surety and the principal usually belonged to the
same kin group or another tightly-knit geographical or professional community that
ensured their cooperation and compliance.

Figure I.1. General structure of poruka.
Before 1917, Russian authorities used three main types of poruka: judicioadministrative, fiscal, and political. In criminal cases, using both individual and
communal poruka, e.g. making a community where a murder occurred responsible for
finding the murderer, was common practice in the Rus principalities at the time of the
first redaction of “Russkaia pravda.” 33 Fiscal poruka, e.g. having a community or family
as the most basic tax- or tribute-paying unit, dated even further back, to the time before
the first Varangian princes.34 Political poruka, or group’s responsibility for its members’

“Russkaia pravda” was the legal code of the Rus first developed in the beginning of the
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loyalty to the monarch, also dated to the times before the Mongol conquest. 35 All types of
poruka expanded in the reign of Ivan IV (1547-1584) who imposed the surety bonds onto
the larger and more diverse communities to ensure a stable supply of financial and human
resources for the needs of his military campaigns. Thus, hundreds of people, including
servants and slaves could be forced to become sureties for the political loyalty of the
senior member of their household. The groups of people responsible for the communal
tax payments and maintaining civil order also increased and diversified. 36
The devastating results of Ivan’s poruka-backed domestic policies are well
known, but before Peter I, Russian rulers had few other ways to effectively collect taxes
and recruit soldiers. The Sobornoe Ulozhenie of 1649, a major law code adopted to
respond to the crises of the previous century “confirmed that poruka was an allencompassing feature of Muscovite life.”37 The Ulozhenie attached urban dwellers to
their towns and, more importantly, agricultural serfs to their estates using poruka bonds
to enforce responsibility of the local communities for capturing and returning runaways
and tax-evaders. In addition, the Ulozhenie made every state subject responsible for
reporting religious dissenters and political conspirators to the authorities. 38 The reforms
of Peter I gradually ushered poruka out, replacing it with more specific legal and fiscal
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instruments. The last vestige of poruka, the village community’s joint tax-payment
responsibility, was abolished in 1907.39
Poruka and more particularly, krugovaia poruka, survived in Russia for so long
because both government and the communities derived benefits from such relationships.
The government saw poruka as a uniquely advantageous instrument of enforcing
obligations, effectively turning the communal bonds to the service of those in authority.
As for communities themselves, poruka protected their members from excessive
obligations and arbitrary violence of the authorities.

Figure I.2. General structure of krugovaia poruka.
At the same time, the use of krugovaia poruka was far from straightforward, since
it generated a variety of informal practices. In 1837 the imperial government created
peasant village communes and tied them with fiscal krugovaia poruka, charging the
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village elders with collecting taxes equally from each head of the household within the
commune. Establishing communal responsibility for tax payment put the village elders in
the unique position. Being the highest authorities in their communities, i.e. the pledgees,
the village elders were also sureties as they faced punishment if the community failed to
deliver their obligations. The elders, however, rarely, if ever, faced punishment since the
mere threat of the forced sale of peasants’ property to cover the tax arrears was enough
for the community to come up with the missing tax debt.40

Figure I.3. Transfer of responsibility in the structure of krugovaia poruka.
As time passed, village communities developed intricate mechanisms of evading
the tax payment, and in certain areas the tax arrears were so large they could never be
feasibly recovered.41 The village assembly (skhod) had several measures at its disposal to
collect taxes from those in arrears, including the right to sell parts of debtor’s property.
But the more peasants were in arrears, the greater was the chance the assembly chose not
to act at all, producing a stalemate. The strength in numbers and the mutual bond helped
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the community to either meet an obligation or evade it altogether. The special committee
that studied the efficiency of krugovaia poruka in the late 1890s came to the conclusion
that the institution was ineffective and needed to be abolished. The arguments were so
effective that imperial government abolished krugovaia poruka in 1907, making the
household a primary unit of tax assessment.42
As a neo-traditional institution, Soviet school collective did not make its members
swear the old Russian poruka oaths or write guarantees. No Soviet legislation required
organizing collectives at schools or giving them power over and responsibility for
individual members. This prevented historians from identifying poruka-like relationships
in the Soviet collectives that were part and parcel of the Soviet school system. However,
the historiography of the first fifty years of the Soviet school contains a multitude of
descriptions of practices and processes of poruka-like responsibility in the Soviet school
system. Understanding such analyses as parts of a single discourse 43 of collective
responsibility opens a new dimension in the study of Soviet schools and society.
Soviet educators and education historians provided extensive descriptions of
student self-organization in the early years of Soviet power in agreement with the
ideological agenda of the day. 44 They attributed the increasing authority of the teachers
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and the principal in school affairs to the “ideological and political growth of the Soviet
teacher and the strengthening of their authority.” 45 American educators and education
researchers who started visiting Soviet schools in large numbers in the 1960s described
the specificity of the Soviet education system as they observed it in field studies. 46 Many
of them noted the collective structures in Soviet schools and that Soviet school
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collectives were a tool of “teaching and enforcing the cultural norms.”47 Investigating the
nature of the collective or its specificity was, however, beyond the scope of the
psychologists and educators’ research design.
Major recent historical studies of Soviet of school communities and education
policy divided its first fifty years into three periods.48 First there is a period of haphazard
experimentation that leads to the rise of the new elite in the 1920s and early 1930. 49 Then,
this elite contributes to the normalization of the system in the immediate pre-war years
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despite administrative chaos.50 Finally, post-war years and the Thaw affirm the role of
school in the Soviet society in a major consolidating legislation. 51 The intended
beneficiaries of the Khrushchev reforms, the generation that graduated from secondary
school ten years after the adoption of the law was supposed to live in Communism.
Instead, they ushered in the end of the Soviet Union. 52
School collectives and the bonds of responsibility in these accounts were
“natural,” “organic” parts of the Soviet school propaganda image. 53 In the oral histories
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of the Moscow school no. 25 and the Soviet baby boom generation, Larry Holmes and
Donald Raleigh relied on the testimony from class collectives. Both authors noted how a
select few members of the graduating class quickly and reliably connected them with a
substantial portion of their surviving classmates’ cohort – in Holmes’s case, sixty years
after the end of formal schooling.54 The bonds tying the students and teachers manifested
themselves beyond the “thriving subcultures” of school graduates.55 Historians noted a
preeminent role of responsibility for controlling oneself and one’s immediate school
community among both teachers and students. Thus, Catriona Kelly noted at least three
types of responsibility Soviet students had. Along with an obligation to keep the
classroom tidy and a “public responsibility” for doing homework, older students had to
“maintain order” and discipline with their juniors using almost any means available. 56
Teachers and principals had much heavier responsibilities. Thomas Ewing argued that
Stalinist-era teachers saw their classrooms as a “native home,” a place where they could
be most fully themselves, while still being the agents, mediators, mostly victims of the
system.57 In other words, when faced with growing responsibility for their classrooms in
the 1930s the teachers treated them as collectives that eased and distributed that
responsibility among the students with poruka-like relationship.58
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Treating collectives and responsibility as part of a single discourse is key to the
analysis and reevaluation of the Soviet school administrative structure, process, and
practice. Multiple informal Soviet practices that survived in the post-Soviet society have
their origins in the poruka-like relationships of responsibility between the state and its
subjects.59 One of the major juxtapositions in Soviet and post-Soviet Russian culture
between the friendship and the collective and the private life and public life also has its
roots in the inescapable poruka obligations.60 Finally, the analysis of poruka-bound
collectives illuminates the mechanisms of Soviet and post-Soviet power, up to its highest
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tiers. 61 Focusing on the first fifty years of the Soviet school, this dissertation examines a
small, but integral part of the Soviet collective mentality.
Primary and secondary schools in the new Soviet republic were on the cutting
edge of the collective formation. Their descendants, post-World War II Soviet secondary
schools, became models par excellence of the Soviet collectives organized with
administrative poruka-like relationship. In September 1918 the All-Russian Central
Executive Committee (VTsIK), the highest legislative and administrative body of the new
republic, adopted the “Provision on the uniform labor school of the Russian Socialist
Federative Soviet Republic” mandating radical reorganization of the existing schools into
the uniform educational collectives.62 The provision required all the schools to take the
name of “uniform labor school” and be divided into the first stage schools for eight to
thirteen year-olds and second stage schools for thirteen to seventeen year-olds. In
addition to the earlier May 1918 Commissar of Enlightenment act (postanovlenie) that
abolished graded assessment,63 the provision abolished school punishments, end-of-year
and graduation exams, and homework. The school had to be open for teaching students
seven days a week all around the year, varying the methods (projects, experiments,
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excursions) and places (school buildings, factories, farms) for instruction according to
season. The provision mandated that school collective meetings decided all the collective
affairs and established the school councils as the school governing bodies. School
employees made up a half of the school council with the other half evenly divided
between student and local councils’ representatives. 64
In the first four decades of the Soviet power, the Soviet government introduced
many reforms to fine-tune the liberal and haphazard system of uniform labor schools. The
reforms of the 1930s and 1940s re-introduced class periods as the main unit of school
education, as well as exams, grades, homework, and even, from 1943 to 1954, separate
secondary education for men and women. Discussed in detail in Chapter One “Legacy of
Revolution, Legacy of Stalinism: Incorporating Poruka into the System of Obuchenie,
Obrazovanie, and Vospitanie,” the reforms imposed all the classic poruka processes and
practices onto the voluntarily-organized school communities. Soviet schools became a
conglomerate of small collectives rarely if ever exceeding forty people. Student body
split into class groups by age. Teachers divided into teaching methods research groups
(metodicheskie ob’edineniia) by subject area (humanities, natural sciences, languages,
mathematics). As in any Soviet institution, the schools had a second hierarchy of
ideological functionaries among both teachers and students. While not all principals were
members of the party, History teachers had an obligation to be party members, since they
were teaching a crucial ideological subject. The junior wings of the party divided students
into three groups: octobrists (aged 7-9), pioneers (aged 10-14), and Komsomol members
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(aged 15-28). The members of youth party organizations formed multiple “stars” of five
(octobrists), troops that comprised a whole class group of students and smaller link
groups within the troops (pioneers), and a single school Komsomol bureau. Membership
in the “professional” school collectives was obligatory, membership in the “ideological”
collectives was a privilege bestowed on the most worthy. Each such collective had a
head, simultaneously the boss, the pledgee, and the surety for the whole collective in the
eyes of the higher authorities. The class had a student monitor and class teacher who
organized and supervised class group activities. The most experienced teacher in the
subject area supervised teaching methods research groups. Members of the senior party
organizations supervised the immediate junior rank groups. The school principal bore
responsibility for the whole school before the district department of education. Every
collective boss regularly reported on the state of affairs in their collective to a superior
entity. This chapter analyzes the laws and provisions of the Soviet government that
reformed Soviet school between 1917 and 1968.
Complementing these administrative collective structures and processes was a
theory that identified school collectives as perfect disciplinary mechanisms and as the
central part of schools’ moral and ethical education (vospitanie) mission. Moral and
ethical education, vospitanie, was the Soviet-specific type of education in the collectives
administered through poruka and formed an obligatory part of any primary and secondary
educational process in the Soviet Union. In the language of Soviet education, obuchenie,
obrazovanie, and vospitanie embodied the interaction between the students and the
school system. Of the three concepts all translate into English as “education,” and
obuchenie is the most basic, meaning the acquisition of knowledge, skills, and
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experience. Obuchenie is what happens in school as students master the curriculum.
Obrazovanie is a more formal variation of obuchenie, acquisition of the system of
knowledge and skills, enlightenment, as well as the sum of knowledge, the result of
obuchenie. Vospitanie is the most general term of the three, most closely corresponding
to the English meaning of education: formation of character and skills through systematic
influence, physical and intellectual rearing of a child. “The main task of the Soviet
school” is “preparation of educated [obrazovannykh] people who know the basics of
science” and “moral and character education [vospitanie] of youth … in the spirit of ideas
of communism” declared the 1958 law. 65 “Strengthening the connection between school
and life” meant legitimizing the Soviet administrative innovation of mandatory moral and
character education through school collectives,
Chapter Two “Making a Collective: Makarenko’s Theory and Practice in the
Postwar Secondary Schools” analyzes the appearance and developing of the collective
theory between the early 1930s and the early 1950s. Anton Semionovich Makarenko, a
principal of two juvenile delinquent colonies in Ukraine in the 1920s and early 1930s,
stumbled upon collectives as an effective method of organizing former delinquents for
productive labor and successful learning.66 Makarenko’s student collectives were small

The full text of the first paragraph of the law goes, “The main task of the Soviet school
is preparing students for life, labor for the benefit of society [obshchestvenno-poleznyi
trud], further raising of the level of general and polytechnic education [obrazovanie],
preparing educated people who know the basics of science, moral and character
education [vospitanie] of youth in the spirit of respect for the principles of socialist
society, in the spirit of ideas of communism.” “Zakon ob ukreplenii sviazi shkoly s
zhizn’iu” in Narodnoe obrazovanie v SSSR, 53-61.
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(ten to fifteen people) groups of students of varying ages and separate from their school
class groups and work brigades. In each group, the students were collectively responsible
for their academic performance and production output. The students’ academic
performance advanced them as a collective in the competition for small prizes like theater
or cinema tickets and unsupervised trips to town. But in case the collectives did not do
their job properly, only the collective head, being a surety, received the punishment. This
poruka-like responsibility inspired students to care for each other’s performance and act
as one body to maintain their community.
Makarenko’s early retirement by 1935 and sudden death of a heart attack in 1939
perhaps saved him from repressions and further prohibitions on publication of his works.
The increasing discipline problems in the Soviet schools in the World War II and postwar reconstruction years rekindled interest in creating involved student and parent
communities in schools. Makarenko’s methods of re-educating delinquents in collectives
emerged as the leading methodology due to their origin in the revolutionary and civil war
years and the consistent orthodoxy of Makarenko’s views. With the publication of
Makarenko’s collected works in 1950 he became the leading Soviet authority on moral
and character education within collectives. 67
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Chapters Three though Five analyze the primary sources of school collectives
from the Perm Krai archives. Perm Krai (Perm Region before 2006, Molotov Region
from 1940 to 1956) is located about seven hundred miles to the east of Moscow on the
western slope of the Ural mountains and contains multiple mineral mining and oil and gas
extraction sites, extensive lumber industry, and a large number of chemical and other
production plants. School, department of education, and personal documents,
photographs, and artifacts used here were obtained from the Perm City Archive, Perm
Krai Archive, Perm Krai Archive of Contemporary History, and Komi-Permian District
Archive. The documents include school statistics on student success, minutes of
pedagogical council meetings, minutes of the parent committee meetings, school
passports, minutes of the school party members’ meetings, department of people’s
education inspection reports, lesson plans, photographs, and student artwork.
Primary sources for the last three chapters include documents from village, small
town, and city schools, as well as from a school that taught classes in a language other
than Russian (Komi) and schools that gave additional instruction in foreign language and
sciences. These schools include, aside from regular secondary schools, two specialized
English language and one specialized physics and mathematics school in the city of
Perm, schools from the cities and villages of the Perm Region, and Kudymkar school
no. 1. The latter school has the best preserved and most complete school archive of all the
schools of the Komi-Permian District complete with protocols of the parents meetings
and yearly records from teachers’ meetings from the day the school was established to the
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day of its closure (1930-1996).68 While village, small town, and regular city schools had
to educate all the children in the neighborhood, except for children with disabilities who
went to special schools, the specialized schools for sciences and languages were located
in the city centers, in the neighborhoods that housed the professional and intellectual
elites. Thus these specialized schools helped the children of the intellectual and party
elites to inherit the high social status of their parents, as well as gaining the reputation of
an “elite” school. Understanding the difference between collectives forming and
functioning within city, village, and small town schools is another objective of this
research.
All the documents analyzed have collective authorship. Chapter three, “The
Collective Organizes Everything: Maintaining the Poruka Relationships from September
through May,” analyzes the school educational (uchebno-vospitatel’naia) work plans. It
demonstrates how the regional departments of education and the school principals made
all teachers responsible for meeting educational obligations. The chapter argues that the
yearly plans, the school’s self-reports, and the Department of Education’s inspection
reports were the main documents binding students and teachers into the poruka-like
obligation structures within the various school collectives. The yearly plans and the
yearly reports revealed the structure of the relationships of responsibility within a given
school and the primary role of the moral and ethical education.

Komi-Permiatskii okruzhnoi gosudarstvennyi arkhiv, “Fond P-51. Sredniia shkola
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The fourth chapter, “From Rebuke to Expulsion: Using Seven Degrees of
Alienation to Maintain the Collective” examines the minutes of the school collectives’
meetings. In the school party cells and pedagogical council meetings the teachers and
sometimes the students reported on the state of the smaller class collectives to the
principal. These reports were a mix of the self-fashioned image of the member of the
collective, the reflection of one’s position on a certain question, and, often, the level of
education of the speaker. The record keeper chose how much of the individual speeches
went on the record and the phrasing of the particular parts. The chapter analyzes the cases
of member expulsion to reveal the functioning of the poruka ties within the collective.
The collective structure was so powerful and essential to the functioning of Soviet
society, that expulsion from it was the highest punishment the collective could impose
upon a member. Yet expulsion was dangerous not just for the offending member but also
for the collective itself, as it pointed to the group’s weakness and potential lack of
responsibility in fulfilling their obligations. The cases of member expulsion also reveal
the tensions between friendship and collective ties and the gender biases implicit in the
collective obligations and responsibility.
The fifth chapter, “The Collective Memory: Understanding the Collective Bonds
through Film,” analyses the photo albums compiled by teachers and students. A teacher’s
album compiled over twenty years of working at school, a class album compiled to show
to the government inspectors visiting the school, and a students’ album represent the
collective and friendship bonds at schools visually. Similarly to the plans and reports of
school work and the records of the meetings, the albums presented the photographs of life
at schools chronologically over a period of time. This chronological presentation and the
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more personal details from the collective life made the school collective albums similar
to diaries. The collective authorship of the photographs and the various degrees of
formality in them reflect the everyday informal atmosphere in the collectives. The
photographs persuasively show that the collectives were not just a fruit of Soviet
obligation-imposing legislation or official rhetoric. Both the students and teachers
imagined and saw themselves as the necessary parts of their collectives. We owe them
understanding and empathy for the difficult choices they made to fulfill their obligations
and preserve a record of their collective communities.
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CHAPTER 1. LEGACY OF REVOLUTION, LEGACY OF STALINISM:
INCORPORATING PORUKA INTO THE SYSTEM OF
OBUCHENIE, OBRAZOVANIE, AND VOSPITANIE
The narratives of the Revolution, Stalinism, and the Thaw shape the story of the
first fifty years of Soviet education. The initial revolutionary zeal and the first Commissar
of Enlightenment Anatoly Lunacharsky’s initiative led to the abolition of the most
repressive rules and hierarchies at school and robust experimentation with the new
methods of schooling. 1 The collective as Lunacharsky projected it, was a voluntary group
of individuals who came together to work and gain education as a building block of the
new system. In practice, school collectives evolved away from voluntary associations to
the responsibility-bound groups.
In the first forty years of its existence Soviet state instituted poruka relationships
between the main actors of the school education process in three main areas: school
administration, school attendance, and school household maintenance. Firstly, binding
the school self-government organs through poruka was critical to ensure that the school
espoused the state ideology and inculcated it into the students. Secondly, after lifting
multiple school attendance restrictions of the imperial period, the Soviet educational
authorities faced the problem of the school overcrowding and discipline. But making

Soviet of People’s Commissars of the RSFSR, “Ob organizatsii dela narodnogo
obrazovaniia v Rossiiskoi Sotsialisticheskoi Sovetskoi Respublike” [Onorganizing the
business of people’s education in the Russian Socialist Soviet Republic], in Narodnoe
obrazovanie v SSSR. Obshcheobrazovatel’naia shkola. Sbornik dokumentov. 1917-1973
gg. [People’s education in the USSR. General comprehensive school. A collection of
documents. 1917-1973] edited by A. P. Abakumov et al. (Moscow: Pedagogika, 1974),
14-16. Most notably, the early educational decrees abolished school homework and
exams and suggested that each teacher create their own textbook and other study aids.
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teachers, principals, and the city and regional education departments personnel
responsible for academic success, school attendance, and discipline of the student proved
to be the most familiar, convenient and lasting solution to the problem. Thirdly, lacking
money to keep up the school buildings and pay the housekeeping personnel the Soviet
educational authorities embraced, even though somewhat unwillingly, the idea that the
students should take care of the school without pay. The state constructed this
housekeeping self-maintenance labor as a part of moral and ethical labor education
(vospitanie). The state instilled students’ obligation to take care of the school’s
cleanliness and order through poruka relationships. Taking care of the school
environment was a part of the bigger project of school self-governance and selfmaintenance. With the introduction of poruka relationships the Soviet state changed
attending school, taking part in its upkeep and governance from a manifestation of
individual choice and right into an obligation towards the state.
Establishing universal primary and secondary education in the Soviet Union
started with putting all educational institutions within the purview of a single government
office and making them a part of a single system. To replace the Imperial era multiplicity
of various types of schools in various administrations, the new Soviet government
transferred all educational establishments to the administrative direction of the
Commissariat of Enlightenment.2 All primary and secondary school establishments got
the title of “uniform labor school” (edinaia trudovaia shkola) to underscore their positive
difference from the Imperial institutions that offered trade, liberal arts, or religious

N. V. Chekhov, Narodnoe obrazovanie v Rossii s 60-kh godov XIX veka [People’s
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education to upper- and middle-class children.3 In addition, the school became fully
secular and coeducational. All teachers were to be paid an equal salary and the school
was free and compulsory for all school-aged students.4
In 1918 the People’s Commissar of Enlightenment Anatoly Lunacharsky
envisioned schools as an environment where teachers and students came together to gain
education (obrazovanie), or “build their … soul.” 5 The law passed in June 1918
established the Committee on Enlightenment as an administrative body controlling all the
schools in the new state.6 The Committee was to “organize the source of material,
ideological, and moral support to the municipal and private, but especially labor and class
enlightenment establishments on the all-encompassing state scale [gosudarstvennom
obshchenarodnom masshtabe].”7 Representatives from each regional (oblastnoi)
department of education on the committee served as a direct link and thus a potential
surety between the government body and the local school and pre-school administration
and staff.
The Committee was in charge of creating a common plan for organizing
education, establishing the general principles of education, and the basics of school

Article 1, “Polozhenie ob edinoi trudovoi shkole Rossiiskoi Sotsialisticheskoi
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organization. In return, the regional, city, and district departments of education that
directly supervised schools and other “institutions of cultural enlightenment” made lists
of all school-age children, monitored school attendance, kept records of all candidates for
teaching positions, and organized teacher elections.8 Controlling the school attendance
and communicating decisions of the Committee made the regional departments of
education directly responsible for communication between the government and the
schools. In effect, the departments of education became sureties, controlling the schools,
i.e. students and teachers (principals), with the special privileges and powers from the
Committee (pledgee).
Lunacharsky envisioned the State Committee on Enlightenment that he headed
not as a central source of authority, but rather a “mediator and assistant” bringing people
together for culture-creation. 9 The new-regime schools needed more guidance and
financial and curricular support, however, and the Sovnarkom put the Commissariat of
Enlightenment in charge of all parochial schools together with their funds and
buildings. 10 With the majority of educational establishments now falling under the

“Ob organizatsii dela narodnogo obrazovaniia,” 15.
SNK and VTsIK decree, “Ob uchrezhdenii gosudarstvennoi komissii po
prosveshcheniiu” [On the establishment of the state committee on enlightenment], in
Narodnoe obrazovanie v SSSR., 10. The second All-Russian congress of Soviets
established a provisional workers and peasant government on October 26, 1917 named
the Council of People’s Commissars (Sovnarkom) and appointed Lunacharsky the
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Commissariat of Enlightenment the Committee could not act as an unengaged mediator
and assistant any longer.
Revolutionary era decrees and resolutions made schools into an educational
commons where teachers and students met freely for the task of sharing and gaining
knowledge. The new uniform labor schools were to be open to students seven days a
week for ten months a year from September 1 to July 1, except for two-week vacations in
winter and spring.11 In May 1918, the Commissariat of Enlightenment abolished
entrance, promotion, and graduation exams and replaced grades for any kind of school
work with the end-of year recommendation of the school pedagogical council. 12 The
resolution also put a limit on school classes to up to 6 hours in secondary school,
abolished obligatory homework, all types of exams, and prohibited all punishment. 13
Division into groups based on student preparedness to study one subject or another
supplemented division into classes by student age.14 The main subject of learning in this
extremely liberal system was the encyclopedia of “human culture in its connection with
nature.”15
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Administration of this egalitarian uniform school was in the hands of a school
soviet, a self-government body that consisted of all school employees, student
representatives and the representatives of the “working people of the district.” The
number of students’ and workers’ representatives had to equal one half of the school
employees. All student representatives had to be aged twelve or older. The local
department of education had one representative in each school soviet.16 While the
decisions of the school soviet could not go against the general provisions of the
Commissariat of Enlightenment on the unified school, the soviet could still adopt them.
The member of the local department of education could not abolish the decisions of the
soviet that went against the official regulations, but only protest them to the local
department of education. The provision on the uniform labor school postulated that each
school was a commune and all its members were a collective free to organize clubs,
circles and other organizations for educational (obrazovatel’nye and vospitatel’nye)
purposes. On the whole, the life in the new uniform labor school was supposed to sponsor
education of all children and adults unhindered by any class, race, or gender prejudice
and interference from the state.
In addition to providing universal education the school curricuum propagated the
ideology of discipline and responsibility through labor and communal living. Not just a
way to provide for school upkeep or a method of education, the labor, according to the
1918 “Provision on the uniform labor school,” had to be productive and “socially
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indispensable.” “Labor basis will become a powerful pedagogical method only if labor at
school will be creatively happy, free from oppression of the student’s personality, and
with that, carefully planned and socially organized.”17 The members of the All-Russia
Executive committee who adopted the provision saw the labor process, its organizing
structures and results as a replacement for punishments, exams, and grading, i.e. the
disciplining structures of the imperial schools. This labor was supposed to turn the school
into a commune “connected through its labor process with life.” 18
Labor pedagogy at school had to teach students responsibility, discipline, and
regimen. Participating in all the “labor processes of school life” children learned
(vospitaiut v sebe) to be responsible both for their individual task in the “working
collective” and for the success of all the work the collective did. “Collective productive
labor and organization of all school life should educate the future citizens of the Socialist
republic.”19 Labor at school paired the two key principles of Russian collective
organizing: discipline and responsibility. Doing productive work at school taught
students to internalize regimentation and discipline. Responsibility for one’s work
stretched outward and became the responsibility for all the labor processes at school. The
function of one individual did not impose a limit on his or her labor process; only if the
school collective could not handle all the maintenance activities on its own could the
school hire extra staff. 20
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The ideas and methods of teaching the primacy of human activity and labor for
the creation of human culture were very vague. The provision stipulated that education
(obuchenie) should be “of comprehensive and polytechnical [politekhnicheskii]
character” with “a prominent place given to physical and aesthetic education.” 21
Developing the principles of the uniform labor school in 1918, Lunacharsky said that
labor at school had two roles. In the early stages of schooling the “labor principle
amounts to active versatile creative acquaintance with the world.” For the upper grades
Lunacharsky suggested labor education as acquaintance “with agricultural and industrial
production labor in all its variety.” Further Lunacharsky noted that the school needed “the
labor principle” to give students an opportunity for practical application of their
theoretical knowledge and also for learning the “main techniques of labor,” presumably
competence in important technical skills. The range of those techniques was fairly wide:
“carpentry and joinery, turning, woodcarving, molding, forging, casting, lathe machining
of metal, alloying and welding of metals, quenching and drilling, tanning, printing and
other.” With regard to agricultural skills Lunacharsky envisioned labor as an “organizing
center for instruction.” Finally, Lunacharsky said that per American experience,
introducing ten hours a week devoted to labor into the curriculum was beneficial for
students and helped them develop attention, precision, and inventiveness. 22
The revolutionary plan of the 1918 provision for education brought immediate
results in terms of a radical increase in the numbers of schools and students in them. The
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number of students in secondary schools increased from 7.8 million in 1914 to 20 million
students in 1931.23 The reforms in school structure and equal access to education were
the main triggers of this increase. As for methodological and administration innovations,
the move away from a class system, clear grading, and specific subjects proved
detrimental for the newly minted system of higher education. The schools that used the
project method that allowed a child to acquire “the encyclopedia of knowledge” failed to
produce well-rounded specialists ready to form the new communist intellectual elite. 24
With the great break of the first five-year plan and the push for industrialization, the
government needed the schools to go back to the system of clearly outlined subjects and
gradable results In addition, the new concept of party leadership in the revolution called
for a more centralized and authoritarian school administration structure than the one
provided by the 1918 provision and the 1923 organization charter.
Yet this vison of an educational free-for-all did not survive the test of reality.
During the civil war and in the early 1920s many schools lost their buildings and had few
experienced staff members and supplies. Many of the functioning schools refused to
adopt the new curricula and school rules. 25 At the same time the provision on the uniform
labor school abolished discipline and lacked any language that imposed administrative
and educational structure into the school activities. In 1923 Sovnarkom adopted the
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“Organization charter of the uniform labor school” that imposed a first step toward an
administrative hierarchy at schools. The organization charter established the position of
the school director (zaveduiushchii) responsible for education, housekeeping, and
administration of the school. The school soviets now included all teaching staff, a doctor,
and only one representative from the housekeeping (tekhnicheskii) staff. The
representatives from the municipal soviets and other administrative bodies were now
optional and the students had only one representative from each age group starting from
age twelve. 26
The 1923 “Organization charter of the uniform labor school” declared “human
labor activity” the main area of theoretical and practical study at school. 27 The
organization charter maintained that “productive labor (agricultural etc.) that is
organically connected with school education [obuchenie] should have a central place” in
the functioning of the school. To fulfill this goal the school soviet had to build the
school’s study plan “in close connection to local production sites.” This “connection with
the working masses,” as well as “collective labor in and outside school, …organizations
of young pioneers, collective reading and conversations” were to be used to develop the
“self-consciousness and instincts” of the proletarian class in students. Through labor
students also would come to “realize the solidarity of all workers in the struggle with
capital as well as prepare for the useful productive and social-political activity.”28
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Following Marx’s theory of the base and the superstructure of human activity, labor at
school would develop a proper class consciousness and ideology in students.
In reality, however, only in a few places could school administrators and teachers
put these principles into practice. Even then it happened after a fierce debate over what
constituted productive labor and polytechnization at school. Many places lacked a
connection between schools and production sites. In other schools teachers understood
the labor basis of education as the presence of practical examples and experiments. 29 As a
result many school administrations made children wash dishes, sweep the floor, bring in
firewood, and assist in other housekeeping tasks as a part of “labor education” termed
self-maintenance (samoobsluzhivanie).30 Only a handful of regions and cities could
organize effective schools of factory and production plant study (FZU) 31 that had enough
factory production workshops to provide their students with the technical skills necessary
to enter the workplace. FZU, the primary test schools for the labor curriculum, also
lagged behind in teaching social studies through the 1920s and early 1930s, so much so
that they had to be reorganized into the regular seven-year schools in 1934. 32 Until 1958
labor curriculum stopped being a part of the comprehensive secondary schools.
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With the Organization charter of the uniform labor school, Sovnarkom introduced
into school administration the same relations of suretyship that it did into the
administration of the universal education reform. While the local departments of
education were responsible to the Commissariat of Enlightenment for all schools in their
city districts and regions, the school directors were responsible for their schools to the
departments of education. The local department of education appointed and fired the
school director upon recommendation from the school soviet or local party organs and
appointed deputy director, school secretary and all the teaching staff upon
recommendation of the director.33 The school director bore responsibility for all school
activities from teaching to caring for the school building and furniture. The teaching
process included proper organization of students’ self-government, organization of
children’s labor, and students’ political education (vospitanie) along with teaching. The
director ensured that the content, organization, and environment of teaching corresponded
to all the demands of the Commissariat of Enlightenment as transmitted through the local
department of education.
The school soviet lost its role as the main administrative organ of the school per
the Organization charter of the uniform labor school. The director was obligated to call
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the soviet no less than once a month to discuss plans for the curriculum, the school study
schedule, and the apportionment of the students’ time. The director, however, had the
right to suspend the decisions of the soviet until a hearing in the local department of
education if he disagreed with them. In emergency situations the director could make
decisions without consulting the soviet. The soviet could not amend or veto the director’s
decisions. 34 Its role decreased from the initial collegial discussion and decision-making to
the sham of collective approval for the initiatives of the Commissariat of Enlightenment,
the local department of education, and the school director.
Introducing a compulsory universal primary school system and later a compulsory
universal seven-year course of primary and secondary education were a part of the
program that solidified the obligation of the students and schools to the government. In
1923 the Soviet of People’s Commissars (SNK, Sovnarkom) of the Russian Republic
(RSFSR)35 re-affirmed the goal of providing free universal primary school education to
all children aged 8 to 11 by the 1933-1934 academic year.36 The 1925 All-Russian
Central Executive Committee (VTsIK)37 and Sovnarkom of RSFSR decree “On
introducing universal primary education and building a school network” again projected
the introduction of compulsory universal primary education by the end of the academic
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year in 1934.38 According to the decree, once the primary schools had enough seating
room for all students living within a two-mile radius of the school, local executive
committees could mandate compulsory primary school attendance. The 1927 Sovnarkom
resolution “On introducing universal compulsory primary education in the RSFSR” put
the obligation to educate all children starting from age 8 onto their parents and
guardians. 39 The duty to educate orphaned as well as mentally deficient children passed
to the local departments of education, effectively reinforcing the suretyship of these
departments for the students and their parents (principals) to the Commissariat of
Enlightenment (pledgee).
To ensure all school-age children’s attendance and to ease the administration of
individual schools the Commissariat of Enlightenment extended the suretyship for
students’ attendance to a network of city and regional departments of people’s education.
Created in 1918, the departments of people’s education had an office of instructors
(instruktory) who had to visit schools to “maintain the living connection” between the
schools and departments and “help the teachers in their pedagogical work.” 40 As the
universal education coverage expanded, the responsibility to involve all school-age
children placed on school principals and education administrators increased, expanding
and solidifying their role as sureties for students’ attendance. Beginning with the 1930
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“Resolution on the introduction of universal primary education” the government placed
increasing responsibility for controlling school attendance on departments of education,
local soviets, school principals, teachers, and finally parents and caregivers. 41
Yet this new revolutionary approach together with the increased school
attendance made many teachers yearn for more direction from the state on how to teach
and, more importantly, discipline, their students. Beginning in the early 1930s secondary
education, as well as industry and agriculture, experienced a tremendous increase in state
control. In order to exercise this control the state created a new hierarchy of
accountability based on the age old Russian institution of poruka. Not labor and
education, but responsibility for other people’ work effort and ideologically correct
conduct tied the school collectives together in the 1930s and 1940s.
Introduction of the institution of school inspectors within the regional and district
departments of education was the second stage in developing a system of sureties
responsible for universal primary education. 42 The initiative, as was the case with
organizing the committee on universal compulsory primary education, came from the
Sovnarkom. The heads of the commissariats were highly displeased with the state of
implementation of compulsory primary education in 1939 (five year after the initial
projected date of universal primary education coverage) and recommended that the
Commissariat of Enlightenment introduce more supervision and control. Article 3 of the
SNK resolution on the condition of universal primary education suggested reminding
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municipal and rural soviets that they bore responsibility for all the measures to ensure
universal education including the registration of all children living within the school
district. Article 11 advised the Commissariat of Enlightenment to “strengthen control
over the work of schools and teachers” and “completely staff the regional and district
departments of education with school inspectors” between December 1939 and January
1940.43
In the third stage of the creation of the system of sureties, Sovnarkom in 1943
issued a detailed instruction to the city and regional soviets of deputies on how to divide a
region into school districts and account for all the school-age children living in it. In
particular, Sovnarkom placed responsibility for making lists of all school age children on
the heads of house management and house residents’ committees 44 in the cities and
school teachers in the rural areas.45 The caretakers and teachers submitted these lists to
the school principals who then had to ensure school attendance either personally or
through class teachers. The school principals also had to report truancy to the district
departments of education. In all instances, Sovnarkom initiated measures to control the
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execution of the universal education reform and imposed committees, administrative
positions, and duties extraneous to the task of teaching. These entities and functions
designed to coordinate, control, and account for students effectively served as sureties
responsible for the proper course of the reform that the Commissariat of Enlightenment
administered.
The main feature of the early 1930s school administration reforms was the
extension of the burden of suretyship onto school teachers. While Sovnarkom was the
main governing body and pledgee in the poruka structure of the universal education
reform, the Central Committee of the Communist party (TsK VKP(b)) took on this role in
the school administration reform. The 1931 resolution of TsK VKP(b) “On the primary
and secondary school” called for the exercise of undivided authority [edinonachalie] and
strengthening the teachers’ responsibility for the quality of school work. 46 “The activity
of the children’s self-government organizations” had to address “raising the quality of
studying and strengthening of the conscious discipline.” 47 In other words, the original
self-government organizations, whether the school soviet or the student organizations,
lost all the vestiges of their administrative power. Their only remaining role was to
discipline themselves and gain and preserve high academic and moral standards.
The next TsK VKP(b) resolution from 1932 introduced a clear hierarchical
scheme of school work based on the four main elements. Firstly, the school period or
lesson returned as the main unit of school schedule. Secondly, the teacher could be the
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only leader during the school period and in school work in general. Thirdly, the teacher
also had to do on-going individual assessment of students’ knowledge. Finally,
encouragement and promotion of students’ self-discipline was the final integral
component of order at school.48 A part of a firm schedule of classes, the school period
with a permanent contingent of students replaced learning in a working “brigade” that
explored a study topic with or without teacher’s guidance. 49 The 1934 resolution “On the
structure of the primary and secondary school in the USSR” further entrenched division
into grades by ages and established a secondary school of ten grades. 50 The 1935
resolution “On the organization of school work and internal regulations” established a
class period length of 45 minutes and the number and length of breaks between periods,
further solidifying the uniform regimen for all school students in the USSR. 51
The teacher became the sole leader, the person responsible for working with each
student individually, as well as for providing them with “collective work that would not
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be brigade work.”52 The obligation to assess each individual student’s learning through
daily, weekly, quarterly, and yearly tests cemented the teachers’ responsibility for their
students’ learning. From 1935 teachers had to measure students’ academic progress on
the five-grade scale of “1) very poor; 2) poor; 3) fair; 4) good; 5) excellent.” In the zeal to
ensure measurable success TsK and Sovnarkom overlooked the necessity to present clear
criteria for grading, but promiced to develop them later.53 The school directors
(zaveduiushchie) became principals (direktory) and had to be education specialists with
college degrees and several years of teaching experience. TsK and Sovnarkom took the
power to appoint principals away from the local departments of education and gave it to
the Commissariats of Enlightenment of the republics. 54 Reacting to the poor results of the
1920s, the party and Sovnarkom moved to take the educational initiative away from the
schools and institute more overseers and controllers. 55
Teachers, however, could not be the last in the line of sureties responsible for the
quality of education; the party and Sovnarkom potentates sought to expand this bond of
responsibility to include the students themselves. The 1935 TsK and Sovnarkom
resolution charged a special commission with creating a “peremptory and completely
compulsory” charter “for both teachers and students.” Rules for students were to become
the central part of the new school charter. In addition, the highest executive organs of the
state ordered that every student be provided with a student identity card featuring the
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school rules, a personal file kept at school, and a uniform. 56 The rules for students were to
include “strict and conscious following of the discipline, being polite to teachers,
comrades and elders, acquiring culture skills, careful treatment of school … property, and
decisive struggle against hooliganism.” Now the students were responsible for their own
behavior and conduct and had to act as sureties for themselves and for their peers.
By 1936, Sovnarkom and the Central Committee built a hierarchy of principals in
the poruka structure, entities responsible for various areas of education policy within the
USSR Commissariat of Enlightenment. The hierarchy stretched from the commissariats
of the union and autonomous republics to individual students. Members of each
hierarchical tier, commissariats, local departments of education, school principals,
teachers, and students were simultaneously principals, pledgees, and sureties. As
pledgees they demanded obedience and fulfillment of duties from the members of all tiers
below them. As principals they were responsible for fulfilling their specific obligations
toward a chain of pledgees above them. As sureties they were responsible for the conduct
of principals of the same status and in all tiers below them. Sovnarkom of the USSR and
TsK VKP(b) became the ultimate pledgees without being sureties or principals. School
teachers became the ultimate sureties: they experienced the biggest burden of duty as
principals to the state and had an added task as pledgees of controlling their own
principals, the unruly students. School students became the ultimate principals,
responsible only for their own and other students’ objectified conduct.
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The war years brought on another barrage of administrative and disciplinary
enforcement at schools that was necessary in the difficult school-administering situation.
In particular, the state needed a mechanism to foster “conscious discipline”
(soznatel’naia distsiplina) in students within their self-governing collectives. The new
school rules were a foundation for the mechanism that also developed self-consciousness
and instincts of the proletarian class that the labor curriculum developed. The
consciousness component was a euphemism for internalization of discipline, collective
structure, and proletarian values that underpinned the vision of the Soviet new man. The
rules of the Soviet school created around 1936 expressed this self-consciousness
summing up the requirements of the new man to him or herself. The rules were a set of
twenty maxims first appearing in print in 1935 and by 1943 becoming the all-union
standard.57 These maxims regulated the student’s body, interactions with other people,
and regimen both at school and at home. In other words, the Soviet disciplinary rules
were the verbal image of the repetitive rituals of school and student life. 58
Most rules were the school’s requirements for students’ behavior: being obedient
towards teachers and parents, doing homework and other domestic and school duties,
keeping the school clean, and maintaining an excellent record of behavior. The other goal
of the rules, however, was to create a checklist of responsibilities in the hands of a
controlling authority, a teacher, another adult, or a student on duty at school. Found
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wanting against these rules, any student could find his or herself in front of the
controlling organ. In this respect, the rules served as a contract that created a poruka
relationship. A surety (a teacher, another student, or another adult) could report the
student to the authorities if he or she breached the rules. The rules were the invisible
guard in the school panopticon, where a controlling body could examine the student
against the rules’ unforgiving requirements at any moment.
The Stalinist 1940s were the era of fine-tuning the administrative system of
exacting duty and responsibility from school administrations. Aside from the rules for
students, the state introduced a special ID for school students in 1943, abolished the
socialist competition at schools, and introduced a rubric for grading students’ work in all
subjects in 1944.59 Socialist competition was one of the powerful, even if indirect,
vehicles of conspiracy between the teachers and the students.60 In order to show greater
productivity teachers increased the number of positive grades in their classroom. In many
cases the students knew of the teachers’ need to show performance and used it to their
own advantage getting high grades for inferior work. The resolution “On the socialist
competition at school,” however, replaced socialist competition with an ambiguous
statement on the power and responsibility of the teacher. It called for eliminating any
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pressure on the teacher in assessing the academic performance of students while placing
on them “full personal responsibility for the accuracy of the students’ academic
performance assessment.”61 Giving the teachers the power to assess the students, the
resolution also gave them the responsibility to assess correctly thus imposing a duty to
perform correctly in the eyes of the principal and higher educational administrators. In
the poruka system that also meant the other teachers became sureties, surveilling the
grading practices. The yearly school report on academic performance was the powerful
instrument of such surveillance. The grades each class got in various subjects were
summed up and averaged to produce the index of academic performance. Any index that
went below ninety percent meant inadequate effort from teachers, the students, and,
ultimately, the school principal.
The criteria of assessment of students’ academic performance and behavior
became a final component in the Stalinist system of requirement and responsibility.
Adopted in 1944, it used grades two through five to create a record of a student’s
behavior through all the period of study. The system stipulated that a grade less than
“five” (the highest) could only be given once in a quarter within one academic year. 62
“Two” (the lowest grade) meant expulsion from school and had to be approved by the
district department of education. A school diploma could only be given to a student who
had an excellent grade for behavior.63 This type of grading separated both academic
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performance and student behavior into distinct gradable actions and thus put additional
pressure on the students. As with subject grades, the performance grades were also
averaged in the yearly review by class and were a further indication of the teachers’ and
students’ effort.
The Stalin-era disciplinary reform culminated with the 1943-1954 separate school
experiment that filled educators with hope that gender segregation would drive up
academic performance and proper behavior. The abolition of separate schools in 1954
was one the first signs that Khrushchev’s regime sought a new way to organize secondary
education. Khrushchev era reforms that culminated in the 1958 law “On the
Strengthening of the Connection between School and Life” 64 returned the Soviet school
to its revolutionary principles. Schools had to provide free education for every child in
their school district and the education had to be based on labor and include practical
experience in industry or agriculture in order to form a new Soviet man, the builder of
communism. This moral and ethical education could only happen in the collectives, the
groups bound together by mutual responsibility or responsible dependency that closely
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resembled the poruka bonds of Muscovy. The discipline that mutual responsibility
created in the collectives was a legacy of Stalin era legislation which, in turn, reinstated
the ancient poruka institutions in Soviet society.
The 1958 law “On Strengthening the Connection between School and Life”
proclaimed the introduction of universal compulsory eight-year education for children
and adolescents from 7 to 15-16 years of age.65 The law superseded all the haphazard
reforms and proclamations of the revolutionary 1920s and the Stalin era to establish a
system that united the perceived “best practices.” The Ministry of Enlightenment now
became the ultimate pledgee and the final authority to which all of the lower authorities
accounted for all the school age children. 66 The 1959 “Instruction for accounting for
children and adolescents who are to undergo universal-compulsory eight-year education”
epitomized the course of reform. 67 From the emphasis on engagement of all local
educational and civic authorities to the personal responsibility of the school principal for
accounting for each and every child at school, the instruction preserved the system of
sureties introduced in Stalin’s time.
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The very title of the 1959 instruction reflected the new reality of obligations and
responsible sureties. The “universal compulsory” (vseobshchee obiazatel’noe) definitions
of the 1930s and 1940s became one combined adjective vseobshcheobiazatel’noe
showing the new inseparable nature of the privilege and obligation to attend school. In
addition to collecting and updating the lists of school-age children yearly, school
principals and teachers had to maintain a personal file for each student and an “alphabet
book” recording the names of all students. The personal file contained the student’s
academic and behavioral record and followed students who transferred schools. The
alphabet book contained the names and street addresses of all the students at school. 68
The education of “universal-compulsory education” was obuchenie, mastering the
curriculum at school, as opposed to obrazovanie, the more noble enlightenment as a
result of schooling. Furthermore, students were not gaining an education, they were
“undergoing” (podlezhat) education in the universal-compulsory manner, without any
significant alternative. Introduction of accountability of teachers, principals, school
inspectors, and local soviets for every student attending school resulted in school
becoming the unavoidable institution for mastering knowledge and the Soviet way of life.
The 1958 law set a new system of vospitanie or rearing the new Soviet man in the
school collectives as the main educational goal of the Soviet school. In the four decades
between 1918 and 1958 the collectives evolved from free associations of students and
teachers unrestricted by disciplinary and knowledge assessment requirements to
hierarchically built groups based on mutual responsibility and surveillance. Changes in
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the character of obrazovanie, obuchenie, and vospitanie made this evolution possible.
Universal education (obuchenie) turned from a benefit to students into a system of
accountability and compulsory school attendance for every school-age child in the Soviet
Union. The revolutionary idea of having students acquire a set of technical labor
(trudovye) skills and knowledge while at school evolved to an assumption that all of
student’s time should be occupied with educational (vospitatel’nye) activities that
constituted student labor. Educational administration bodies, in particular the city and
regional departments of people’s education (obrazovanie), became sureties to the lower
rank principals and teachers, vouching for their professionalism and fulfillment of
educational duties. A Soviet child entering school in the 1960s started their life as a
member of the collective that had to engage all of his or her active time, build their
documentation record, and control their academic progress, personal growth, and the
whole process of education.
The revolutionary significance and early demise of the labor curriculum made it a
perfect Thaw vehicle for destalinization in schools and returning to the revolutionary
roots of Soviet power. The preamble to the 1958 law proclaimed that both physical and
intellectual labor would be the foundations of the communist society of the future. The
main task of schools, therefore, was “preparing students for life, socially useful labor
(obshchestvenno-poleznyi trud),” and “education [vospitanie] of youth in the spirit of
deep respect for the principles of socialist society, in the spirit of ideas of communism.” 69
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The law mandated reorganization of all schools to include an integrated general education
and professionalization course in the last three years of study. 70 To give additional value
to productive labor skills, the law mandated giving preference to prospective college and
university students with work experience and extended availability of evening and
subscription courses to young people in the workforce. 71 Thus the Khrushchev’s
government tried to reignite the revolutionary drive so as to bring youth into the work
force and the universities at the same time.
Aside from training youth in professional skills early on, the labor curriculum
introduced self-maintenance (samoobsluzhivanie) as another component of student duty
and obligation in the Soviet schools. The 1959 resolution “On developing selfmaintenance in general education schools”72 established school housekeeping work as a
first stage of labor education (vospitanie). This work included cleaning classrooms,
cooking food and busing tables in school canteens, and repairing furniture and school
buildings. Thus the government provided school administration with a legal vehicle for
demanding help from both students and their parents in school upkeep and gave school
principals a chance to save money on the janitorial and grounds-keeping staff. 73 The
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resolution specifically mandated school principals to curtail the budgets for such staff and
compel the students to do the labor instead. The money released this way were to be used
towards buying new school equipment and establishing extra-curricular programs. The
1959 resolution on self-maintenance only reinstated norms of the 1918 “Principles of the
uniform labor school” and the 1923 “Organization charter.” Yet, as with attendance and
collective self-government, what was to be a voluntary educational activity in the 1920s
became an obligation toward the state enforced through suretyship. Cleaning up the
classrooms after the end of the school day, summer “labor practicum,” a mandatory time
to be spent by students working on school projects, and expeditions to the local collective
farms for agricultural practice became staples of the school experience that started the
students on the path towards fulfilling their duty as a principal to the state’s pledgee. 74
The Khrushchev-era labor curriculum did not enjoy long life. In 1966 the
government changed the 1958 law to limit professional training only to schools which
had the proper facilities.75 Yet while the Soviet government could not provide adequate
facilities for technical education classes in general education schools, it did manage to
create a solid foundation for legalizing the students’ engagement in labor at school
without compensation. Along with attendance and academic performance, labor became a
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student’s duty towards the state. Similar to free schooling, the labor curriculum was
initially a benefit the state provided for its younger citizens that later became an
instrument of control over the young people’s activities.
Khrushchev-era educational reforms legitimized the various institutions that made
up a system of duty and responsibility in the 1930s and 1940s in the new provisions on
the school structure. The 1959 “Provision for the eight-year school” organized all the
main foci of the poruka relationships at school. It regulated the rules for student
attendance, appointment of the principal and the teachers, and their responsibilities. The
provision also established the rules for organizing the school’s collective governing
bodies: the school pedagogical council (pedagogicheskii soviet), the parents’ committee,
and the active students’ soviet. The provision repeated the earlier legislation in obliging
the students to do the self-maintenance housekeeping work at school.76 Nominally
preserving the revolutionary reforms of universal free education, the labor curriculum,
and the advisory and decision-making soviets governing the school, in reality the
Khrushchev-era legislation systematized the haphazard school reforms of the Stalin era.
The Khrushchev-era reforms gave an illusion of liberalizing the school through
legitimization of the collective school-governing bodies. Yet in reality the reforms just
systematized the haphazard school reforms of the previous forty years. Obligatory
attendance at the state educational institution, unpaid labor of students for school upkeep,
and collective decision-making became the three defining features of the Soviet school.
The state’s ability to enforce all three rested on the institutionalized poruka relationships
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and relied on the hierarchy of principals and controlling sureties within the system.
Bound with ties of mutual responsibility, the actors within this poruka system created
collectives, the unique Soviet social groups that allowed state orders, ideology, and
surveillance to permeate down to the lowest orders of the social hierarchy. The
institutionalization of poruka relationships promoted the creation of collectives. Soviet
educational collectives, some spontaneous, some deliberately organized, also actively
used poruka relationships. Chapter two will explore the history of the Soviet collectives
and their most prominent promoter, Anton Makarenko.
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CHAPTER 2. MAKING A COLLECTIVE: APPLYING MAKARENKO’S THEORY
AND PRACTICE TO THE POSTWAR SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Post-Stalin era Soviet collectives in industry, agriculture, and educational
institutions were a result of the Bolshevik development of 19 th century collectivist ideas,
the post-revolutionary movement of self-organizing collectives, and the state takeover of
collective organizing in the late 1920s and early 1930s. Of these, Anton Makarenko’s
experiments during the 1920s and 1930s in establishing a youth colony as a selforganizing collective had the most influence on implementing collectivist policies in the
Soviet schools. Makarenko’s collectives were the most developed and holistic model of
moral and character education (vospitanie) available to Soviet teachers. The effectiveness
of Makarenko’s collectives can be traced to the poruka-style relationships between and
among teachers and students that the collectives fostered. The simplicity of collectives
and familiarity with the poruka relationships they relied upon made them a staple of the
Soviet primary and secondary education.
Born in 1888, Makarenko graduated from the one-year teachers’ education
program in 1905 and then continued his training in the Poltava Teachers’ Institute,
graduating in 1917 and then working as an inspector (headmaster) at a higher primary
school.1 His work in pedagogical collective-building began in 1920 when he was
appointed head of the Poltava colony for juvenile delinquents he later named for Maksim
Gorky. In 1928 Makarenko was transferred from the Poltava colony to Kharkov were he
became head of the Dzerzhinsky children’s colony/commune. In both communes,
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Makarenko supervised not just the living and school quarters, but also a farming and
production facility where the colonists of different ages worked in small groups or
brigades (brigady) according to their interests and ability. The production facility in the
colony named for F. E. Dzerzhinsky produced the first Soviet photographic cameras.
Makarenko attributed his pedagogical success to creation of a well-regulated
community organized around three principles: pedagogy centered on moral and character
education (vospitanie), school structure, and the collective. Makarenko united these three
in a somewhat cohesive framework only once in a series of lectures on “The Problem of
Soviet Upbringing at School.” Makarenko read this lecture series for the staff of the
People’s Commissariat of Enlightenment in January 1938, a year before his sudden
death.2 The lectures were published in the Sovetskaia pedagogika (Soviet pedagogy)
journal and Uchitel’skaia gazeta (Teachers’ gazette) newspaper in the early 1940s and
then in 1951 in the five volume edition of Makarenko’s works. Drawing heavily on
examples from the day-to-day activities of his colony Makarenko explained that he was
an educator working with children, not an academic building a theory. His conclusions
which he termed as “of a theoretical character” were the only framework he provided to
those wishing to introduce his program in their schools and youth institutions. 3
Moral and character education (vospitanie), according to Makarenko, took place
in every institution and sphere of Soviet life. “In the Soviet state not just every child,
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every school child, but every citizen at every turn is subjected to moral and character
education.”4 A Soviet person was educated morally almost everywhere because “all
educational methods and techniques, statements, principles of the Communist party,
Komsomol, theses of Lenin and Stalin” comprised “a code of … moral and character
education in the USSR.”5 For Makarenko, the evidence of moral and character education
at work was a change in the character, traits and behavior of a person. 6 He saw this
change of character as his main goal as an educator. His work with delinquents focused
on changing of their character and traits, while their intellectual education (obrazovanie)
was a secondary concern. “Nobody even gave me the task of educating [children]
intellectually. I was given delinquent boys and girls, criminals if you use the old word, …
and I was given the task of changing their character.”7
Yet intellectual education as well as labor education was still integral to
Makarenko’s system. “In the system of labor colonies the school is a powerful moral and
cultural education [vospitatel’noe] instrument. … In the last years I have been relying on
the full ten-year school and I am convinced that real reeducation, full reeducation that
guarantees against recidivism is possible only with the aid of a full secondary school
[program].”8 In Makarenko’s experience, just working at a production facility or doing
household tasks did not improve persons enough, nor forced them to change their
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character, morality, and culture. Moral and cultural education (vospitanie) was only
possible in a school that constituted a single collective.
The collective, for Makarenko, was a practical form of moral and cultural
education inseparable from the school:
Correct Soviet moral and cultural education [vospitanie] should be
organized through creating united, powerful, influential collectives. A
school should be a united collective where all educational processes
should be organized and any member of that collective should feel his or
her dependence upon this collective, should be dedicated to the interests of
this collective, defend these interests and give primary value to these
interests.9
The power and influence of collectives in Makarenko’s schools came from their
hierarchy, discipline enforced through self-governance, and tradition. The basis of the
collective was a relationship of its members that Makarenko called “responsible
dependency,”10 which was Makarenko’s name for poruka. In every school/commune,
Makarenko distinguished between the collective of the school and the “organic” or
independently existing primary collectives. The latter were the school classes (groups of
students of the same age who took all the subject classes together) and the work brigades
in the production facilities Makarenko organized at his colonies. But Makarenko found
that it was too easy for students to wrap themselves up in the interests of their particular
class or production brigade and ignore the interests of the school. 11 So Makarenko
introduced another type of primary collective of his own invention, a detachment (otriad)
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of seven to fifteen people. 12 The small size and varied ages of people in the detachments
allowed Makarenko to make sure that the most active, interested, and “politically
involved”13 members of his commune were assigned to each detachment. These activists
(or aktiv) could pass on their experience in commune living, working, studying, and
leadership to the younger members of the commune. A detachment functioned like a
family for children and adolescents who did not know any other community except for
the street and criminal gangs.14
Regulated by appointed (later elected) detachment commanders, detachments
functioned together through a system of self-government with two governing bodies. The
Commanders’ council (Sovet komandirov) also named the Council of the Collective
(Sovet kollektiva) consisted of detachment commanders, the school principal, the medic,
and heads of the Komsomol bureau and the pioneer organization. The Council of the
Collective met every week to discuss the immediate issues and organization questions in
the colony. The second governing body, the general council of all pupils of the commune
met every month to hear reports from the Commanders’ council on the academic
progress, production plan, finances, outside contacts, and everyday matters in the
collective. 15
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The primary collectives and the councils created a system where education and
upbringing happened indirectly, through the mechanism Makarenko called “the logic of
parallel pedagogical action.”16 Makarenko saw its advantage in the fact that neither he,
nor any other teacher or administrator in the colony had to work one-on one with a pupil.
Instead, Makarenko carefully supervised the detachments: their composition, day-to-day
activities, appointments, and successes through everyday reports of the detachment
commanders and the regular meetings of the councils. This system placed responsibility
for supervising and morally educating (vospityvat’) individual pupils with their
detachments as a whole and detachment commanders in particular. Detachments were in
constant competition with each other based on the academic and work performance of
detachment members. Every month, the best detachment received significant privileges: a
right to keep the banner of the commune in their dormitory room, the easiest cleaning
order at the commune, tickets to the theater and other benefits. Even the students who did
not have perfect grades in all subjects could enjoy the benefits given to the leading
detachments and these benefits placed an ethical burden and obligation onto every pupil
to measure up to the detachment ranking. 17
Despite Makarenko’s declarations that parallel pedagogical action and the system
of detachments liberated him from personal involvement with individual students, these
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institutions allowed him to show empathy for each child and his trust in his students.
Empathy as an ability to understand another person’s singular experience through
mentally identifying oneself with him or her was the key to Makarenko’s success as an
educator and director of the colony. Makarenko knew that in the detachment children
who had similar experiences but also were dedicated to doing well in the colony would
have a greater persuasive power than his logical arguments. The entire organizational
system in the colony was a structure through which Makarenko empathetically gave his
students a chance to live in the well-ordered environment that they craved after a life in
the street.
Aside from forming a collective structure, children’s organs of self-government in
Makarenko’s colonies empowered students to take charge of their lives and own their
academic and labor success. Yet Makarenko-style self-government was not student
democracy, but rather student decision-making that the teachers and colony
administrators organized, supervised, and directed. On the one hand, Makarenko insisted
that “administration of the establishment, including pedagogical administration should
not substitute the organs of self-government and resolve the problems in the purview of
the organs of self-government on its own.”18 On the other hand, he allowed that “if the
administration considers it impossible to execute the mistaken decision of one selfgovernment body or another, it should appeal to the general council, not just cancel the
decision.” Moreover, Makarenko declared that the main method of administrative work
with children was “exerting influence through the organs of self-government.”19 The
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democratic procedures for electing the self-government organs were in fact thoroughly
supervised by the administration that worked with the pioneers, Komsomol members and
other influential children to persuade them to adopt the necessary decisions. Makarenko
argued that “incorrect, erroneous resolutions of the general council are possible not
because the members of the council are inexperienced or bad, but solely because the
administration made grave errors in its work … [and] because the resolution was not
well-prepared.”20 “Preparing” the resolution meant persuading the children of the correct
point of view or the proper line of action. One of Makarenko’s great achievements was
his empathy or understanding of children’s desires and motivations and instilling the
desired outcome into the children’s collective, empowering the children to act on their
own.
Makarenko fostered children-activists (aktiv) through the Komsomol and pioneer
organization, but mainly through the communards (kommunary).21 Makarenko’s
communards had a special badge and a series of privileges compared with regular
students, such as more opportunity to obtain permission to go outside the colony and get
money earned in the production facility, and most importantly, the privilege to hold
elected positions in the collective and the right to vote in the general council. In return,
the collective and the administration expected excellent performance from the
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communards in all facets of communal life. The communards were the obvious
candidates for the position of detachment commanders and served as a link between the
children’s self-government body and the individual detachments. 22 Makarenko insisted
that the communards and children-activists would be ruined with low expectations and
undeserved privileges. 23 Yet the dual nature of the arrangement, communards selected by
the school administration and enjoying privileges for their service of supervising and
controlling other students became a time-bomb under the collective as envisioned by
Makarenko. The balance between privileges and responsibilities was too delicate and
broke without a proper education system to maintain and enforce it.
Makarenko believed that discipline, the basis and the end result of this collective
culture, was the crowning achievement of an educational system. The main element of
Makarenko’s discipline was what he called a “requirement” (trebovanie). In a wellorganized collective any member could demand obedience from any other member and
being obedient was the ultimate expression of respect of a member towards his or her
collective.
If someone asked me if I could briefly summarize the essence of my
pedagogical experience, I would reply that it consists in requiring
[trebovanie] as much as possible from a person and respecting a person as
much as possible. I believe that this is the formula of Soviet discipline in
general, the formula of our society. … This pairing of requirement
[trebovanie] from a person and respect towards him or her is not two
separate things but one and the same.24
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In the language of poruka, Makarenko’s requirement was an obligation that the collective
member had to fulfill. Makarenko argued, that the process of imposing obligations had to
go through three stages before any member of the collective could demand obedience
from another. In the first stage the administrator, head of the collective, was the only
person who could impose obligations. In the second stage several children-activists
joined the administrator and shared his authority of imposing obligations onto each other
and the rest of the collective. In the third stage, the whole collective acted as one body,
both imposing obligations and fulfilling them.

25

In the third stage the main obligation

within the Makarenko’s collective was obedience to the collective. The highest form of
praise was recognition in front of the whole collective, the most dreaded punishment –
standing in the center in the meeting of the Council of the Collective and being
questioned by the other students sitting around you in a circle. A refusal to go stand in the
center in the meeting meant a refusal to obey the collective. 26
Recreating a system where the dictatorial authority of the administrator was
gradually shared with the growing institutions of self-government in the collective raised
several problems for the majority of Soviet educators. Traditionally Russian educators
either used verbal persuasion or physical violence to make students obey. For
Makarenko, verbal persuasion was too soft and violence was unacceptable even as
Makarenko himself was not without sin. 27 His first success in inspiring obedience
happened when he struck the informal student leader who continuously disobeyed him:
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It was the first time any of the boys addressed me with the familiar “thou.”
Desperate with rage and indignation, driven to utter exasperation by the
experiences of the previous months, I raised my hand and dealt Zadorov
[the student] a blow full in the face. I hit him so hard that he lost his
balance and fell against the stove. Again I struck him, seizing him by the
collar and actually lifting him off his feet. And then I struck him the third
time… My rage was so wild and unbridled that a word of resistance would
have set me rushing at the whole pack of them, ready for murder, ready to
wipe out this gang of thugs.28
Makarenko’s rage and demonstration of his ability to use violence against them so
compelled the colonists that they obeyed him and the first collective experience
immediately followed. The whole group went to the forest to chop wood together, even
as Makarenko had reservations about giving pupils axes and prepared to fight for his life
with his gun in hand. 29 While Makarenko freely talked of this first instance of inspiring
obedience with physical violence, he used it as an example of the things he did in the
“hard years just after the revolution,” when he did not have the support of educational
authorities and proper living conditions. At the time when Makarenko summarized his
experience for other educators, in the late 1930s, he said that violence in the current
improved conditions was no longer justified, but the obedience that his violence backed
up in the 1920s was still essential to system. 30
Makarenko’s account of using violence to back up his demand to obey, his
practice of military-style reports, and arrests (when a pupil was obligated to spend a
certain number of hours in Makarenko’s office) created an ambiguous view on the
acceptability of methods of punishment and persuasion in Soviet pedagogical theory and
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practice. Catriona Kelly cited multiple examples of neglect in orphanages and children’s
colonies and even a second hand report of the excessive use of violence by Makarenko’s
student Semion Kalabalin. Kelly claimed that Makarenko made light of his use of
violence in the Road to Life and thus legitimized the use of violence in handling
delinquent youth or just orphanage wards. 31 Makarenko, however, spoke against
excessive military practices such as walking in line or stopping and marching on
command because he believed those were too tiring for children who had an obligation to
work and study. 32 The use of obligations and other discipline-building practices earned
Makarenko a reputation of the “military-style commander” who suppressed the
individuality and creativity of his pupils. Yet if one believed Makarenko and his staff, as
well as the testimony of many former students, the colony used more humane methods
and achieved better results than many similar institutions in the 1930s. 33
Poruka-like relationships that Makarenko built in his communes between the
detachment commanders, their detachments, and the Council of the collective were
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Makarenko’s golden mean between the verbal persuasion and physical violence. The
commanders were sureties for their detachments, but also bosses (pledgees) of them and
also principals in relation to the Council of Collective and Makarenko himself. Putting
the responsibility for the behavior of detachment members onto the detachment
commander allowed Makarenko to distance himself from the methods commanders might
have used to put the detachment in order. Violent encounters happened in Makarenko’s
colonies, but through the logic of parallel pedagogical action Makarenko could distance
himself from violence as well as encourage using other methods of settling disputes.
The proper regulation of labor and sexual life in the colony also came about
through poruka relationships in the collective. Makarenko took great pride in the fact that
commune owned a production plant where its students received labor education. Yet,
contrary to the theories of such educational authorities as Shul’gin or Krupskaya,
Makarenko stressed the importance of organization and relations rather than the deep
meaning of labor in his students’ education. The essence of a successful labor education,
Makarenko stated, was “in the logic of production based on … the division of labor and
planning.” Making sure the students specialized in labor they had most ability for was
more important for Makarenko, than just making students serve shift in the factory. “The
plan is a fine lace of norms and relationships,” stated Makarenko, underscoring the fact
that the he enjoyed matching the students with their working brigades the same way he
enjoyed organizing them in detachments in the colony.34 Organizing students in classes
by age or into working brigades by strength and physical power was too haphazard for
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Makarenko. The collective organization of working brigades let Makarenko extend the
labor was more important than the goods produced.
Sexual education in Makarenko’s colony required as an end result a similar
understanding of the “delicate lace of norms and relationships.” The only difference was
that there was only one acceptable form of sexual relationship and only one official
manifestation of it:
What does the social morality [obshchestvennaia nravstvennost’] demand
from the issues of sexual life? It demands that the sexual life of each
person, every man and every woman be in constant harmonic relation with
family and love. It only recognizes as normal and morally approved such
sexual life as is based on mutual love and only manifested in the family,
i.e. in an open civic union of a man and a woman that pursues two goals:
human happiness and the birth and upbringing of children. 35
Thus acknowledging the existence of sexuality Makarenko restricted it to heterosexual
marital relations and supported this theory with the proper practices in the colony. He
suggested that the lectures about youth sexuality be conducted by the school medic, or
restricted to secret talks between mothers and daughters, fathers and sons, and friends. 36
In reality the lectures from Makarenko’s personal experience were the only “information”
available to the young people at his colony. 37 He instructed both boys and girls on proper
behavior in a relationship and used younger boys to police the couples. Makarenko
instructed these younger boys, the “passionate and principled enemies of love and
women,” to report all instances when they saw a boy and a girl alone in a secluded place.
It was ok to “be in love,” i.e. to walk and study together, but not to have “a pigsty” or
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“flirtation” in Makarenko’s words.38 Thus the younger boys were made sureties
responsible for reporting illicit sexual relationships within their detachments and the
colony. As with labor, Makarenko delegated the regulation of knowledge about sexual
relations to the collective and supervised it personally as a leader.
In the teachers’ collective, Makarenko also instituted the poruka-type
relationships through the use of obligation and the concept of authority coming from a
single source he called the “center.” The “Center” in Makarenko’s terminology was the
two joined rooms in the main building of the colony: one was the room of the
pedagogical leader, the other was the meeting room of the Council of the Collective. This
center for Makarenko was the visual representation of authority in the collective. The
pedagogical leader (the ultimate pledgee) was to be available to anyone who lived and
worked at the colony, especially the activists and heads of the self-government bodies.39
With such a center, the teachers’ collective became essentially another detachment with a
distinctive set of functions:
The collective of pedagogues should not be a randomly collected group,
but a sensibly selected one. There should be a certain number of old
people, experienced pedagogues, and there should be at least one girl who
had just graduated from a pedagogical college, who has no experience at
all. But she is absolutely necessary, because here we have the mystery
(misteria) of pedagogy, because when such a girl comes and becomes a
part of an old collective of both pedagogues and students, that is when the
mystery begins that defines pedagogical success. Such a girl will learn
both from the old pedagogues and old students, and the fact that she learns
from the old pedagogues gives them responsibility for her proper work. 40
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As with the children’s primary collectives, Makarenko aspired to hand-pick the teacher’s
collective and apply the concept of authority emanating from a single person onto a
collective where everybody is in a poruka-type relationship of responsible dependency.
Since Makarenko established children’s bodies of self-government as a priority, he did
not dwell too much on his methods of teacher selection, except to cite examples of hiring
teachers with complementing character traits. Nor did he talk about examples of conflicts
among the teachers. Makarenko’s preference for experienced male teachers mentoring
inexperienced recent-college-graduate females demonstrated the regulation of gender and
sexual relations among the teachers in his colony, too.
Makarenko’s experiments and practices that allowed him to build exemplary
youth colonies gained recognition through the success of his pupils and Makarenko’s
own writings. Makarenko published the accounts of his work in the communes as
documentary fiction during the 1930s. On his death in 1939, the colonists who came to
Moscow to stand guard at the bier and part with their mentor all called him the same
name, “father.”41 One of Makarenko’s first students, Semion Kalabalin, became an
educator himself and used Makarenko’s system in his own work.42 Both Makarenko’s
books were made into films in the late 1950s when Makarenko became the foremost
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Soviet educator in the eyes of both postwar pedagogic theorists and the teaching
community. 43
Makarenko and his account of practical experience that gained such clout in the
1940s and 1950s, not least because Makarenko escaped incarceration and execution.
Makarenko’s colony was just one of many similar institutions that the NKVD absorbed in
the early 1930s. Makarenko became a staff member of the NKVD after his colony,
named after the first head of secret police Dzerzhinsky, was transferred from the
jurisdiction of the Department of Education into that of the Ukrainian State Political
Directorate (GPU) in 1927. The colonies were transferred into the NKVD jurisdiction in
the new turn of the struggle to increase discipline and elevate the authority of the agents
of the state (teachers and other educators) in the colonies. Increasingly, pedology, the
Soviet science of children’s behavior and development, fell under attack for its “liberal”
and “permissive” methods. Pedologists finally lost in this struggle when the state
declared their work perverse and harmful for children in 1936. 44 While Makarenko never
sided with pedologists, in 1936 he could not defend his collective-building method in his
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colony either. Repressions against Makarenko’s friend and patron in the higher echelons
of the Ukrainian NKVD Vsevolod A. Balitskii forced Makarenko to retire to Moscow
and focus exclusively on writing and lecturing. 45 Makarenko’s experience might have
been forgotten after the war had the Soviet education system not needed effective
methods of discipline.
In 1937 the People’s Commissariat of Enlightenment directed a specialist on
juvenile delinquency Vasilii Kufaev to inspect Makarenko’s former colony, the
Dzerzhinskii colony near Khar’kov.46 The report Kufaev published in 1938 focused
exclusively on students activities and argued that the school-commune transformed
delinquents into “disciplined and conscientious people.” Among the pedagogical
techniques listed as contributing to this transformation were a “strict regimen, studying at
school, productive labor in the workshops, club and interest circles work, children’s
theater, and Komsomol and pioneer organizations.”47 To demonstrate these techniques
and their efficiency, Kufaev described the students demographically, showed their
academic performance and participation in extra-curricular activities, and, most
importantly, the students’ work performance and their self-government bodies.
Kufaev’s report demonstrated the successes of the commune’s methods both
through personal stories and statistics on academic and workplace performance. While
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Makarenko specifically focused his lectures on his commune and collective-building
experience, Kufaev took the existence of the collective for granted. Like Makarenko, he
believed the collective was an essential substitute for a family group, a tool of moral and
ethical education for the delinquents, an instrument to create the Soviet new man:
While the students of mass comprehensive schools, aside from subject and
moral and character education [obuchenie and vospitanie] at school
receive many things from the parents, in the family, in the orphanage
pedagogues substitute from parents to the students, and the comrades and
the children’s collective substitute for the family. … Children’s study
organizations that bear the name of Council of children’s activists [Soviet
detskogo aktiva] are a supplementary method of moral and ethical
education for pedagogues and the whole school-commune.48
Yet there was an important shift: where Makarenko still used self-governance even with
an extensive influence of colony administration, Kufaev saw collective-structuring
“children’s study organizations” as a pedagogical instrument used at will:
The whole art of directing children’s initiatives consists in pedagogues
manipulating situations when students decide various questions in the
meetings of household, school, production divisions. Pedagogues direct
children’s work in such a way as if it is children themselves who do and
decide, and in reality it [children’s illusion that they are making decisions
on their own] is the very thing pedagogues need.49
The collective became not the integral grassroots-elected unit of the colony, but rather an
instrument of control over children, a tool to subtly introduce and exercise the school
administration’s policy over the student body. In Kufaev’s description, it was the
principal, the educators, and other administrators of the school who elected the heads of
brigades/detachments or primary collectives. They worked for half an academic year and
sometimes over a year to find and advance a suitable candidate. The student himself
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would not have known sometimes that he was being prepared for a position of
leadership. 50 The poruka relationship between the colony administration and the students
became stronger as the administration now had to bear responsibility for electing the
proper activists. The Council of children’s activists carefully directed by the principal
was the most useful instrument for establishing poruka relationship, legitimizing the
initiative of administrators and punishing the delinquents.
The Council of children-activists as a controlled self-government effectively
solved the three main problems in running the colony: putting forward children-activists,
coopting the street gang leaders, and focusing peer-pressure on misbehaving students. In
describing the work of the council Kufaev showed why the poruka relationships were so
effective. Mentorship of an activist in the colony consisted of putting the most
resourceful and interested children into the positions that gave them more access to
running the colony. For example, when companies of actors came to the colony and
performed, the colony administration appointed children-activists to welcome the actors
and maintain order in the auditorium. According to Kufaev, these positions elevated the
children in the eyes of their peers. “For a former urchin, who used to try to get into a
cinema or a theater without a ticket and for whom the ticket-checker at the door was
nearly the most important person in the theater, ‘being a ticket-checker is not an ordinary
thing.’”51 In effect a former principal who tried to evade an obligation to the pledgee
could now become the pledgee and feel the power of the boss first hand.
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Working with the informal street “leaders” (vozhaki) required a different kind of
mentorship: showing them that the collective was not a threat to their superiority, but
rather a resource and source of support in work and study. “In every way the children are
brought up with the consciousness that refusing to do a task is breaking the rules and the
regimen of the establishment, and by breaking that regimen they are defying not just their
pedagogue, but the whole collective of students.”52 The Council of children-activists,
Kufaev noted, was more effective than a council of pedagogues, since it exercised peer
pressure and the resolutions of this Council, both to award a student for good work and
punish him or her for delinquency, were most significant:
Often the teenager is ready to bear a heavy punishment rather than let his
comrade suffer for him. This happens when a student is supervised by
another student. The severity of being under supervision consists in the
fact that the supervised student loses the responsibility for his actions in
the eyes of the children’s collective; a different comrade is responsible for
his behavior and studies, and this other comrade bears more responsibility
than he.53
Here the test was in being friends with your surety and knowing he or she would bear the
punishment for your misdemeanor reinforced the power of the original obligation. This
combination of empathy and loss of control over one’s actions and freedom proved to be
a powerful tool that the Council of children-activists wielded with the behind-the-scenes
direction of the colony administration.
The main difference between Makarenko’s and Kufaev’s descriptions of the
colony was the shift in emphasis from Makarenko’s leadership style and collective
organizational methods to the description of the stages of positive change in children’s
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lives. Describing the production workshops in the colony (metalworking, furnituremaking, and partly finished goods workshop), Kufaev cited multiple examples of
students starting from very basic operations and continuing on to full mastery in the
three-year course of study. Describing the life of the commune overall, Kufaev started
with the new students and finished with the relations commune graduates maintained
with the colony and various types of assistance the commune provided them upon
graduation.54 The content and results of all types of education had not changed much
since Makarenko left, but Kufaev clearly saw the colony as an institution for bringing up
children rather than an organism or mechanism for creating a new Soviet man through the
collective.
World War II put Soviet pedagogical science into the involuntary hiatus. 1945
became the year of reckoning. In the uncertain political climate of the post-war years, the
authorities in pedagogy thought it best to hedge their bets by association with the man
who never strayed from the official party line in education. The Soviet Academy of
Pedagogical Sciences renewed the publication of Makarenko’s works in the late 1940s
and compiled his main writings in a five-volume collection complemented with a volume
of critical appreciation, both published in 1952. 55 More than half of the latter volume
consisted of the memoirs and historical accounts of Makarenko’s practice. The other half
consisted of two articles: an evaluation of the theoretical value of Makarenko’s practice
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and an account of using Makarenko’s experience in running orphanages in the Altai
region.
The opening article, I. S. Petrukhin’s “A. S. Makarenko’s Pedagogical Experience
and Its Theoretical Meaning,”56 focused on legitimizing Makarenko’s theory through its
correspondence to Stalin’s recently published work Marxism and the Problems of
Linguistics and showing how Makarenko’s work coincided with the main issues of Soviet
history and the present day.57 According to Petrukhin, the two main advantages of
Makarenko’s method were that he followed “Soviet revolutionary practice” in organizing
detachment collectives and these collectives worked through the power of his
pedagogical mastery. 58 Moreover, the “most important lesson of Makarenko’s
pedagogical work” consisted in “bringing up a new generation in the spirit of communist
morality[,] … creative development of the new, most effective methods of developing
communist traits of character in the new generation, educating (vospitaniia) a truly
communist personality.”59 Makarenko, in Petrukhin’s words, was one of the few experts
on bringing up the new Soviet man.
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In order to show Makarenko’s validity, Petrukhin put his quotations in a
“sandwich” of ideologically sound definitions of communist morality and the Soviet
man:
The Soviet school should educate [vospityvat’] youth in the noble moral
qualities of the Soviet people: Soviet patriotism, dedication to the great
cause of Lenin-Stalin – the cause of communism, love for the Soviet
people who opened a new era in the history of humankind, a socialist
attitude toward communal property and labor, Bolshevik discipline and
consciousness, and other qualities that characterize the communist
behavior of the Soviet man.
“The school,” says Makarenko, “should present the strict, authoritative
[neprerekaemye] requirements of Soviet society to its students from the
first day, it should arm a child with the norms of behavior, so that the child
knows what he or she can and cannot do, what is praiseworthy and what is
punishable.”
It is necessary to cultivate [vospityvat’] in our youth the sense of
communist duty and communist honor, the sense of pride and dignity of
the Soviet man, Bolshevik efficiency and accuracy, an ability to obey the
collective and to impose obligations [prikazyvat’] on others when the
collective demands that, place communal interests before personal
interests; cultivate [vospityvat’] the feeling of friendship towards comrades
and an unabated hatred towards the enemies of our motherland; educate
our youth to be cheerful and vivacious, physically fit and morally
steadfast, sure of its strengths, and striving for the common goal, the
victory of communism. 60
Makarenko said nothing of the particular moral qualities of the Soviet man, and so
Petrukhin supplied the proper definition for Makarenko’s generic “norms of behavior.” A
proper Soviet person was a fit and cheerful individual with superior discipline and
organizational skills. He or she gained self-worth from a special connection to
communism and by virtue of being a Soviet citizen. Being a Soviet citizen was a source
of an inordinate self-esteem and a feeling of superiority over others (pride). As a
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communist or a communist-in-training, the Soviet person deserved great esteem and
reverence (honor) and had to demonstrate the same respect and reverence (duty) toward
other followers of the communist cause. The same went for the members of one’s
collective: Soviet morality required the ability obey and impose obligations on other
members as a first requirement.
This generic concept of communist morality centered on devotion to the
motherland presented a stark contrast with the pre-war vision of communist society
Nikolai Bukharin had described in the ABC of Communism. International unity of the
proletariat was a keystone of the socialist movement, as its proponents envisioned a
future communist society that transcended both classes and nations. 61 The post-war
emphasis on patriotism, love for motherland and the Soviet people, was a reflection and
recognition of the tribulations of World War II (the Great Patriotic War in the Soviet
terminology) and the fact that the world communist revolution would not happen soon.
Together with the concepts of pride and dignity of the Soviet person, as well as
communist honor, Petrukhin’s communist morality was a morality of a person who
believed him- or herself superior to a member of any other nation on the sole basis of
living in the Soviet Union.
On a wider scale, Petrukhin declared Makarenko’s pedagogical method
humanistic, collective-centered, and founded on the ideas of Marx, Lenin, and Stalin. All
three features, as well as a product of Makarenko’s pedagogy, the morally sound
communist person of the future, evidenced the critical advantages of Soviet society in
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sharp contrast to the rest of the world. Petrukhin juxtaposed the “socialist humanism” of
the Makarenko system to the “disregard of human fate, cold calculation and cynicism
towards a person, indifference towards the children of workers and their future” in
“bourgeois society.”62 Soviet pedagogy’s main principle of “educating children in the
collective, by the collective, and for the collective” that Makarenko developed most fully,
according to Petrukhin, contrasted sharply with the “individualistic principle of bringing
up a new generation” that was the foundation of “bourgeois pedagogy.”63 Finally,
“relying on the statements of Lenin and Stalin about communist education [vospitanie],
Makarenko came to a firm and profound conclusion that the basis of our [emphasis
added] Soviet education is the collective.” 64 Makarenko’s collective and the poruka
relationship built into it thus became the main Soviet pedagogical tool.
In the second programmatic article of the volume, G. S. Aleksievich examined the
practical application of Makarenko’s principles in several orphanages and children’s
homes of the Altai krai. 65 Aleksievich summarized Kufaev-style reports from the
orphanages and children’s homes to show that educating the collective using
Makarenko’s practices of detachment organization, fair praise, requirements, and summer
hiking trips was possible with groups of children ranging from pre-schoolers to
adolescents. The first key to success was knowing the primary sources, so the
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“propaganda of [Makarenko’s] pedagogical ideas” in the teacher training institutions,
staff development seminars, and even radio lectures became the first order of business. 66
Various other practices such as consistency of requirements, using a straightforward,
earnest tone when communicating with children, and showing the students the results of
their work in the short- and long-term perspective resulted in a variety of institutionspecific styles of upbringing.67 The main conclusion of the article was that organization
of Makarenko-style collectives was a process that created non-standardized communities
of learning and that the particular patterns of these collective processes needed more
detailed study. 68
Petrukhin and Aleksievich provided new approaches to discussing Makarenko’s
experience and adapting it for use in contemporary educational institutions. Petrukhin’s
technique of blending Makarenko’s words with the ideological order of the day explained
why Makarenko’s methods was successful in educating students in communist morality.
Aleksievich showed that there were several ways of adapting Makarenko’s theory to
practices in a particular institution and the results were always positive, i.e., the children
in the institutions turned out to be more obedient, more compassionate, and more
academically successful than those in institutions that did not use Makarenko’s practices.
Another innovation was a new style and genre of professional writing about an
educational institution. Makarenko presented personal accounts in a fictionalized form or
speaking as the boss of the colony (the pledgee) sharing his organizing experience with
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his colleagues. Kufaev wrote as an inspector (the surety within the regional department of
education), citing statistics and organizing his narrative around the major features of the
Soviet educational institution and the specific aspects of life in the colony. Aleksievich
and Petrukhin spoke as the pledgees of the ministry of education with the obligation to
promote Makarenko’s ideas. They showed how one could apply the pronouncements of
such authorities in the field as Lenin, Krupskaia, and Stalin to the narrative of innovative
practical experience so as to expand the theory.
Consolidation and adaptation of Makarenko’s theory continued in the two reports
on the collectives in the secondary schools. Tatiana Efimovna Konnikova’s Organizing a
collective of pupils at school (1957) was the first post-war publication that shared the
experience of applying Makarenko’s collective-building methodology in the nonboarding-type school.69 A principal at Leningrad school no. 210, she wrote about her
experience of organizing a collective of students around common educational activities:
studying in the same classroom and fulfilling the demands of the teacher. A year later,
Vasilii Sukhomlinsky, a principal of a rural school in Ukraine published the Pedagogical
collective of the secondary school,70 and gained all-Union recognition for his practice of
individual work with teachers. Applying Makarenko’s experience to the regular
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secondary school, Konnikova and Sukhomlinsky brought Makarenko’s method and the
collective itself into the secondary school practice.
As a principal in the newly created school, Konnikova needed to organize over
seven hundred students many of whom survived the hardships of the war and lost family
and friends. Makarenko provided the most developed and consistent guidance on how to
discipline such a group of all-male students.71 The system of three stages of building the
collective and the parallel pedagogical action through requirements became the keystones
of Konnikova’s methodology.The proper collective, according to Konnikova, rested upon
“the relations of mutual self-sustained direction and subordination.” 72 The parties to these
relations were not the students as individuals, but rather students as members of the
school organizations and subgroups. Only the members of a group where the others could
act as sureties could be members of the collective. The legitimate groups for school
students were the school Komsomol organization, the school pioneer organization, the
students of the supervising class, 73 and the student-activists in the students’ committee
(uchenicheskii komitet). The crucial difference with Makarenko’s system of collective
self-government was that the teachers were the source of authority and initiative in all
these student bodies.74 The collective in Konnikova’s school was effectively an
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instrument of both organizing and policing the students through other students, the true
implementation of the poruka relationships.
A central concern for the principal in Konnikova’s collective was creating a
housekeeping assignment that enforced the two primary sets of requirements and
involved all students and their life within the school. One set of requirements obliged the
student to show respect to the teacher at all times through raising one’s hand to gain
permission to address the teacher, standing up when talking to the teacher, and stopping
to greet the teacher when walking in the school hallway. The second set provided for
strict regulation of student movement inside and around the school building. In other
words, the first set of requirements allowed school administration to impose an obligation
on the students and the second set enabled the sureties among the students to enforce the
administration’s obligation within the collective. Class monitoring duty at school became
the first assignment that engaged all students in the life of the school and enforced these
two sets of requirements.75The main function of the class on monitoring duty was to
represent the school administration in the school hallways and the coat check and enforce
discipline and rules of behavior outside the classroom. As in Makarenko’s colony, the
representative of the class on duty reported the results to the principal or the teacher on
duty at the end of the day. Konnikova believed that the students’ monitoring duty could
only be possible and successful with proper supervision and attention of the teachers. 76
School administration supervision was key to all collective organization of the
students in Konnikova’s school. The teachers engaged the Komsomol youth to help
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organize all-school activities, such as supervising the school monitoring duty, and
directed the Komsomol members in their guidance of the pioneer troops. The school
pioneer troops, nominally self-directed, got guidance and supervision from the teachers,
the Komsomol organizers, and the specially assigned adult troop leaders. 77 In addition to
Komsomol and pioneer organization, Konnikova’s school organized a students’
committee (uchenicheskii komitet) that supervised the students’ academic work both in
class and outside. The students’ committee supervised study groups of students and made
sure that in case a student missed class due to illness another student visited him or her
and passed on the homework assignment. The committee became the mediator among the
teachers, the Komsomol, the pioneer organization, and the unengaged students and
coordinated the functioning of such school institutions as monitoring duty brigades,
interest clubs, and other groups.78 Konnikova and her colleagues created a network of
students’ collectives at school that bound them with poruka relationship. The network
also communicated the decisions of teachers to the students and made most aspects of
students’ life in and out of school a matter of public concern and discussion.
A principal of the rural school in Pavlysh, Ukraine, Vasilii Sukhomlinsky faced a
challenge of establishing effective educational environment for students who had lived
through the wartime occupation of their area. Sukhomlinsky chose fostering empathetic
communication between teachers and students as a way to build a collective-like
community around the school. Unlike his colleagues, however, he traced the origins of
the collective to the 19th century Russian pedagogues Pirogov and Ushinskii:
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The idea of friendly fellowship [tovarishcheskoe sodruzhestvo] in the
work of pedagogues was one the leading pedagogues of the 19th century
N .I. Pirogov and K. D. Ushinskii, passionately defended. Defying the
undivided authority of the school principal that embodied the despotic
bureauсracy and autocracy under the monarchy, N. I. Pirogov defended
collegiality in the school educational administration. According to him,
pedagogues and the principal of the school should work collegially [byt’
tovarishchami] for the common cause. 79
Instead of Makarenko’s “center,” “[d]efying the undivided authority of the school
principal,” Sukhomlinsky envisioned a congenial group of educators dedicated to the
common cause. In place of the collective as an amorphous group of identical members
bound by poruka-like relationships, he saw a community of friends (sodruzhestvo) united
in their vocation as teachers. Sukhomlinsky effectively spoke against the dictatorial
authority of the school collectives and the poruka-like obligation ties within them. Thus,
Sukhomlinsky’s practice became an alternative source for the concept of the collective in
the Soviet school.
In an indirect polemic with Makarenko, Sukhomlinsky proposed his own four
principles of building a collective, or a community of teachers at a school. 80 The first
principle was the unity of teachers as workers in achieving their educational
(vospitatel’naia) goal. The second principle stipulated that setting educational goals for
students was the responsibility and right of all the teachers at school and not just the
principal. The third principle demanded that the teachers and the principal be attentive to
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each teacher and ensure that teachers have everything they needed for their work. The
fourth principle consisted in preserving the school traditions and the methods teachers
had found effective.81 Without Makarenko’s requirements or Konnikova’s hierarchy,
Sukhomlinsky’s principles of empathy and compassion demanded that teachers act as one
body in educating all the students.
In practice, Sukhomlinsky saw his task as a principal in establishing the “relations
of labor fellowship [sodruzhestvo]” among the teachers in his school.82 This included
calling upon all teachers to ensure that all students had access to primary abecedaries and
readers in 1944, when the school was first opened after the occupation. “The abecedaries
were printed on a portable military printing press on paper collected from the people of
the village,” wrote Sukhomlinsky, proud of the effort and dedication his teachers had
demonstrated.83 To increase students’ intellectual engagement in class, Sukhomlinsky
had the teachers at his school engage in the communal activities. Most important of these
activities were teachers’ visiting each other’s class periods and subsequently discussing
successes and areas of improvement.84 The key to improving student engagement, as
Sukhomlinsky and his colleagues found, lay in improving the quality of a teacher’s
presentation of new material and developing the students’ understanding of new facts,
descriptions, and phenomena.85
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The emphasis on introspection, self-study, conversation, and direct interaction
became a hallmark of Sukhomlinsky’s method of creating a “collective” fellowship.
Unlike Makarenko and Konnikova, Sukhomlinsky approved of teacher’s direct influence
on the struggling student without the parallel pedagogical influence of the primary
collective. One such struggling student was the child of a teacher who had trouble
influencing him after his father died. The whole community of teachers and students
actively engaged in helping the young man improve his attendance and grades and do
more for his mother so that she in turn could concentrate on her teaching duties.86
Sukhomlinsky believed that “the mastery of formal education (obuchenie)
consisted in the mastery of moral and ethical education (vospitanie) and that the
relationship between the teacher and the child was a relationship of friendship and
trust.”87 Sukhomlinskii and his colleagues “knew that the basis of normal relationship
between an educator (vospitatel’) and children is the union in such fellowship
(sodruzhestvo) where the teacher is not just a leader, but first and foremost a companion
(tovarishch), a friend who has the same goal as the children he or she educates.” 88 While
Sukhomlinsky used the word “collective” to put his work in line with the official
ideology, his methodology conflicted with and subverted Makarenko’s notion of the
collective. Relying on friendship, camaraderie, and trust allowed Sukhomlinsky to
eliminate punishing requirements and responsibility and practice empathy and
compassion. The method born of his work with the orphans of the war and occupation
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directly contradicted the increasing demand for regulation and discipline coming from the
state and created a conflict in Soviet pedagogical science. From the 1950 on Soviet
pedagogy was forever torn between the official requirement to inculcate poruka in
collectives and the renowned pedagogue’s practice of empathetic listening.
In his 1971 study of the individual and the collective in the Soviet society,
Vladimir Ivanov noted that Makarenko, Sukhomlinsky, and Konnikova were the only
researchers to study and present the collective as an evolving system of relations between
people. 89 This emphasis indicated that educational collectives had the longest tradition
and most developed practice of collective building in the Soviet society. Starting with the
early school communes collectives were a mechanism of self-organization and selfgovernment. Many educational institutions saw Makarenko’s poruka-like principle of
“parallel pedagogical action” as an effective tool to establish discipline. Makarenko’s
example, Konnikova’s successful adaptation, and a wide publication and discussion
Makarenko enjoyed in the 1950s turned collectives based on poruka a staple of school
education.
The next three chapters examine three main types of primary sources the Perm
region school collectives left behind. One group of sources consists of the school’s
educational work (uchebno-vospitatel’naia rabota) beginning-of-the-year plans and endof-year reports. The second group of sources includes the minutes of the various school
collective meetings where the collective bosses (the teachers, the principal, and the head
of the school party cell) made decisions about the continued membership of students in
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these collectives. The third group of sources are photo albums that recorded periods of
school life from the point of view of teachers and students. Together, all these groups of
sources were the documents collectives and their members used to report and showcase
their work to others. Beginning-of-the-year plans and end-of-year reports were critical for
both organizing the collective work throughout the year and providing the necessary
information on how the school collective fulfilled its obligation to properly educate
students. The minutes of the collective meetings demonstrate the suretyship function the
collective members had to exercise vis-à-vis each other. Photograph albums are windows
into how the collective members saw themselves within their unique communities of
responsibility and requirement. Chapter three will analyze the collective yearly plans and
reports to demonstrate the practices the secondary school collectives used to maintain
poruka relationships in everyday life.
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CHAPTER 3. THE COLLECTIVE ORGANIZES EVERYTHING: MAINTAINING
PORUKA RELATIONSHIPS FROM SEPTEMBER THROUGH MAY
The 1950s were a unique period for Soviet education. The new government under
Khrushchev’s leadership synthesized the haphazard reforms of the previous three decades
with the practice of disciplining through collectives. The poruka relationship that made
the collectives an effective disciplining tool remained the same mechanism by which
Soviet legislators increased school administrations’ responsibility for the students’
academic performance and behavior. The 1958 law “On the Strengthening of the
Connection between School and Life” was the first government statute that covered the
organization of all educational institutions from pre-school to higher education. The law
legitimized the poruka principle of teachers and student peers’ responsibility for the
academic performance and behavior of the people within their collectives. Collectives
became a state-approved mechanism of discipline and community building after the
publication of the five-volume collection of Makarenko’s works in 1952.
To ensure the school collectives functioned properly, the Ministry of
Enlightenment and its representatives in the regions, cities, and rural districts required the
members of the school collectives to maintain a careful record of their activity. For each
activity, the documents recorded the time and the person responsible for organization,
imposing a normative disciplinary practice on the teachers, students, and administrators.
The documents became the tangible evidence of the schools fulfilling their obligations to
the state. They formed two groups: one that recorded personal progress and the one that
recorded the progress of the collective. Both the basic personal document, a daybook
(dnevnik), and the basic collective document, a class register (klassnyi zhurnal) probably
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first appeared as a local practice in the exemplary Moscow and Leningrad schools in the
early 1930s.1 The daybook, the class register, the yearly plans, reports and inspection
reports of the school work were such good tools of collective organization that by the
beginning of the 1950s this network of the school documents was an obligatory part of
Soviet education practice.
Each document that recorded personal progress relied on the tripartite suretyship
framework of the collective. In other words, each document presumed there was a
principal who recorded the fulfillment of an obligation in the document, a pledgee who
was the addressee of the document and could check it at any time, and sureties who
contributed to the creation of the document and had an obligation to check on its
completion. In case of a student’s daybook, a student was a principal obliged to use the
daybook to record their schedule and homework. The teachers were the pledgees who
could check the daybook at any time and put the period, quarter, and yearly grades into it.
The student’s parents were the sureties who had to look through the student’s daybook
every week and sign the page certifying they were aware of their child’s progress.
The class register for a class was what the daybook was the student. Every teacher
was a principal obliged to record the topic of the lesson and grades for each student on a
specific page. The class teacher had to maintain the register, ensuring that it had the
proper number of pages dedicated to each subject and the class list on every page. In
addition, the class teacher had to fill in the special pages to record missed classes as well
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s the students’ parents’ occupation and home address. A head teacher, their deputies, or
any school inspection from the department of education could check the register any time
for accuracy and consistency. The class registers were the only formal record of the
students’ grades and thus the teachers had to keep them secure at all times, lest the record
get lost and the true grades could not be ascertained. Thus in keeping the class register,
the school administration were both principals and sureties, as their reputation would
suffer in case the documents were damaged or lost.
Along with the daybook and the class register both the individual student and the
school had what amounted to a personal file. A student’s file recorded family and
demographic data, academic progress, and the grades for behavior. Upon completion of
the eight-year school course (after 1958) and the full ten- or eleven-year school course
the class teachers and youth party organization leaders completed the personal file of a
student with the character statement. The Perm school no. 7 had the following guidelines
on how to build a student’s character statement:
1. Attitude to education and community work, the degree of diligence,
amount of activity in community work, general state of health, conditions
in the family, relationships with parents.
2. The qualities of student as a member of the collective: social or
introverted, a good comrade, puts all his effort to the service of the
collective or an individualist etc.
3. The dominant personality traits: character, temperament, talents, the
level of preparedness, amount of knowledge and the general level of
development, distinctive features of psychological processes (perception,
imagination, memory, willpower, the degree of suggestability).2
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Character statements were an unofficial currency of the Soviet bureaucratic system,
required for any institutional transition within it and thus could make or break a career.
To earn a good character statement a student had to be careful to show themselves as a
good member of the collective, i.e. relate well to their comrades and, more importantly,
superiors. Constructed with such depth and revealing a considerable amount of
information about a person, the character statements were a dangerous weapon in the
hands of the teachers responsible for their writing.
The school collective had its own personal file that consisted of the three types of
documents: the passport, the plan of education work (uchebno-vospitatel’naia rabota) for
the school year, and the report on the education work for the school year. The passport
recorded the date of the school’s founding, data on the school district, and an inventory of
school equipment. It also listed the number of students in each grade, the names, ages,
and education of teachers, and everything else located within a school from the number
and types of books in the library to the pictures, maps, and other equipment of the school
classrooms. With all the inventory, however, the passport was the least important of the
three collective documents. As with a student’s character statement, the documents that
described the state of the school collective and the whether its members fulfilled their
obligations were the only meaningful way to present the school within the Soviet
bureaucratic system.
The plans, reports, and inspectors’ reports of school education work borrowed
their structure from Makarenko’s “Methodology of educational process organization.”3
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Makarenko described four main areas of the collective work: organization of the
collective and self-government organs, housekeeping and cleaning duties, extra-curricular
and cultural events, and the work of the educators. The school education work documents
covered the same areas and emphasized hierarchical control over all areas of school life
rather than communal self-government and organization. The school education work
plan, report, and the report of the inspection committee also constituted the documentary
evidence of the poruka relationships. First the school collective gave a written obligation
to do a certain amount of activity during the school year in the yearly plan. At the end of
the year the school reported on the fulfillment of obligation to the district department of
education. The department of education, in turn, appointed an inspection committee
consisting of the teachers from other schools who acted as sureties for their colleagues.
The school education work documents from the 1950s showed that both teachers
and students had a very vague idea about how to behave and do their work in the
classroom. A plan of Kudymkar School no. 1 “educational exemplary work” (uchebnopokazatel’noi raboty) for the 1952-53 academic year went on for fifty three typewritten
pages and explained the behavior of teachers and students down to the most minute
details. 4 Per Stalin-era bureaucratic protocol, the plan opened with three pages of review
of the previous year with the proper balance of praise and samokritika (self-criticism). 5
After half a page of ideological slogans and praise for the five teachers that gave the
“firm, deep, and conscious knowledge [to the students]” the year in review continued
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with the two and a half pages of self-criticism. The self-criticism covered all points of
school life from the students grades to the “lack of developed criticism and self-criticism”
and clearly demonstrated that teachers needed to do more class preparation and students
often lacked such necessities as notebooks and ink. 6
Enforcing school attendance was a major school problem. The preamble to the
plan merely stated the facts about the poor performance of the students and attributed
these failings to the lack of criticism, self-criticism, and knowledge of the classics. The
plan itself shed light onto the real reasons of such performance: the extreme poverty and
the lack of school equipment and supplies. Students’ and teachers’ poverty combined
with the lack of the school supplies led to the dwindling school attendance. Under
pressure to report on the measures the administration took to ensure universal attendance,
the principal of School no. 1 ordered measures that might have been excessive. Facing
massive truancy among the students, however, there was little else to do. The principal
ordered to make sure no student stopped attending school without the proper reason and
for the teachers to go around all the households in the school district twice a month in
order to check for the newly arriving school-age children. In addition, the teachers had to
make records of the students’ attendance in the personal day book and closely monitor
the situation with the failing students in order to keep them at school. 7
The main measurement of a school’s teaching and learning quality was the notion
of uspevaemost’ loosely translated “academic performance.” The uspevaemost’ section of
the education work documents showed the distribution of grades among the students.
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School and regional educational administrations distinguished students who had all
excellent grades, those who had merely positive grades, those with a satisfactory grade in
one subject, and the failing students (neuspevaiushchie) with one or more unsatisfactory
grades. The schools did not count the grade for behavior in the metric of the academic
performance. The amount of students with positive grades studying with the same teacher
was a metric of teacher’s success. If a student failed in one or more subjects the parents
had to be notified and called in to school. In some severe cases the parents’ bosses could
be notified of their employee’s child poor academic record.Failure of one person in the
system meant failure on the part of his or her sureties. One student’s academic failure was
also a failure of his sureties: his fellow students’, his subject teacher’s, and his class
teacher’s. Teachers’ failure to educate students successfully was also failure the principal
and school administration staff to exercise the proper control and supervision over the
teaching process.
Appolinaria Nikolaevna Torlopova, the Kudymkar School no. 1 principal,
mentioned thirty-seven factors that contributed to the poor academic and behavioral
performance of the students. Only seven of those placed the responsibility for the lack of
academic performance with the students themselves. The students made spelling and
stylistic mistakes in writing, had poor calligraphy, could not answer practical questions in
physics, and did not “freely use the passages from works of the classics of MarxismLeninism.”8 The teachers were responsible for twenty-eight factors that contributed to the
poor school record, ranging from dedication to work9 and spelling mistakes to the “weak
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… educational propaganda among the parents.” “The most main reason” [samaia
osnovnaia prichina] of the insufficient academic performance at school was that “not all
the teachers were dedicated to mastering the theory of Marxism-Leninism.”10 The school
plan placed the responsibility for the school success squarely on the shoulders of the
teachers.
Only after clarifying the measures the school took to keep children at school
could the school principal go on to listing the teachers and describing the school regimen.
The regimen showed that the practice of putting the teachers and students “on duty” to
monitor the school order and the students’ behavior probably predated Konnikova’s
description in 1952. It probably was a spontaneously arising practice made necessary by
the lack of students’ exposure to the regular schooling. Out of the twenty three points of
order that had to be established in the school regimen by the first week of September,
eight concerned establishing the student and teacher “on duty” patrols. The results of
class duty patrols (the statistics on tardy or misbehaving students) had to be made public
at school. The last rule about being on duty ordered teachers to “explain the meaning of
organized ‘on duty’ patrols for the establishing the exemplary order at school.” 11 Clearly,
the principal needed extra help from the teachers to monitor tardiness and truancy and
also wanted to promote the students’ interest in the well-being of the school.
The reason for such attention to “duty patrols” was that students (and maybe even
school staff) often stole or damaged school equipment. Rule 14 of the school regimen
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prescribed a host of measures “for the more thorough preservation of the socialist
property.”12 The four sub-rules prescribed attaching responsibility for every piece of class
equipment to the class teachers and the school staff and to designate a permanent seat in
class for every student. The responsibility had to be put in writing: each class teacher had
to display the list of class equipment and student seat assignments in the “red corner” of
the classroom, and sign for transferring responsibility to the class teacher of the second
shift every school day. And even those measures were not enough as point 22 of the
school regimen prescribed to do an inspection of the “school property of the students (an
examination of notebooks, bags, textbooks, and daybooks).” The class teachers and the
assigned comrades who had to inspect their “students’ school property” had to put the
results in writing and display them on the posters outside their classrooms. 13 Apparently,
the lack of study and behavior habits in students required such thorough control over
school and students’ property.
According to the plan, Kudymkar School no. 1 teachers had much to learn about
teaching a proper class. The plan included the fourteen-page passage on the proper
planning of the courses in school subjects, the proper planning of the class period, and the
teachers’ requirements regarding the classwork of all students. The main reason for
having a written plan for every class period was to make sure the teachers came to class
prepared and taught the students responsibly. 14 The plan reminded the teachers of the
proper procedure the students had to go through to speak in class. To demonstrate the
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knowledge of the study material, the student had to speak at length on the studied topic.
When called to do this, the student had to come up front to the blackboard with the
daybook and speak standing straight the whole time. When answering any clarifying
questions the teacher addressed to the class, the student had to stand up straight at their
desk and remain standing while speaking. The teachers had to grade answers to both
main and clarifying questions. The grades for answering clarifying questions, however,
had to go into the teacher’s informal gradebook and only be put in the class register after
several such grades accumulated.15
Such detailed explanation of students’ and teachers’ behavior and the requirement
to record everything that went on during the school day was no doubt a significant burden
on the teachers. The lack of teaching practice, especially the practice of clear engaging
lectures and fair, frequent, and consistent assessment of student work was the very reason
all those rules were spelled out in such detail in the school plan. Failure to use the proper
methods of teaching could result in job dismissal, an unwelcome occurrence for all
involved.
In the 1960 inspection, the experts attending the math classes of Kudymkar
School no. 1 teacher Ponomareva noted the low discipline and poor academic record in
her class. After attending five class periods the inspectors concluded that the reasons for
Ponomareva’s poor performance were her lack of preparedness for each class and her
ignorance in the new methods of teaching. The inspectors urged Ponomareva to “think of
the responsibility that she bears towards the parents, the state for the students’
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knowledge.” They recommended “raising the level of requirements towards herself and
the students and strive for excellent discipline during class” as well as learn more about
“the methodological culture of the class” and spend more time on class preparation.16 It is
not clear whether Ponomareva improved, however. Her name was missing from the
school personnel list from 1963-1964 academic year.17
The 1952-1953 academic year plan continued the practice of attempting to
supervise every minute detail in the school teachers’ organization activities, from creating
the teaching methods research groups to the establishing a lecture series for parents. 18 All
school activities had to take place regularly at least once every two weeks in order to
build a habit of regular “cultural and intellectual development” with the students. 19 The
themes of lectures and variety shows in which students had to take part were to foster
pride in the Soviet Union and its world leadership in all areas of life. 20 The lectures for
parents focused on education (vospitanie) within a family and sought to address the
specific problems of postwar single-parent families and families that had to take care of
war veterans or people with disability. 21 The school also demanded that students had
access to newspapers and reading material in the house and that the parents or caregivers
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KPOGA, f. P-51, op. 1, d. 63, l. 48.
KPOGA, f. P-51, op. 1, d. 37, ll. 1-3.
18
Teaching methods research group (metodob’iedinenie uchitelei) was a group of
teachers teaching the same subject or subject area at school that supervised and directed
each other’s learning process reporting to the administration as necessary.
19
KPOGA, f. P-51, op. 1, d. 32, l. 23.
20
KPOGA, f. P-51, op. 1, d. 32, l. 23. The lecture topics included “Our Russian, Soviet
painters create and created the most beautiful, truthful, and the most valuable paintings in
the world,” “What the Soviet schoolchild, the builder of communism, should be like,”
and the obligatory lecture “On the international situation.”
21
KPOGA, f. P-51, op. 1, d. 32, l. 28.
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insist the children read newspapers regularly. The small town school administrators
clearly saw the school as the major link between the town population and national
institutions of culture and the media.
Control was the key element of the education (uchebno-vospitatel’nogo) process
named in the plan:
The direction and control over teachers’ work.
1. Verification of execution [of a task] is the most important condition of
the proper organization of labor. Control is an organic part of the
education process.
Control should be systematic at school and done by the principal, deputy
principal as well as mutual control of teachers through various school
organizations. 22
Twenty-two more points on how to execute control at school followed. The principal and
their deputies were the busiest, constantly checking whether teachers had written teaching
plans for the year, the quarter and each study period. In addition to the teaching plans the
teachers had to have the plans for working with the underperforming students and a
personal daybook that reflected the things that went on in class. The teachers had to visit
each other’s classes and check the grading in students’ notebooks. The principal and the
deputies had to check the grading in all(!) the students’ notebooks at least twice a quarter.
As if this were not enough, the principal and the deputies additionally checked the class
registers and had regular individual meetings with teachers.23 It is doubtful the teacher
could do both teaching work and maintain the amount of control over other people’ work
the way the plan prescribed.
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KPOGA, f. P-51, op. 1, d. 32, l. 21.
KPOGA, f. P-51, op. 1, d. 32, ll. 21-22.
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The plan on control over the teachers’ work showed that the school administration
operated under the pressure of the institutional control and perceptions of what made
effective work. The administration and teachers believed that only double checking
whether something was done could make anyone actually do their task. That was why the
teachers had to grade all the students’ work and then double-check the other teachers’
grading. The more teachers there were at school, the control the principal and their
deputies had to exercise. Both the perception that nobody would do anything without
another person checking their work and the illusion of power the constant necessity of
control gave the administrators perpetuated the poruka relationship. All individual
initiative that the authorities did not legitimize through verification was suspect. The
administrations could only improve their schools through encouraging more intense
criticism and self-criticism or checking and double-checking on oneself and others.
Even the best-laid plans of school work could not be fulfilled to the letter. The
exemplary typewritten plan for the 1952-1953 academic year resulted, according to the
principal, in only average work results. Yet, despite the low grades and misbehavior
during the regular studies, the students showed good results in the spring term exams. It
is hard to say whether the school administration was prejudiced and graded the students
better in the more serious exam or the teachers and the principal were overly strict in selfcriticism of their everyday work. In any case, the principal noted, the teachers either
could not organize the students “to work productively” or they did not know how to
construct the proper assessment.24 And the teachers did not really wish to learn, either.
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“The teachers believe that the comments and directions of their comrades that lead to
correcting problems are a personal insult and this leads to deepening of the problem,”
stated the principal sadly. 25
The plans for school educational work from the 1960s were considerably less
intense in spelling out the exact procedures of conducting a class period and the rules for
students’ behavior. The plans no longer spelt out every step the teacher had to take, but
the amount of control over the minute details of the school life was consistent, even
though. This intense scrutiny over teachers work in the early 1950s at school no.1
produced positive results. The number of the students failing fell, teachers led the citywide method research groups, and the school had a lot more material resources. In 1952
the principal planned to buy one impact pad for the gym, one button accordion, and
“paint the portraits of Pushkin and Lermontov.”26 In 1964 the plan did not contain any
section on the school property upkeep and only focused on increasing the amount of
events to further the education of students, teachers, and parents.27 The control did not
disappear, however, it just became such a mundane and regular element of school life that
it was no longer necessary for the principals to detail the ways in which they controlled
teachers’ work.
The focus of control changed in the early 1950s from a strict adherence to the
rules for conducting a class and grading students’ work to the constant demonstrations of
the successful teaching methodology and the unity in the students’ collective. The
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KPOGA, f. P-51, op. 1, d. 33, l. 5.
KPOGA, f. P-51, op. 1, d. 32, l. 7.
27
KPOGA, f. P-51, op. 1, d. 58.
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teachers demonstrated their success through lectures where they shared experience with
other teachers. The principal charged Kudymkar school no.1 teachers with conducting
over twenty lectures for their colleagues in various disciplines in the space of the first
semester. The lectures conducted in various teaching methods research groups shared
similar topics such as “How I achieve solid knowledge in [my discipline]” and “How I
conduct X [oral counting, the classes on extra-curricular reading, etc.].”28 In addition to
lectures and study sessions for the colleagues, the teachers had to organize over twenty
events with students in the course of the fall semester, a lecture series of at least fifteen
lectures in various subjects, and conduct sixteen events to celebrate school and national
holidays. 29 The only reason for such an amount of public community events was to
demonstrate to the inside and outside observers that the teachers were indeed fulfilling
their work obligations and the students were gaining knowledge at school.
The report of the school year completion (otchet o rabote shkoly) functioned
similarly to the plan of the school work. The report showed statistical data on student
graduation and also had a “textual part” where the teachers reported on all the events and
activities that took place within the school collectives. All school statistic report forms
started with the letters ОШ (the first letters in “отчёт школы” – school report) and a
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KPOGA, f. P-51, op. 1, d. 58, ll. 18-19.
KPOGA, f. P-51, op. 1, d. 58, ll. 18-26. School no. 1 was not exceptional in this work.
In 1969 the leading Perm school no. 7 had at least five constantly functioning school
clubs, planned to conduct at least ten school events on various subjects and make at least
fifteen school outings and excursions. The teachers planned to take students on a trip to
Riga, over fifteen hundred miles away from Perm. PMA, f. 1173, op. 1, d. 52, ll. 18-26.
The Perm school no. 77 inspection report noted that the teachers of the school conducted
157 lectures at school, in the production plant sites, at the dormitories, healthcare clinic,
and at the state tailor shop. GAPK, f. p 1085, op. 1, d. 138, l. 30.
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number. Thus OШ-2 was a report on academic progress of all students at school. The
yearly report form ОШ-3.statistical reports summarized the average grades in each class
and listed the number of pioneer and Komsomol members along with their average
grades. The textual report presented additional information on the work of the school
collectives and the subject-teaching, evading excessive praise or criticism of any one
teacher. The principal who compiled the report presented all the work at school as
happening according to the plan and as mostly successful. Thus, Kudymkar school no. 1
had 36 students with a failing grade at the end of the1962-1963 academic year out of 622
students, making the academic success ratio 94% percent. 30 The principal never named
the circumstances that contributed to the lack of academic success. When looking at the
individual subjects, the principal stated that the teachers did all the necessary learning
activities with the students: using visual aids, a wide array of effective methods in
presenting new material, and various written assignments. When there was a large
number of “satisfactory” grades in one class, the principal explained it by the fact that
“the students had a varied attitude towards discipline.” 31 Beyond the bare numbers and
the description of learning activities and school events, the school report did nothing to
explain the real reasons for lackluster student performance.
The report’s tally of students’ grades by subject and subject content teacher
presented those grades in each subject as the measure of a teacher’s professional
performance. The principal who compiled the report did not and probably could not put
down the reason for the lack of students’ success in some subjects as compared to the
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others. The school certainly had no tools or instruction to find out the real reasons for
greater number of positive grades in some teachers’ classes. As with the number of
students failing in one or more subjects by the end of the school year, the metric that
showed the amount of students obtaining a certain grade by the end of the year with one
teacher was mostly meaningless.
Tying the teachers’ and school’s success to the amount of students with positive
grades demonstrated the poruka-like relationship between the teachers, the students, and
the regional departments of education. The large number of students who failed in at least
one subject indicated to the inspectors of the district department of education that “there
is no appropriate control and direction from the school administration.”32 With the lack of
appropriate control within a collective and the intervention from the collective bosses, the
teachers and students failed to fulfill their obligations. Through this spot check of the
academic performance and regular school inspections the department of education itself
exercised appropriate control and supervision. Yet even as the state education inspectors
could easily find out indicators of school’s performance, their assessment of teaching and
recommendations on improvement could hardly do anything to change the situation at
school – particularly when the problem was poverty, as was the case in Kudymkar.
The inspections that the district departments of education tried to conduct for
every school every academic year had three goals. 33 The primary reason was suretyship

Leninskii district department of education, “Analysis of academic performance
[uspevaemosti] in various classes at schools in the first semester of the 1957-1958
academic year,” GAPK, f. p-1343, op. 1, d. 8, l. 7.
33
Not all of those inspections were the full school inspections, but the archived files give
an impression that the district department of education inspectors visited every school at
least once a year either to check the teaching of a particular subject or with the complete
32
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system control, the “organic part of the education process.” Without control, the schools
would stop doing their two main duties: making sure that all school-age students attended
school and that the teachers did not fail students in their subjects. Ensuring that the
principals exercised proper oversight of teaching was the second goal of the inspections.
The third goal was to “evaluate?” the performance of teachers and point out the ways of
improvement. In general, the school inspections had the task of preserving the school
collectives and making sure these functioned properly.
The size and composition of the school inspection teams depended on the size of
the school and the inspection purpose. The larger inspection committees went to the
prominent city schools where they checked the school performance per its yearly
education work plan and attended analyzed many classes. The two inspection committees
that went to Kudymkar school no. 1 consisted of fifteen people in 1959 and thirteen
people in 1960. Both committees included the head of the city department of education
and in 1950 he was not even the committee chair. 34 The committee that inspected the
educational work in the Ust’-In'va primary school in 1963 consisted of the principal and
deputy head teacher of the neighboring Kylasovo school. 35 The tone of recommendations
for the school in general and the particular teachers differed greatly. The inspectors

school inspection. Thus, the GAPK f. p 1085, op. 1, d. 138 archival file titled “Materials
(reports, certificates, conclusions) of the education work inspection of the school no. 77
[city of Perm] during the 1973-1974 academic year” contained various inspection reports
dating from 1968 up to 1973. Similarly the KPOGA f. p-51, op. 1, d. 63 archival file
contains two acts of Kudymkar school no. 1 inspections from 1959 and 1960.
34
The list of the committee members from the 1959 inspection did not specify the titles
of the members except for the head of the city department of education. KPOGA f. p-51,
op. 1, d. 63, ll. 1, 37.
35
GAPK, f. p-1537, op. 1, d. 43, l. 30. Kylasovo is located in the northern Il’inskii
district of the Perm krai. I could not locate the Ust’-In’va village on the current map.
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checking the work of particular teachers were usually the teachers of the same subject
from a different school and had greater understanding of the teacher’s limitations as well
as the improvements the inspected teachers could make. The inspectors analyzing the
general state of school work and relying mainly on the academic performance metric
came from the department of education itself and were much harsher in their criticism of
the school principals. The main reason for such harshness was that they bore the direct
responsibility for the general state of education in the schools of their district and
controlling and administering the proper school administration was the inspectors’
primary concern.
The criticism was especially stern when the inspectors analyzed the students’
academic performance. The school was considered failing the academic performance
record whenever over ten percent of school students failed in one or more school subjects
by the end of the quarter. The 1960 inspection of Kudymkar school no. 1 noted that
fifteen percent of school students were failing in one or more subjects by the end of the
first quarter. This was an alarming result since the inspectors noted that the average
amount of failing students across the city schools did not exceed thirteen percent. In
addition the inspectors noted that even though the amount of students in school no. 1
increased, the amount of students with only good grades fell. 36 In some schools only half
of students had passing grades at the end of the first quarter and the inspectors called this
situation “an unheard of phenomenon.” 37 The recommendations on improving such
situations were standard: the principals, the party and trade union organizations had to
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“take more interest” in the academic performance of students and not let the class
teachers “go with the flow.”38 The inspectors recommended principal of Kudymkar
school no. 1 Torlopova to make a schedule of conversations with school staff, reflect her
attendance of classes in school orders, and conduct exemplary classes in her subject.39
Control and direction were the only way to prevent student failure that Soviet educators
knew.
When students’ academic performance was not an issue, the inspectors focused on
moral and character education work, i.e. whether the school built a proper collective of
teachers and students. The 1957 inspection of Perm school no. 2 found multiple failings
in teachers’ work on the students’ character education:
Pedagogical collective does not have a single set of requirements for
students. The school has low discipline, the rules for students are not
followed, careless treatment of school property, frivolity among the
students and rudeness towards the teachers. 38 people have lowered
behavior grades in the 3rd quarter which should be an alarm signal for the
pedagogical collective, administration, and the school party organization,
but we haven’t noticed this alarm in the school administration or the
pedagogical collective. 40
The inspectors clearly saw the collective as a way to pressure the students into the proper
behavior. The more groups of people noticed and commented on the students’ behavior,
the more tangible the threat of expulsion for bad behavior became. As with academic
performance, the educational authorities deemed close supervision of the responsible
collectives the key to success in moral and ethical education.
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The measures of collective-building could not provide for success every time,
however. When the department of education inspector visited the primary school in the
village of Siuzi in April 1961, she found very few positive points to discuss. Out of
twenty-two students, three failed in at least one subject in the second quarter; the school
was dirty, and the two school teachers did not work with pioneers and parents. The
inspector went on to list the two main reasons for such disarray:
Teacher Z. D. Nechaeva (2-4 grades) has a higher education degree in
agriculture, but it is her first year working at school, that is why she does
not have a grasp of teaching methodology as well as methodology of
working with two classes. But she is diligent about her work and is trying
hard. … The teacher does not have any comfortable conditions to work in,
as she does not have an apartment and lives at school, in the teacher’s
lounge room.
Teacher D. F. Zhdanov (1-3 grades) does not prepare the lessons well,
does not apply himself to increase the quality of the lesson and the whole
education work at school. He barely notices the second teacher. … The
teachers do little work in the community. 41
Clearly, the lack of a home and the lack of teaching education were the most urgent
problems for the female first-year teacher at school. Yet the inspector did not have any
tools to address any one of those problems. The measures the inspector prescribed
ignored the teacher’s welfare in favor of the collective and teaching methodology
improvement. Among the seventeen suggestions the inspector listed three addressed
increasing the quality of classwork such as “conduct practice work on the material under
study” and “teach students to identify parts of a sentence.” Another three suggestions
called the teachers to improve work organization through scheduling their after-school
activities for pioneers and parents. Yet most importantly, the inspector urged both
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teachers to dramatically increase their after school engagement with pioneers and parents.
In the month and half that were left till end of the school year the inspector prescribed the
teachers to conduct “no less than two pioneer meetings” and conduct five to six talks with
pioneers on different topics. In addition, the teachers had to organize their students to
create at least three issues of the wall newspaper, organize an “Umelye ruki” club,42
gather a parents’ meeting, elect a parents’ committee, and read at least one lecture on
education within a family. 43 All those activities might have been indispensable to creating
a proper school collective and encouraging learning, but the lack of the basic necessities
for at least one teacher made the long list of extra chores seem unnecessarily cruel.
Facing an increasing number of students and greater problems with attendance
and academic performance, school and department of education administrations saw
Makarenko’s collective theory and the state obligation to control everything as a magic
bullet. Putting all school life under the scrutiny of the public eye required a sharp increase
in document production. The written record of the education work plans, lesson plans and
the schedules of the student activities became the evidence for the bosses and sureties that
the teachers did their work. As evidence of the collective well-being the proper use of the
teaching methods, the students who did not fail classes, and the proper record-keeping
became more important than the actual material conditions of teachers and students that
enabled them to produce good results. The teachers or students who could not perform
properly in the collective suretyship system became a liability that the collectives wanted

Umelye ruki (literally “knowledgeable hands”) is a metaphor for a person who knows
how and can find new ways do a variety of household tasks.
43
GAPK, f. р-1537, op. 1, d. 42, l. 112.
42
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to avoid at all costs. Chapter four will examine the minutes of the school collectives’
meetings. It will show that the collectives had no tools other than a seven-degree system
of reprimands to help their members succeed. When reprimands failed, the collectives
had no choice but to expel their members.
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CHAPTER 4. FROM REBUKE TO EXPULSION: USING SEVEN DEGREES OF
ALIENATION TO MAINTAIN THE COLLECTIVE
The interlocking network of collectives at school that fostered group loyalty and
suretyship of peer-members made any individual transgression of etiquette, public
morality, or the law an offence against the collective. The networks of mutual
responsibility that turned the school into an institution for fostering the new man also
made it a formidable authority in the eyes of the city or village community. These outside
communities, the neighbors, friends, and relatives of the students and teachers, saw the
school collective authorities as a power that could set any breach in conduct within the
school population right. Between individual expressions of indignation and civil or
criminal court prosecution the Soviet collective system of punishment with shaming and
rebukes was the only method of reigning in miscreants. Collective shaming and rebukes
at schools were especially important, since children were still learning to submit to the
power of individual authority and making children subjects of criminal prosecution was
too cruel. Bringing criminal charges against the teachers was also risky since it put the
authority of all the other school staff into question among the students. The school
disciplinary system established in ministry of education regulations and in practice
strengthened the suretyship relations within the school collective and was a golden mean
between periodic admonitions and state law enforcement. With every noted offence a
transgressor received a warning that increased in severity up to the final seventh step,
expulsion from the collective.
Bringing crimes and misdemeanors to collective judgment was only possible
when the transgressions happened outside the collective confines. Teachers looked at
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breaches in behavior among students. Pedagogical councils examined student
misdemeanors that happened at home or when visiting different schools. Neighbors or
family members brought teachers’ and students’ misbehavior to the attention of school
authorities. The district or even the regional department of education had to step in to
resolve conflicts between the groups of teachers at a school. 1 Repeated community
complaints and repeated and strengthened reprimands signified the waning trust of the
peer collective members who felt less and less prepared to tolerate, be responsible for,
and bear the collective shame for the misbehaving member.
The educational reforms of the 1930s and 1940s designed to strengthen school
discipline defined the evaluation scale for both achievements and transgressions. The
1951 order of the minister of education of the RSFSR “On strengthening discipline at
school” devoted considerable space to methods of evaluating school students' behavior. 2
The incentives could come in the form of a school gift and both incentives and
punishments could be oral and written. The minister’s order explained punishments in
much more detail than the incentives. The value of the incentive and the severity of
punishment increased with the size of the collective audience and the permanence of the
record. “Praise of the teacher, deputy head teacher, or a principal” in front of the class
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GAPK, f. p.-1537, op. 1, d. 43, ll. 2-7, 14, 19-21. The documents are the Perm regional
department of education papers on the conflict between the principal and the deputy head
teacher in one the regional schools. One of the teachers “incited the students to write a
complaint to the regional department of education.”
2
The order of the Minister of Education of RSFSR, “Ob ukreplenii distsipliny v shkole”
[On strengthening of discipline at school], in Narodnoe obrazovanie v SSSR.
Obshcheobrazovatel’naia shkola. Sbornik dokumentov. 1917-1973 gg. [People’s
education in the USSR. General comprehensive school. A collection of documents. 19171973] edited by Abakumov, A. P. et al. (Moscow: Pedagogika, 1974), 188-189.
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was the smallest incentive. The “written expression of gratitude [blagodarnost’] from the
principal” read in front of the class or at the school meeting was a step higher. The gift of
a book or honorary certificate (pokhval’naia gramota), silver and gold medals given at
school graduation to students with an excellent academic record, and placing a name or a
photograph on the honor board (doska pocheta) were at the top of the list of incentives
available. 3
Punishments ranged from the least severe oral rebuke to the most serious,
exclusion from the collective. The mildest forms of punishment were reproofs
(poritsanie) from the teaching staff, the more severe the higher up the member of the staff
was in the school hierarchy. 4 The next set of punishments were physical: “a teacher
ordering a student to stand by his or her desk in a class,” “expulsion from a classroom for
a period,” “extension of the school time to make up the undone homework or
classwork.”5 The combination of coming in front of some collective body to be judged
and an oral or a written reprimand (vygovor)6 constituted the next set of punishments.

The order of the Minister of Education of RSFSR, “Ob ukreplenii distsipliny v shkole”
[Of the Strengthening of discipline at school], in Narodnoe obrazovanie v SSSR.
Obshcheobrazovatel’naia shkola. Sbornik dokumentov. 1917-1973 gg. [People’s
education in the USSR. General comprehensive school. A collection of documents. 19171973] edited by Abakumov, A. P. et al. (Moscow: Pedagogika, 1974), 188.
4
From lowest to highest: the teacher, the class teacher, the deputy head teacher, and the
principal of the school. Contrary to the regulations of the early 1920s, the order did not
specify the school supporting staff, such as janitors or cafeteria workers, as people who
could give reprimands to the students.
5
The order of the Minister of Education of RSFSR, “Ob ukreplenii distsipliny v shkole”
[Of the Strengthening of discipline at school], in Narodnoe obrazovanie v SSSR,188.
6
While the word “rebuke” corresponds more closely in etymology to the Russian
“vygovor” pointing at the oral nature of the shaming, I am going to translate this word as
“reprimand” from here on. Taken from the oral tradition, the degrees of verbal shaming
from a warning to severe rebuke have lost their orality becoming only the names of
punishment in the official documents. All the punishments were results of extended case
3
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Calling a student in front of the pedagogical council for admonition (vnushenie) was a
next step, then a reprimand declared by the principal’s school-wide order.7 The final four
steps were lowering the behavior grade, putting a student into a different class in the
same year, transferring the student into a different school, and expulsion from school. 8
Every incentive and punishment had to go on the student’s personal record. With
these measures, the ministry of education made students’ behavior into a separate school
subject that became a part of the personal file and the character statement of the student.9
In addition, the teachers had to keep a running tally of each student’s behavior in the
special student behavior record book (zhurnal povedenia uchashchikhsia), as they did for
the student academic record in the class register. As with academic subjects, the teachers
and school administration graded the students’ behavior on a five-grade-scale. The
pedagogical council had to approve all changes to behavior grades, since demotion from
the excellent behavior grade, a “five,” to “four” meant that the student had “visibly”
delinquent behavior. Demotion to “three” contained an added warning of the possibility
of expulsion from school, and the grade of “two” meant that the pedagogical council had
decided to expel the student from school. A grade of “four” or “three” could appear on

hearings with multiple people arguing their points of view in the collective meetings and
therefore became more general reprimands rather than oral statements of discontent.
7
Vygovor po shkole, an order that made the reprimand known to the entire school and
recorded in the school record.
8
“Ob ukreplenii distsipliny v shkole,” 188. If expelled from school the child could either
start employment or be transferred to a different school that was close to his or her house.
9
The student received the character statement from their class teachers along with the
transcript from their file when they transferred to a different school and graduated. The
class teacher wrote character statements together with the heads of the school Komsomol
bureau.
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the student’s record only for one quarter out of the year. Demotion of the behavior grade
effectively meant that the student was on the road to expulsion.
The system of written incentives and reprimands mirrored the system of
incentives reserved for adults. A superior or a boss could recognize a worker with an oral
or written praise, an honorary certificate or a gift, and punish a transgression with a
collectively selected measure from a seven-degree system of reprimands. The reprimands
included: 1. A warning (preduprezhdenie) 2. Shaming. (postavit’ na vid) 3. Reprimand
(vygovor) without an entry in the record. 4. Reprimand with an entry in the record. 5.
Severe reprimand without an entry in the record. 6. Severe reprimand with an entry in the
record. 7. Expulsion. 10 These reprimands could go onto the party record card or on the
personal record of a worker, or in the case of the school, a student. Thus, like the workers
who were also party members, the students at school were subject to a duplicate system
of behavior-regulating measures. The grade evaluation scale was most comprehensible
both to teachers and to students. In case a student or a teacher failed to act properly
outside school,11 the collective suggested punishment using the language of shaming
rebukes.

10

This is the order in which Sheila Fitzpatrick presented the reprimands in her study of
the Committee of the Party Control cases. It is not clear whether the severity of the
reprimand or the fact that it went on the personal party record was a greater punishment
in the eyes of the regional party cell leaders. Sheila Fitzpatrick, Tear Off the Masks!
Identity and Imposture in Twentieth Century Russia (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 2005), 245 n21.
11
Acting properly meant behaving and following the school rules for students. Being
outside after hours, smoking and drinking alcohol, and fighting were examples of
improper behavior for teachers and students that triggered collective scrutiny and
reprimands.
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The school collective meetings, the primary party cell meeting and the meeting
pedagogical council were the two main arenas for collective reprimands. After the
teachers or the principal received news of the breach in conduct by letter or orally, they
conducted an investigation. Once they ascertained the veracity of the initial account, the
teachers called a meeting of the appropriate collective body, a party cell or a trade union
members’ meeting for teachers and a meeting of the pedagogical council for students.
The more serious the infraction, the larger the audience, as even the party cell meetings
could gather the teachers of the school, party instructors from the district, parents of the
students, other relatives, and colleagues in case they could add to the debate. The
meetings of the pedagogical council invited the parents of the misbehaving students and
even their fellow students. A colleague or a class teacher, in case the guilty party was a
student, started the proceedings describing the infraction and giving the character
statement of the offender party. The injured parties (neighbors, colleagues, or cheated
and/or abused partners) often did not wish to or could not sue for damages in court. On
the record, the minutes of a party meeting or a pedagogical council, the injured parties
rarely spoke for themselves, leaving it to the opening speaker either to rephrase the
complaint or to read their statement submitted to the collective body. The members of the
collective then voiced their opinions on the case, expressing their attitude towards the
person under discussion and his or her alleged offence and offered suggestions on the
degree of reprimand to be issued. The collective member at fault usually spoke at the end,
trying to plea with the collective for leniency and promising to correct his or her
behavior. After that the collective voted on the suggested reprimand and the meeting was
over.
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Anyone who reads at the minutes of the collective meetings will find repeated
discussions and reprimands for typical infractions: petty squabbles, fights, vandalism,
excessive drinking, and lose sexual behavior. 12 This chapter examines six such cases
brought before the pedagogical councils and party meetings that reflect three major
themes of Soviet education. The first two cases compare gender-specific behavior norms
and expectations that the school collectives had of their teachers. The next two cases
show the school collectives’ expectations of their students’ and teachers’ behavior
outside school. The last two cases examine students’ illicit sexual behavior and the school
collectives’ reaction to it. Almost invariably the public hearing the case of a misbehaving
person concluded that the cause of misbehavior was the lack of vospitanie. Failure to
behave properly was both a personal failure and a failure of the authorities responsible
for moral and ethical education (sureties) to influence and form proper morality and
character in their peer or dependent (the principal). The meeting of the pedagogical
council, party cell members, or parents’ committee was to remind both the sureties and
the principal of their responsibility to the collective and to the ultimate pledgees: the
school, the party and the state. Such meetings at school thus legitimized the role of the
school as an institution of moral and ethical education (vospitatel’noe uchrezhdenie), a
mediator between the state and the community, and a final authority on children’s
education and upbringing.

O. L. Leibovich, V gorode M. Ocherki sotsial’noi povsednevnosti sovetskoi provintsii v
40-50-h gg.[In the town of M. Essays on the everyday social life in the Soviet province,
1940-1950s] (Moscow: Rossiiskaia politicheskaia entsiklopedia (ROSSPEN); The First
President of Russia Boris N. Yel’tsin Foundation, 2008), 182.
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In October 1954 an open party meeting at school №57113 in the small railroad
town of Vereshchagino heard the case of a female party-member teacher. The teacher and
a sixteen-year-old former student were found together in a barn during the local Day of
the Song celebration. The minutes of the meeting provided few details of the nature of
their activity, but the indignation of the secretary of the school party organization who
described the infraction was clear. She reported that the teacher Votinova “committed an
unsavory act by having a liaison with a (former) student Putilov.”14 Then the party
organization secretary listed the facts in evidence:
The liaison continued from spring up to the present time. At the end of the
month of August of this year at the trade union meeting a report of the
immoral act of the communist Votinova was heard. The facts of
Votinova’s liaison with Putilov were checked by the trade union organizer
of the school Z.F. Cherviakova. The following was established: Votinova
often stayed to grade students’ notebooks and Putilov was with her.
Votinova visited Putilov’s apartment under various pretexts. Very often
she was on the bank of the pond together with Putilov. During the Day of
the Song she made her husband drink to complete intoxication and herself
was together with Putilov. In some shack Votinova was found with
Putilov. Putilov is not a student at school, but comes to school very often.
Votinova was given a comment [zamechanie] on this15 and warned of
suspicions about her liaison with Putilov. Putilov learned of this talk
among the teachers, after which he threatened the teachers that anyone
who talked about him and Votinova would come to a bad end. These
threats gave rise to even greater suspicion that the liaison between Putilov
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This comment probably was not the first-degree reprimand formally known as a
warning (preduprezhdenie) since it did not appear in the protocols. It is possible that
Votinova was warned of the rumors about her and the student.
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and Votinova was continuing. The checking of some [koe-kakikh] facts
was trusted to the communists Gitashvili and Kuznetsov.16
The party members charged with checking the facts of Votinova’s behavior
reported next detailing the information they got from conversations with the neighbors,
Votinova’s relatives, Putilov, and Putilov’s mother. The neighbors added more details to
the accounts of the meetings between the teacher and the student but reported nothing
new or more scandalous than the Day of the Song incident. Lacking either interest or
personal enmity none of them agreed to provide a “written account” that would amount to
a denunciation of either Votinova or Putilov.17 The first (male) party member-reporter,
Kuznetsov, finished his report with the affirmation that Votinova “lost the image
[poteriala oblik] of a Soviet teacher, the honor of a party member. The question of
Votinova should be resolved objectively.” 18 By objectivity, in this case, Kuznetsov
probably meant that fellow party members should judge Votinova only on the basis of
what she did, without taking any other circumstances into consideration.
Close relatives of the charged, Putilov’s mother and Votinova’s husband, then
took the floor to supply more evidence. Putilov’s mother testified that the (former)
student and the teacher apparently met at her apartment (room?) when Putilova was away
and Putilov took trips to other places together with Votinova. With her son out of the
school system none of the teachers present at the party meeting had any interest in going
after Putilova for improperly educating her son on matters of morality. Votinova’s
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husband’s speech gave the clear impression that he did not want to add any incriminating
facts against his wife. He learned of her “indelicate” (netaktichnoe) behavior after the
Day of the Song. Putilov tried to fight with him, but Votinov did not give in, and
Votinova stayed out late and was often seen with Putilov. Votinova’s husband could not
be charged with improperly influencing his wife either: as a party member and a teacher,
she was to be the source of moral education in her family of seven. 19
The secretary at the meeting dutifully recorded the proceedings as they went on,
since two representatives of the district party organization were present and at the end
one of them verified the protocol of the meeting by his signature. The secretary had to
write fast to record the gist of each person’s report, so much so that she mixed up similarsounding words, made minor grammatical mistakes and repeated words going on from
one page to the next. The fast pace, verbosity of the presenters, and, possibly, the late
hours when the meeting took place to accommodate everybody’s schedule could explain
why the secretary did not record the answers to the questions posed to various presenters,
with the exception of only the briefest ones. The party-member teachers in the audience
probably knew the scandal very well from word of mouth and now only wished to make
sure that there was enough verifiable proof of the liaison. Their questions to Votinov,
“When and with whom did your wife go mushroom hunting?” and “What is your
conclusion – does your wife have an intimate liaison with Putilov?” had only one goal,
extricating more certain evidence of the nature and length of the relationship. 20
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The first part of the proceedings finished with Votinova’s defense. She said that
she went to Putilov’s apartment to help him study and get back into school; she took trips
out of town with her kids; and she did not know how to explain Putilov’s visits to her
apartment. In short, she refused to acknowledge the illicit nature of her relationship with
Putilov and did not provide any explanation for the times other people saw them together.
Votinova also reminded the meeting of her large family: a child from a previous
marriage, two children from her marriage with Votinov, and two children from Votinov’s
previous marriage that she had to bring up.21 Quite possibly she reminded the meeting of
this so that her comrade party members would not strip her of the party membership that
gave her access to the resources she needed to provide for her family. The tremendous
amount of peer pressure exercised in the meeting and in everyday life could have been
another reason for Votinova’s brevity; she threatened to commit suicide by hanging
herself (udavlius’) or drinking rat poison in conversation with at least one colleague. 22
After Votinova tried in vain to deny the liaison with Putilov, the party meeting
was opened for discussion. Eleven out of the twelve party members present voiced their
opinions about Votinova, her act (postupok), and what should be done. The opinions were
nearly uniform: other teachers and party members consistently called on Votinova to
“own up,” recognize her transgression, and end the liaison. The speakers called on
Votinova to own up almost as often (nine times) as they invoked the name of the
collective (ten times). Other repeated words were “shame” (styd) and “dirt” (griaz’).
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“Liaison” (sviaz’) topped the list of the repeated words pointing at the nature of
Votinova’s transgression.
The discussants expressed indignation, pointed to the evidence of a liaison, and
called for the punishment of Votinova. Some members limited themselves to a single
sentence, saying they saw Votinova and Putilov together “in the garden.” 23 Others went
full bore, taking Votinova and her husband to task for their behavior. Another party
member, Pashuto called Votinova’s behavior “undignified” and her threats of suicide
“filth” (merzost’) unworthy of “a teacher, a member of the party, a mother.”24 Pashuto
fell back on the language of responsibility to instruct Votinova and her husband on their
proper roles. “You need to be … responsible for your actions, do not evade. Respond
truthfully. Own up and correct yourself,” she urged Votinova. Pashuto gave Votinova’s
husband some universal advice: he should “approach the question objectively” regardless
of the relationship. “It does not matter whether you are … a husband or not. Even a man.
[A man] Needs to talk and approach the question objectively. 25 And you took the side of
your wife, decided to protect her.” “For her indelicate behavior Votinova needs to be
punished and severely so,” summed up Pashuto.26
Calling Votinova a teacher, a member of the party, and a mother Pashuto wished
to remind the audience of the three distinct communities to which Votinova belonged.
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After starting a liaison with Putilov, Votinova distanced herself from all of those roles,
and thus needed to recognize her transgression of separating herself from the collective.
The instructor of the district committee of the CPSU Iakovlev summed it up best:
The collective is trying to put you, Votinova, on your feet. And you are
being evasive, you cannot acknowledge your deed openly, that means you
do not value the honor, do not value the status of the teacher, of the
member of CPSU.27
The calls for Votinova’s husband to “approach the question objectively” meant that he
needed to put himself on the side of the collective in giving his wife the judgment and
punishment she deserved. “You should know, Votinova, the collective is deciding your
fate,” intoned one of the district party committee instructors trying to sway her to
recognize her guilt at the meeting. 28 Doing this would enable the party organization to
limit Votinova’s punishment to one of the six traditional party reprimands that preceded
the expulsion. Otherwise, both instructors threatened, Votinova and had to be charged
with statutory rape.29
After that, even Votinova’s husband could not keep a straight face and begged his
wife to own up. “Yes, she went in deep,” he recognized and then added, “We need to
correct her, put her back on her feet. You need to own up, Z.F. [Votinova] We need to
keep our kids, our family.”30 The discussion ended with Votinova’s own recorded short
statement, “I was moved to have the liaison [derzhat’ sviaz’] by his persecution [ego
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presledovanie] – It is your business to decide. I have said everything.” 31 The secretary did
not clarify whether Votinova meant that Putilov or someone else persecuted Votinova, or
someone else persecuted Putilov for unknown reasons. The party meeting saw this
statement of Votinova as a “sincere confession” and “taking into account Votinova’s
family situation” only gave her “a severe reprimand with a corresponding entry in her
party card.”32
The decision of the party collective to keep Votinova in its ranks, despite the
scandalous allegations against her was probably a result of the strong motivation to keep
the collective together and contain the affair. The party members protested excessive
inquiry into personal matters, ostensibly because such discussions left no time for the
party agenda and political education.33 More importantly, however, banishing the
discussion of personal matters removed the risk of breaking up the collective. Had
Votinova and her lover been more discreet, the matter might have gone unnoticed. Facing
the need to squelch community rumors, the party members had to look into Votinova’s
case and take pity on her, letting her off with the most severe punishment short of
expulsion. While nobody involved the police and Votinova kept her job as a teacher the
party gave her another chance and, more importantly, preserved the collective.
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The party meeting and Votinova’s confession did not end the case, however. This
was only the first act of the play. In the next meeting that took place a month later, on
November 1, 1954, the party organization had to review its previous decision on
Votinova’s case.34 Member of the party Prozorova led the discussion:
On October 11 the party meeting discussed the everyday moral [moral’nobytovoe] behavior of the communist Votinova. But after that a lot of time
has passed and Votinova’s unsavory behavior continues. We need today to
review the decision of the previous meeting and find out all the reasons for
the continuation … of this unsavory act [nekhoroshii postupok].
Com.[rade] Votinova wrote an explanatory note outlinng the reasons,
accepting her guilt, and asking the party organization to keep her in the
party ranks.35
The first remark in the renewed discussion of the case came from a party member Popova
who referred to the content of Votinova’s explanatory note (not preserved in the record):
I am hearing this question for the first time and I am sitting here being
really anxious, how can a woman in her 4th decade who lives with a
husband get into a liaison with some pipsqueak [maloletka] and claim that
he overpowered you, no, this cannot be, you yourself gave him reason.
This infamy spread thoughout Vereshchagino, where everybody speaks
about nothing but Votinova. She shamed herself and put a stain on the
teaching profession. Her own collective warned com.[rade] Votinova, but
she resisted, did not own up to her act, and now she is evading. I suggest
she be discharged from the membership of the CPSU.36
By the time of the second party cell meeting the pedagogical council meeting at
Votinova’s school had probably reviewed the facts and fired her. That left the party cell
only one option: Votinova had to leave. Her failure to correct her ways, evasion from
admitting guilt, and the growing notoriety of the case put a strain on the ties of
responsibility within the party organization. The fellow party members quickly and
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unanimously moved to expel Votinova anxious that their toleration of her notoriety and
unsavory “everyday moral behavior” implied they were no better than her.
The party members couched reasons for Votinova’s expulsion in the language of
moral and ethical behavior and upbringing (vospitanie). Putilov’s use of swear words,
threats to Votinova’s gossiping colleagues, drinking, and skipping work, coupled with
Votinova’s seeming rejection of her mother and teacher roles deepened the rift between
the offenders and the community. One of Votinova’s gravest transgressions was that she
shared information from the party meetings with Putilov, thus rejecting party discipline.
The key words that expressed Votinova’s offence were “behavior” (used 18 times) and
“act” (postupok, 17 times), often with such epithets as “unworthy,” “shameful,” and
“dirty.” The party members using them signaled that they could not vouch for a person
whose behavior transgressed their definition of normality and morality. Votinova’s
failing in “everyday moral behavior” and her “everyday moral corruption” 37 showed that
it was inadequate moral and ethical reasoning (vospitanie) that led her to the “unsavory”
act.
None of the party cell leaders prepared a character statement for Votinova, none
spoke of her professionalism as a teacher. The record did not even clearly state what
subject Votinova taught, and another teacher only mentioned that she was fired. 38 Instead,
the party members stated one after another that Votinova’s behavior put a stain on them
collectively and made them guilty by association. The party member Anisimova
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complained that “it is very hard for me to hear of such an act by communist Votinova, as
I pledged for her.”39 Another female party member Diatlova developed the theme further:
Committing such an act c. Votinova did not think at all about us, the
people who recommended her. Yes, I regret I gave her a character
statement. The reports at the time were good both of her production work
and her everyday life [bytovaia zhizn’]. I cannot understand this act at all.
How can a mother of 5 children behave like that? Find yourself such an
adolescent and become notorious over the whole region. 40
Giving a character statement to introduce a person as a candidate into the party or as
Anisimova said, pledging, indicated that the party members acted as sureties for one
another with the party bosses and the larger community as a pledgee. Now these sureties
regretted their choice to vouch for a person who could “behave like that.”
The account of Votinova’s behavior at the center of this story still remained an
enigma. In the second party meeting, Votinova gave more details of her situation:
I committed an unsavory act. Now I have developed a good relationship
with his family. I am pregnant by him. Now I am going with my children
to Ocher. I won’t leave them here. I lived with my husband for 11 years
and endured. I brought up [vospityvala] all the children and did not give
up and I won’t give up now. He is always stalking me [presleduet]. I
started sleeping [zhit’] with him after the exams were over. The school
principal did not know about that. He was blamed for some bandit actions,
but there is nothing to this, I vouch for that. Every day he drinks at
home. 41
In this speech, Votinova renewed her commitment to her children and to her lover, as she
pledged for the lack of criminality in his behavior. Yet the party members’ and
Votinova’s own speeches at the meetings and the reported content of her explanatory
note revealed a much more complex situation. School 571 where Votinova worked was
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situated in a small community on the Trans-Siberian railroad in the Perm region that only
got the status of a town in 1942. In the same year, or several months later Votinova
married her husband. These years were the hardest time of World War II for the Soviet
Union. At that time Votinova was probably in her early twenties and already had a child.
With her family in a different town and no other assistance she chose a man with two
children of his own. Votinova’s husband may have been recently widowed and with the
other young, able-bodied men at the front she was lucky to have a husband at all. Living
with him for eleven years she had another two children. Abortions would not become
legal again until 1955. What did Votinova endure? It is hard to imagine her family living
in a separate apartment or a large house in a growing railroad town that housed 6000
people in 1931 and nearly quadrupled in population by 1959. Her husband’s heavy
drinking probably began a long time before the 1954 Day of the Song. The burden of
raising and providing for five children and teaching at school with the multitude of
Stalin-era requirements could not have been light either.
Votinova’s reports of sexual violence probably had a substantial foundation, even
though her fellow party members tended to blame the victim. On the record she twice
mentioned Putilov’s presledovanie – following or persecution. The second speech made
clear that Putilov stalked Votinova, which probably meant he walked next to her from
school in the poorly lit streets of the provincial town. In her explanatory note, Votinova
probably stated that Putilov raped her, although the record did not preserve the words she
used to describe what happened. Votinova’s fellow women-party members talked about a
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“pipsqueak” who allegedly “overpowered” (osilil) her.42 The party meeting participants
did not believe Votinova’s account of violence, even as she “understood her guilt” as her
fellow party members required.43 Adding insult to injury her fellow party members
insisted that Votinova gave Putilov a reason for his behavior and that she did not have the
willpower to end the liaison. 44 Seeing the relationship between Votinova and Putilov as
immoral and unnatural the party members had a hard time believing it was not
consensual.45
Why did her fellow women party members have such a hard time taking
Votinova’s side in the story? Part of the reason might have been that Votinova’s behavior
went so obviously against the norms of acceptable behavior in her three main roles: a
teacher, a mother, and a party member. All of these roles regulated the spaces where
Votinova could appear and her behavior in those spaces. As a mother, Votinova had to be
at home when not at work and certainly never leave her children at home alone or in the
care of people other than family members. As a teacher, Votinova could not sit with the
students, especially during a test, or laugh and talk openly in the classroom, as she did
according to one account. As a party member, Votinova could not discuss party matters
with non-party members, especially with such unreliable people as a former student with
delinquent behavior. Votinova’s husband never complained of her infidelity to the party
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committee and it was only the chance discovery of her affair by a relative that brought the
case to the attention of Votinova’s collectives. Such lack of incentive in Votinova’s
husband was easy to explain, given the benefits the family received or hoped to receive
through Votinova’s employment and party and trade union membership. Had the husband
complained, the party members would surely add infidelity to the list of Votinova’s
transgressions.
It was mostly women-party members who noted Votinova’s stepping away from
her role at school, in public, and at home; male party members chose another strategy of
prosecution. Almost without fail, the men spoke of responsibility before the collective
and the fact that the collective was deciding Votinova’s faith. Thus, Garin, the instructor
of the regional committee of the CPSU, admonished the collective for being too soft on
Votinova and said, “Beware, the collective decides your fate. In essence, you should be a
defendant in a criminal prosecution for molesting a minor.” 46 These statements showed a
gendered segregation of the roles in the collective. The women supervised the behavior of
other collective members while the men, who were also the bosses from the next tier of
the party hierarchy, meted out rewards and punishments. At the end of the second
meeting the party organization expelled Votinova, thus finishing her teaching career in
Vereshchagino.
Party members similarly divided along gender lines when it was a man who stood
at the heart of the matter. Several years later, the same party organization looked into the
case of the teacher Medvedev, a veteran and a married man who attacked and beat
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women when drunk. Various people brought four complaints against Medvedev over the
span of two years. The second complaint came to the attention of the party organization
in February 1955. 47 Medvedev himself presented his case:
The guilt lies in the fact that I behaved with a woman indelicately. 48
Aibabina came to my apartment at night for Starkov, who was at my
place. Starkov is my wife’s brother. Aibabina was the one who started
denigrating me and spit in my face, started scratching me, so I pushed her
out of the room and bit her on the finger at that time. I am not taking the
blame off myself. 49
To this, only the secretary of the party organization, a woman, replied that beating
women was not just unworthy of a communist, but morally reprehensible in general:
Such behavior in everyday life is unworthy and rude. How can you apply
physical force to a woman? How can you raise a hand to an old person, hit
her so that she spent a week in bed? And Medvedev is a teacher, an
educator [vospitatel’] of the young generation, and here we are discussing
his behavior for the second time.50
The remaining three party members who chose to voice their opinions were not so
adamant. They pointed out that Medvedev “treated his work honestly,” accomplished
everything he was charged with, and had a “friendly relationship” with his wife. His
wife’s family, on the contrary, often started trouble and interfered with the life of their
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daughter and son-in-law. Given Medvedev’s proactive position and recognition of guilt
outright, nobody supported the party cell secretary. The meeting ended with the party
organization giving Medvedev a reprimand without an entry in his party card for his
“unworthy behavior in everyday life.” 51
Later the same year, in September, Medvedev’s mother-in-law, Starkova, wrote a
complaint against Medvedev to the party organization. The party organization secretary
asked one of the members to talk to Medvedev’s mother-in-law to investigate. At the
meeting, the secretary read the text of the statement (that was not preserved in the record)
and then the party investigator reported her findings:
On July 31st Medvedev came [home] at night drunk and started beating his
wife, and she started protecting her daughter. Medvedev at first kicked her
with his leg [pnul nogoi] in the stomach, and then took the scissors and
threw them at Starkova, almost catching her in the eye. After this Starkova
ran to the neighbors. The neighbor came to Starkova’s house, but
everything was calm there already. In my opinion it is indecent coming
from a communist and he broke his image of the family life as a
communist.52
After this, the party secretary explained that Medvedev’s wife was in double jeopardy,
since Medvedev had a good character when he was sober and attacked her when he
drank. His violent behavior was connected to a wound he received in the war.
As in the previous case, Medvedev himself made the next statement and
completely evaded the discussion of his violent behavior:
When looking into this question you needed to talk to all the members of
the family. [You needed] to learn how Starkova treats others, the members
of the family. My act deserves severe punishment. Truly I was drunk and
started arguing with my wife. Starkova ran in, started shouting, took a
stool and charged at me. I struck her in the ear. I don’t know or remember
51
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how I struck her with the scissors. Now she is spreading various rumors
about me. My mistake is that I did not understand the advice of
communists and teachers to move away from them [the parents-in-law] to
a different apartment. Now this case is in court. She uses all my enemies
and spins all the tales about me.53
With his self-criticism Medvedev skillfully drew attention away from the nature of his
“argument” with his wife and turned the attention of the meeting to the behavior of his
mother-in-law whom he portrayed as a hysterical and violent old woman. As in the
previous case, the woman started the fight and Medvedev had to protect himself.
Apparently, Medvedev’s speech had the effect he counted on. After a single voice
demanded that Medvedev be punished for the “dirty” act that he committed because he
“did not take into account the warning of the party organization” the party members fell
silent. The party cell secretary Prozorova admonished, “Today everybody is silent again
as if all of you are his pals. Medvedev’s act is unworthy, he is beating women. We are
not interested in Starkova’s question, we need to discuss Medvedev.” 54 Yet even after
that the party members did not show much indignation about Medvev beating women.
The next two speakers pointed to Medvedev’s war injury that was made worse by
drinking and that Medvedev’s drunken behavior gave rise to the undesirable rumors that
spread among the students and the community. 55 While in both cases Medvedev’s beating
women was the core of the problem, the speakers pointed to drinking and rumors as
attenuating circumstances that justified giving Medvedev a severe reprimand with an
entry in his personal record, the final decision of the meeting. 56
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In February 1956, a year after the second report of trouble in the family, the party
committee acting this time upon the complaint of his wife, again heard Medvedev’s case.
This was now the fourth meeting discussing Medvedev’s behavior and the third
complaint connected with beating a woman. Both Medvedev and his wife submitted
written statements to the party cell leaders and were prepared to stand their ground.
Medvedev’s wife did not attend the meeting however, so Medvedev was free to present
his side of the story and use it against his accusers in his very first statement:
There are no witnesses that can testify that I beat my wife. They say I beat
her when I was drunk. I was rarely drunk and nobody from our school
staff ever saw me drunk. I am not right that I made my wife sever the
connection with her parents, because they constantly interfered with our
life. 57
Her parents often have drinking parties where my wife participates. My
wife’s mother, Starkova, sued me for beating her. I came to court but
Starkova did not show up.
My mistake is that during the 10 years of living with my wife I could not
educate [vospitat’] her, could not make her take up employment so that the
collective would influence her development. I asked her to go with me to
study by correspondence at the institute. She replied, “I have a husband
who has to feed and clothe me.” Her parents who influence her a lot more
use all methods to break up our life. I decided to divorce my wife, I cannot
live like that anymore. 58
Medvedev, probably an experienced party member, artfully used two defense strategies:
the fact that no one witnessed him beating his wife and self-criticism. Medvedev admitted
the deficiencies the party members pointed out in a story that demonstrated he did
everything he could to keep the family together.

The original reads, “Я не прав, что заставлял жену порвать связь с родителями,
потому что они все время вмешивались в нашу жизнь.”
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The discussion that followed Medvedev’s speech focused on the two main
questions: “who’s to blame?” and “what to do?” While many discussants started by
saying Medvedev was responsible for domestic violence, they ended by acknowledging
that the collective bore the blame for Medvedev’s divorce. Many discussants pointed to
Medvedev’s wife as the source of bad rumors about Medvedev. The party member
Starodubtseva noted, “His wife is to blame for many things. She does not work and does
not care about the family and left him six times and six times came back.” 59 While
speaking positively about Medvedev as a teacher, some of his colleagues from school
were eager to blame both the school collective and Medvedev for the divorce:
We are to blame, the teachers. There were discussions about his life, but
we did not get much into his family life.
He is our comrade, maybe we could have helped him. At work he is good
and at home he could not set up a life with his wife. The wife is to blame,
she started the arguments.
Now she works at school no. 380, she prepared the ground beforehand
with her rumors about her husband. She put Anishchenko into this dirt60
and many teachers used this and supported Medvedeva, but I am not
taking the blame off Medvedev.61
While some believed the school collective did not show enough interest in Medvedev’s
personal life, others thought that the party cell collective did not reprimand Medvedev
sufficiently:
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The party organization is to blame. When discussing Medvedev for the
first time they approached the matter too leniently, that’s why he did not
correct himself and went further.
He is described as a good person, judging by his actions. I don’t like the
speeches of the teachers of school no. 452. They approached the
discussion of this question in a family manner, without criticism. You are
considered to be a smart and good comrade. The first sign of a smart
person is to know whom you are dealing with. And you could not learn
about your wife [uznat’ zheny] in 10 years. Medvedev asked to strike him
off the rolls of this party cell [sniat’ s ucheta] and he will leave. I think, let
him prove his truthfulness in our organization, redeem his unworthy act.62
Both opinions rested on the supreme authority of the collective to redeem and correct any
of its members. Even as Medvedev himself sought to move to a different town many
party members wanted Medvedev to stay and “prove himself” in the current party cell.
After Medvedev’s final statement where he agreed with all the criticism and promised to
live up to the party organization’s trust in him, the party cell voted to strike Medvedev off
the party cell rolls and give him a severe reprimand with an entry in his party card. 63
This final discussion of Medvedev’s behavior revealed how the members of the
party organization couching their opinions in the language of vospitanie and surety saw
their work as that of education and control. The last meeting discussing Medvedev’s case
opened with a statement by the district party organization representative, who claimed
that Medvedev “as a communist, could not educate [vospitat’] his wife and himself
stooped to the ignominy that he started beating his wife and her relatives.” 64 Medvedev
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followed by dutifully recognizing his “mistake” in not being able to educate his wife in
the ten years he lived with her. The discrepancy between Medvedev – a good comrade
and educator of youth and Medvedev – a veteran, who beat his wife while drunk puzzled
both Medvedev’s fellow teachers and party members.
Another district party organization representative pointed out that the party
organization was “trying to educate [vospitat’]” Medvedev, and he was “not trying to
take a lesson from it.”65 The party cell “education” consisted of continuous
admonishment and investigation of private behavior, in effect continuous shaming of the
transgressing party. As in Votinova’s case fellow teachers, neighbors and relatives
provided the party with testimony about Medvedev’s behavior so that the party could
judge Medvedev’s character properly. This testimony enabled the party organization to
be a surety for any of its members and give an accurate account of the member’s behavior
at any time. Being a good principal towards the pledgee and sureties meant either not
giving the party organization reason to look into your case, or learning a lesson from the
reprimand before it appeared in your party card. The pledgee and sureties owed the
principal the proper education or vospitanie. The collective had to educate the principal
so well that he or she would not even think of fulfilling his or her duty improperly.
What made the difference between Votinova’s and Medvedev’s treatment, given
that both committed “unworthy acts” and ended up leaving their spouses and workplace?
The immediate difference between them was in their behavior at the party meeting.
Medvedev, a member of the party with longer history and more experience in party
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procedure, prepared arguments in his defense that the other party members had a hard
time disproving. He accepted all the criticism wholesale, but never tried to explain his
behavior or prove his point of view. He concentrated on disproving the negative
comments of others. Medvedev also took care to bring a lot of character witnesses from
school who could testify in his support. Votinova could not present such a well-crafted
story and chose to be silent at the party meetings where nobody showed up to give her a
positive character statement. Her silence, threats of committing suicide, and account of
being “overpowered” by a student suggested profound alienation from her roles and from
communities that could have provided protection for her in the party committee hearing.
Another difference between Votinova and Medvedev was the responsibility they
bore for their behavior in the social roles they performed in the same city, same
profession, and the same party and school collective. The party collective chastised
Votinova for failing in three significant social roles, as a party member, a teacher, and a
mother, when she got entangled in an affair (perhaps, forced upon her) with a student.
Votinova’s roles embodied the triple burden of any Soviet woman who came of age and
started her working career during World War II. An affair with the former student went
against the received code of conduct in all three of Votinova’s collectives, even as none
of them warned Votinova or explicitly taught her to evade such situations. Votinova had
to rely only on herself and bear responsibility for her behavior. The party organization
never intended to be a surety for her. The only way for the party members to “educate” a
woman who could not fulfill her social roles without failing was to order her to sever her
connection to her family, the workplace, and the party.
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Medvedev, who served and was wounded in the war, married a second wife
during the same time as Votinova married her husband, and served as a teacher in the
same school, enjoyed much more social freedom. Nobody could testify about his beating
his wife. Nobody could testify about his engaging in an improper relationship with
students. Nobody could testify that he did not take care of his family. To the contrary,
there were many testimonies to Medvedev’s being a provider, a good educator and
comrade at school, and a worthy party member, one who participated in meetings and
strove for more education. Medvedev’s gender absolved him of guilt for drinking and
assaulting women and in certain respect justified his behavior. Drinking, domestic
violence, rumors of affairs, and divorce were common and acceptable for men. Suffering
from drinking and violence and seeking escape in affairs and divorce were unacceptable
for women. In Medvedev’s case, his gender absolved him from his pledgee obligations as
a teacher, a party member, and a family man and he was able to shed two of these roles
without losing his party affiliation.

Ties with the larger community forced the members of the school collectives into
a complex negotiation of loyalties. As with incentives and punishments, obligations
towards school and extramural communities had to be arranged on a scale of priorities,
leading to conflicts when the obligations contradicted each other. Aside from an
obligation for proper academic performance and proper teaching, students and teachers
had to volunteer in the local community and exchange visits with schools from other
regions. Helping the local community often took the form of participating in the
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“timurite” (timurovtsy) movement.66 The timurites were mostly Young Pioneers who
helped various members of the community after school with such everyday tasks as
carrying water or chopping wood for the stove. The movement took its name and
inspiration from Arkady Gaidar’s novel Timur i ego komanda (Timur and his team) first
published in 1940.67 The novel’s main character, an older adolescent boy named Timur,
formed a team of boys living in the same dacha community to help military families with
everyday household chores. Organization of children with an older pioneer leader and
anonymous help to needy people in the community were two easily adopted practices that
became associated with the popular timurite movement.
Newspapers and various types of youth press reported favorably on the timurites’
activities to praise the teachers and the educational (vospitatel’naia) work done at a
particular school. Thus in February and March 1958 the Vereshchagino local newspaper
published three accounts of help given by the timurovtsy.68 In all three cases the
recipients were older incapacitated women, in all cases the help involved chopping and
sawing wood. Also in all cases the article in a newspaper with a circulation of 2810
copies served to thank the school children for their work. Two articles mentioned that the

As in “the followers of Timur.” The first English language reports of the movement
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helpers were pioneers and the third mentioned a timur team organized at the school. Most
of the students involved were pioneers between the ages of ten and fourteen from three
different schools. Each article followed a standard narrative: the timur team of the school
decided to help an older woman about the house by chopping and sawing wood, bringing
water and asking after the woman’s health. The team provided assitance for a number of
days after class. Next, the journalist listed the names of the people the woman wanted to
thank and expressed sincere gratitude on her behalf.
Independent good will, volunteerism, and paternalistic care of older women were
the dominant themes of the real-life timurovtsy stories. Firstly, timurovtsy were proactive
in finding out the objects of their volunteer work. They seemed to act on their own,
without prompts from teachers or the rest of the community, which demonstrated their
engagement in community affairs. As the existence and recognition of the timur team’s
good work depended on such knowledge, the students were probably extra vigilant in
seeking out such cases to fulfill the expectations of their volunteer work. Secondly, all
newspaper accounts reported the recipients of the timurites’ help as aged women, either
retired or incapacitated.69 In all cases the help involved chopping or sawing wood and, in
one case, bringing water to the house, all being the activities of the original fictional
timur team. Thus, the highest praise the newspaper accounts could give the timurites was
to portray them as exact copies of their fictional prototypes. The beneficiaries of the
volunteer work had to be people who deserved it on the account of their nearly total
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helplessness or frailty. This and their public expressions of gratitude legitimized them as
worthy recipients of volunteer help.
This narrative and the power dynamic of young students helping frail members of
the community without recompense and at the behest of their educators (vospitateli)
could easily be upset with the introduction of money, harder types of work, and personal
conflicts between the parties. One of these more complex situations occurred in
Vereshchagino in the spring of 1958 and revealed the many spoken and unspoken
obligations that forced teachers and students into market economy relationships. Clashing
with the fictional timurovtsy narrative, this situation revealed the complex realities of
obligation in the Soviet school. On Tuesday, April 29, 1958, an open party meeting at the
Vereshchagino School 57170 was discussing the Leninskii udarnik article “Timurovtsy
came to the wrong address.”71 While the article itself probably never appeared in the
newspaper, the discussion and the explanatory note of the main character, Tamara
Ivanovna Anisimova, a seventh grade class teacher at school 380, revealed the main
points of conflict.72
The article, constructed around a report of a young male neighbor, alleged that
Anisimova, a married woman with a grown daughter, made her students fill her pit with
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snow,73 clear the yard around her house, saw firewood, and carry manure, causing some
of them to catch cold as a result.74 The party investigation, where the teachers questioned
the class monitor and the head of the pioneer troop “confirmed the facts.” The school
party committee members were concerned that Anisimova exploited the students under
the guise of timurite help, since the work the students did went beyond essential
household help in providing heat and water.75 The meeting resolved to itemize the work
done and the money Anisimova owed to the class and prohibit engaging students to work
in teachers’ houses even when they were properly remunerated.76
The article put Anisimova’s standing with her colleagues, students’ parents and
the larger community in jeopardy. How could she be a member of the party and educate
(vospityvat’) children properly if she was prone to coercing them to work for her own
benefit? To protect herself, Anisimova used three strong arguments: an ad hominem
attack on her neighbor and explanation of two ways in which the students’ work at her
house was a demonstration of their proper moral and ethical education. First, Anisimova
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argued that the article was a plot by her disgruntled and abusive neighbor to get back at
her for bringing charges against him:
Kostylev lives near, he took a girl to be his wife who did not have parents
and before that she lived with us. She came to us often, to get advice about
her life, about the fact that her husband beats her. He often drank and beat
his wife, and then she would come to us, [and] Kostylev offended me for
that, I wanted to sue him to court [improper use of grammar in the
original], but only reported him at the Komsomol committee, he was
discussed and they did not allow him to attend the railway engineer
courses, and that’s why he bragged he was an engineer. 77
As in the cases of Medvedev and Votinova, Anisimova’s colleagues did not know about
(and probably were not particularly interested in) her life at home. In discussion, nobody
touched upon the letter-writer’s motivation, forcing Anisimova to use her educator’s
reputation to defend herself. In this already familiar story of a woman suffering from an
abusive husband and poverty after the war, Anisimova revealed that while men could be
abusive with near impunity, women had to protect themselves from accusations of abuse
with the evidence of the quality of their work from institutional guarantors. Only
Anisimova’s colleagues and students, not her neighbors, could reliably testify about her
behavior.
In her explanations at the meeting and in a written explanation to the party cell,
Anisimova exposed the complex scheme of using student labor to earn money for the
class treasury. Anisimova said that her class had its own bank account for keep the
money the students earned doing odd jobs around town. The money in it, 1001 rubles,
was such a large sum that Anisimova said “not every school in town has such money in
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the universal-compulsory education fund.” 78 The decision to engage the students to work
in her household, according to Anisimova, was discussed with their parents and approved
by the school administration, and was no harder than a previous assignment of sawing
firewood at the railroad workers’ crèche. The students, according to Anisimova sawed
and chopped twelve cubic meters of firewood and thus earned ninety-seven rubles.79
Since the house Anisimova lived in belonged to the school, she thought that clearing the
house yard after repair work was an appropriate task for the students in her class,
especially as she paid for that work by putting one hundred rubles into the class
treasury. 80
The amount of money in the class treasury (1001 rubles) and the class expenses
the money covered were an object of personal pride for Anisimova. She listed at length
the expenses the class treasury paid for in her explanatory note to the party secretary:
We went around to different organizations [to find a way to earn money]
but could not find any easier work [than cleaning up the yard of
Anisimova’s house] that would provide more pay. So I decided to consult
the parents, with the deputy head teacher and then discussed the situation
in a class meeting. We have a government-owned house, the territory after
78
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the repairs was not cleaned up and I suggested cleaning up the yard, and
paying for it one hundred rubles of my own money to the class. This
money, one hundred rubles, we did not put into the account, but spent on
buying supplies, cards and decorated envelopes (since I send greeting
cards to all the parents for every holiday), on correspondence with friends
in Kronstadt, on buying the book of honor in a plush cover, a stamp album
in a plush cover, on an order of photographic cards for the book of honor,
and on an order of 25 cards [photographs] about the visit of the guests, and
so on.81
So, I spent on that not 100 rubles, but two times more. I cannot always
simply give the money to the class and get them used to charity, I need to
teach them to earn. They did not earn this, but it [the work in Anisimova’s
yard] is a semblance, that they worked. (And this is also an educational
[vospitatel’nyi] moment of sorts). The parents, e.g. Teleniuk and Baluev
(mother Goldberg),82 came and saw how they “worked.” And they were
outraged, that I am throwing money into the wind. But I had to do that.
And I don’t regret that there was a denunciation [kliauza].
It was checked and that’s good. There will be a lot of gossip. But still
someone needed to check where and how the money from the class
treasury is spent. In our school we don’t have such money for
comprehensive education, and in our class we have 1001 rubles now and
we showed such [underlined in the original – S.R.] hospitality to the
guests. Let others work like that.83
Clearly, Anisimova saw her finding work for the students in her class as an educational
activity that paid for the expenses on additional educational activities and a
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demonstration of these activities’ results. Other teachers (and parents, according to the
explanatory note) agreed that Anisimova needed to teach the students to work in order to
earn money for “entertainment,” such as receiving guests and going to the cinema. 84
Making sure she could document the educational (vospitatel’naia) work in the class
properly was an equally important expense for Anisimova. The plush covered “honor”
album with photographs of school events and student hospitality was to demonstrate
Anisimova’s dedication and success as an educator.
The plush-covered albums with photographs and ornate envelopes and greeting
cards were a hallmark of quality and a sign of the importance that Anisimova as well as
many other Soviet people, assigned to their relations with subordinates, peers, and bosses.
Sensually rich, fuzzy, shiny, and colorful (red, purple, dark blue, grey) photograph album
covers enclosed a rich trove of photographs and even greeting cards the family received
over the years. No doubt the plush albums as well as the big bank account the class had
(in comparison to Anisimova’s one month’s salary) were evidence of Anisimova’s
successful work as a guarantor or surety of her students’ moral and ethical education. By
sending every student’s family a greeting card on major holidays, Anisimova developed
an important connection with the parents that could be useful if she needed a favor.85
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Memorial, Vstrecha s Olegom Leibovichem, accessed May 15, 2019,
https://youtu.be/UM0_GIEaX0E?t=1918
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Proud of her interpersonal and educational skills, Anisimova had only one way to
demonstrate them and become recognized for her achievement: her own sureties, the
fellow members of the party and the deputy head teachers, had to inspect and certify her
work. Hence the profound feeling of pride and satisfaction she displayed in her
explanatory note.
Finally, Anisimova made a special point that some of the students’ work at her
house was a demonstration of their care for an elderly and sick teacher. Anisimova
described herself as a typical person who could be an object of the timurites’ care:
And on Sunday April 18 my family and I transferred the firewood into the
log store. I was walking out of the log store and saw five helpers: Anatoly
Popov, Serg. Baluev, Serg. Merkulov (these are the students of my class).
Victor Popov, Vladimir Iuzhakov (the students of school no. 571). 86 I tried
to thank them and send them home, but I could not. Easily they threw the
logs of wood to each other as if on a conveyor belt and went home happy
that they did a good deed. … It was said that the kids worked so I would
not give them a failing grade and took them to Kronstadt, but did the
students of school 571 also work for that? Maybe we taught them to help
their elders only too well. Apparently, we need to unteach them.
Now about the pit. I had two fits of angina in close succession and lay
down for 10 days without movement. And then I hear in the evening that
my daughter is having tea with someone, the voices of my kids. I called
my daughter. It turns out she decided to break the ice hill and put the snow
into the pit, as much as it will hold. At that time 3 4 of my boys came to
visit me [names of children]. And they participated, but since there was
not enough space for the snow, then they played on the hill for the last
time and came to have tea all covered in snow, and then they played
checkers and went home. They probably thought, too, that they did a
favor, helped their sick teacher. And now they don’t know that I have to
explain all their respect.87
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Anisimova’s pride for her organization work in her classroom and for the students who
came to help her when she was sick showed through the extreme verbosity of her
explanations. She enjoyed the moment of “explaining respect” because it gave her the
opportunity to showcase her achievements in front of both the school and the party cell
collectives.
As the three cases presented show Makarenko’s principles of collective discussion
of the school news at the council, praise and incentives, as well as collective decisions on
punishment remained a practice specific to his colony. The Stalinist uniform schools only
readily adopted the collective with its poruka-type responsibility, often with the
presumption that Makarenko’s brilliant results would follow on its heels. In practice,
however, the meetings of the collective did not stimulate attempts to praise or criticize,
despite the individuals’ desire. Only “signals” from outside the collective, such as a
neighbor’s letter to the newspaper, a complaint from a family member or a witness to
“unworthy” behavior moved the collectives to single out their own for praise, or, most
often, for reprimand. With the school rituals becoming increasingly a way to mark time,
as opposed to achievement, especially for teachers, being outed by a neighbor and having
to explain managerial achievements offered the only opportunity to report them to the
community and be proud of them.
The situation where the members of the collective only came out to praise or
punish after a significant event involving someone outside the collective realm was
common among students too. Each of the multiple students’ collectives in one school, the
class, the pioneer troop, the Komsomol cell, the after-school club, was its own locus of
authority and responsibility. In students’ groups these multiple loyalties intertwined with
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friendships and took a long time to take apart at the pedagogical council meetings. One
such meeting in October 1961 at the Perm school no. 26788 heard a case alleging that
three male students had beaten up a boy from a different school. The teachers looking
into the complaint found that it was not the fight itself, but the behavior of the boy who
instigated the fight, abstained from it, and later did not show up for the principals’ review
of the case that was the most appalling. In the words of the class teacher V.P.
Tverdokhlebova:
On October 7th the group of 10th grade students [of school no. 267] was
present at the discussion [disput] at the school no 338. Only B. L’vov was
invited, Kostarev and Kartsev were not invited, so they could not come
into the school through the front door and came through a window. The
students of our school [no. 267] L’vov, Kartsev, and Kostarev decided to
“talk” to a student of school no. 338 Samokhin. Kostarev and Kartsev
decided to strike Samokhin, in other words, they beat him up. During the
review of this case in the presence of the principal of school no. 338
Kostarev said that Samokhin was rude to him, but then admitted that he
committed that ugly [bezobraznyi] act for no reason, but did not say who
his accomplice was. But we suspected that L’vov B. was also a participant
in this, even though he did not show up for the review. 89
After all three boys answered the questions of the pedagogical council, it turned out that
L’vov “pointed at” Samokhin, whom the boys then beat up. The students alleged that
Samokhin “behaved badly” towards the girls and other students. Only L’vov recognized
that he behaved stupidly and neither of the other two boys regretted what he did.90
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The number of the school has been changed.
PMA, f. 1240, op. 1, d. 23, l. 68. After Tverdokhlebova’s statement another class
teacher provided a character statement for Kartsev who studies in the same year in a
different class group. She noted that “Kartsev, unlike L’vov and Kostarev is a native
[korennoi] student of our [no. 267] school,” thus supporting the case for Kartsev to
remain at school no. 267. Ibid.
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Following established procedure, the class teachers described the situation and
provided the character statements of the offending students. After that the offenders
themselves described the situation and answered questions from the attendees of the
pedagogical council meeting that consisted of select students, teachers, and parents. The
teachers used the case to complain about the situation in L’vov’s class where they had a
hard time establishing discipline. 91 One of the first teachers to talk, T.M. Koksharova
framed the situation as one where students put a stain on the school’s reputation by
failing to understand how the teachers and students were sureties for their behavior:
The dearest thing in my life is the school that educated [vospitala] me,
gave me a road to life. There are many good things we do at our school,
many excellent people [rebiata], and all of this has been spit upon. At the
end of the year we need to sign a document that will open a road to life for
you. How are we going to sign it? Why is L’vov the leader in the 10 “c”
class? Maybe it is not coincidental? He does not value our school, its
honor. … We need to give a severe reprimand with an entry in the
personal record to Kartsev. L’vov needs to be expelled from school.
Kostarev needs to be transferred into a different class. 92
Koksharova insisted that L’vov needed to be expelled because she saw him as an
unreliable principal, capable of subverting the whole group of students and thus leaving
her and other teachers, the sureties, with an even bigger stain on their reputation as
educators.
The tenth grade students, however, sympathized with L’vov and saw his
expulsion from school as a stain on them as his classmates who failed to fulfill their role
as sureties. Therefore the majority of the students who spoke insisted that L’vov and the
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other two boys could be corrected and needed a trial period in the collective. Thus the
student Shchukina said:
For whatever reason they say that L’vov is the leader in the 10 th “c” class.
No, the majority of the students in the class do not listen to him. The guys
[rebiata] talked to him seriously [pred’iavliali ser’ioznye pretenzii], but
this happened without the teachers. T.M.’s [Koksharova’s] suggestions are
not entirely fair: we need to keep L’vov at school for a trial period. He was
elected monitor93 not by chance, in the hopes that he would correct
himself, do the [class] work.94
Shchukina’s speech supported what probably everyone else already knew. L’vov had a
certain sort of influence and authority in the class and the students, even though they
respected L’vov, recognized that they could all too easily fall under his negative
influence too. Shchukina’s speech also conspicuously revealed that the class group
operated on two levels. On the informal level, some students (rebiata) charged L’vov
with improper behavior without the knowledge of the teachers or seemingly any
knowledge of the Komsomol leaders. With this informal action the class (both the
students and the teacher) could preserve proper appearances on the formal level without
officially recognizing that there was a problem. Another 10th grade student Iurii Vakhnov
expressed it plainly:
Here we are looking into the case of three students. The guys [rebiata] are
saying that they are going to correct L’vov. But how will the class correct
L’vov’s behavior if they are now supporting him with their silence?
Where was the class collective before that? Why did they not study
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Monitor (starosta) was a chief student activist responsible for communication between
the class and the teachers at school. Thus any teacher could ask a monitor to report on the
absent students or appoint students to clean the class.
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PMA, f. 1240, op. 1, d. 23, l. 70.
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L’vov’s behavior seriously up to now? And also, what is this style of
throwing your fists around[?]95 We are in the 10th grade already. 96
What Vakhnov effectively said was that the informal system of talking to L’vov without
the teachers was no different from beating someone up for the improper behavior towards
a girl. The collective needed to act officially both within the class and on the school level
to prevent L’vov’s putting a stain on the school. Another student, Kopelev, along with
one of the teachers mentioned that the activists of the class were not working properly
and needed to act and “punish L’vov severely” earlier “instead of expelling him now.” 97
To the teachers, however, any official action that kept L’vov in class was a source
of trouble since they would still be responsible for L’vov’s actions. Unlike the students
they could not deal with L’vov privately, and therefore did everything possible to get rid
of L’vov there and then. In the class teacher’s character statement L’vov became the
epitome of a bad student who smoked, skipped classes, and was rude and insolent to the
teachers when he was in class.98 The other two students were generally good, but had
slipped in the last two years.99 This is when, as the ritual demanded, the parents chimed
in. L’vov’s mother was the first:
I am pained and ashamed to hear about my son’s behavior here at the
pedagogical council. I beg you not to expel him from school. I did not
know anything about his behavior. Nobody warned me that matters are so
95

Another important point Vakhnov revealed in his speech was the attitude to male
physical violence. In his words, beating someone up was childish behavior, unworthy of
students of the 10th grade, much less adults. With all the sympathy the students had for
their fellow 10th graders, they firmly knew that only official action could properly
discipline them and also that the call for official action was appropriate only at the
collective meeting.
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serious. How could the teachers be silent about Boris’s behavior when he
is on the brink of expulsion[?]100
In poruka-type relationships, the role of the parents vis-à-vis the teachers and their child –
the student – was ambiguous. From the school administration’s point of view parents
were the guarantors for their child’s behavior and academic performance and had to help
teachers to bring their child to order. If the center of power and authority was with the
parents, however, parents and teachers switched places. As elders, the parents were the
pledgees for their children, the bosses who demanded the fulfillment of chores and proper
academic progress at school. If parents were bosses of their child, the school
administration and teachers were sureties for student’s academic performance and proper
behavior at school. In her speech, L’vov’s mother tried to assume the role of the pledgee,
claiming that she was unaware of her son’s behavior and that the teachers, as sureties,
had not raised any concerns with her. Yet L’vova’s trick failed, as the class teacher
V. P. Tverdokhlebova immediately interjected:
The parents knew about their son’s behavior. He was discussed at the class
meeting. The father was at the parents’ meeting. And when he was
informed of his son’s bad behavior he replied that only unhealthy children
could behave well. Boris was warned that it would be discussed, but his
behavior did not change. Last year the class parents’ committee wrote a
letter to the father’s workplace.101
After that L’vova tried to protest and claimed that her son must have been unhealthy
because he “nearly poisoned himself” 102 when he learned the teachers sent a letter to his
father’s workplace. Yet this last claim seemingly persuaded the teachers present that
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L’vova was a bad influence on her son and the education he got at home could not
influence him to change his behavior. The teachers had to act and after one of them
conveniently suggested asking the district department of education to transfer L’vov to a
different school and keep the other two boys with an entry in the personal file, this was
the decision that got the most votes.103
Anisimova and L’vov’s cases showed how the collective meetings revealed and
(de)legitimized the unofficial and largely unspoken rules and norms. In both cases the
informal practices of students resulting from adult instigation or stimuli became
questionable themselves when subjected to the scrutiny of the official collectives. In both
cases the collectives decided to get rid of the focus of the negative attention in order to
minimize the chance of outside scrutiny. The gaze from the outside turned the members
of the collective into sureties, responsible for maintaining the proper image of the
collective. As sureties, the members of the collective had to do everything in their power
to control the offending practices or people. Defending a practice or a person before
outside authorities was too risky for the collective, since, like cancer, the stain of
condoning improper behavior or tolerating a person behaving improperly spread onto
everyone. Much easier even if more painful in the short term was to face and sort out the
unpleasantness in one meeting and move on.
The cases of the outward gaze exposing the collective members as sureties also
showed the actual power the sureties had to legitimize or outlaw informal collective
practices. The locus of authority could never rest entirely with the pledgee or the boss,
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just as the locus of responsibility could never rest entirely or even predominantly with the
principal, a person who owed the obligation. As a student, L’vov could not guarantee by
himself that he could improve his behavior. L’vov’s mother, his fellow students, and even
the teachers had to ensure this. Since the teachers, the sureties with the greatest obligation
and the most to lose could not guarantee L’vov’s behavior, they had to get rid of him as
the principal, push him out of the school. Anisimova’s fellow teachers could ill afford to
denounce all student extra-curricular community work, either timurite or done for money.
But they had to save face for the collective by prohibiting the work of students at their
teachers’ homes, lest the vigilant and disgruntled neighbors complained. Certainly neither
Anisimova nor her students could give reliable guarantees that something suspicious like
that would not happen again. Thus, Makarenko’s logic of parallel pedagogical action that
alienated the principal of the school from his or her disciplining function and diffused it
among the collective members did the opposite for each individual collective member.
With everyone in the collective responsible for everyone else, each individual member
had some responsibility for his or her own actions taken from him or her and transferred
onto his or her fellow collective members. Effectively, everyone in the collective became
the ward of that particular collective. The group could privately tolerate any kind of
behavior without praise or punishment, but would not hesitate to expel a once valued
member at the slightest pressure from the outside.
The reverse situation when the Soviet collective through its own power could put
the pressure on the authority above it and keep the offending member in its ranks did not
occur in the sources I studied. Moreover, the situation where the collective could
successfully defend its members from the outside pressures or repressions from the
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authority was, probably, impossible, given the poruka relationships within the collective.
Formed with the obligation and suretyship ties imposed from above, the collective
members had no incentive to protect their fellows. Ties of friendship and the ties that
connected a teacher and a student could not be regulated by authorities and therefore
could both benefit and harm the collective. Supposing, the students helped Anisimova
because they indeed wanted to help the sick teacher and Kartsev and Kostarev beat
Samokhin because they saw him abusing girls. School collectives had no incentive to sort
out and justify personal motives. The dominant concern was to preserve the collective
through making sure the authorities and the community saw that the school collective
performed its main function of educating [obuchala i vospityvala] students in the proper
moral environment.

The true test of the diffused responsibility of the school collective for its members
came with the situations that concerned the bodies and personal lives of students. The
pledgees for students inside the school and sureties for students when viewed from the
outside, the teachers had very few means of controlling the students’ lives at home or on
the streets. Cases of child neglect and abuse, as well as unusual misbehavior, triggered an
institutional crisis. As sureties, the teachers could not evade responsibility for amending a
student’s negative behavior or a bad situation at home. However they resisted any role in
inspiring or creating a situation that led to negative behavior. In case of neglect at home,
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the burden of responsibility was transferred onto the collectives at the parents’ or
caregivers’ workplace or another community organization such as a zhensovet.104
The archive of a Perm city district zhensovet chair Maria V. Khorobrykh, herself a
teacher illustrated the types of problems found in the school students’ families and the
limited means the zhensovet, housing committee, and district activists had to try and
alleviate them. Aside from materials on the organization of the regional celebration of the
orphanage students, the archive contains the register of the Perm city’s Leninskii district
school students living in hazardous conditions. The list of 152 students of various ages
gave a full range of the reasons for domestic abuse in city families. In families without a
father, the mother had to raise multiple kids alone, usually working at a low-paying lowskilled service or blue-collar job. In some cases the mother drank and brought drinking
buddies home. Drinking parents had very little money to spend on the children, their
clothes and food. Very often the parents used physical violence as a method of discipline.
The children ran away from home, joined criminal gangs, and became objects of sex
trafficking.105
Maria Khorobrykh’s report of the work with “difficult children and
adolescents,”106 compiled in advance of the 50th Anniversary of the Revolution in 1967,
gave a full account of the successes and pitfalls in the moral and ethical education

Zhensovet (women’s council) – an Soviet organization of women in a collective or as
a part of a party cells that inspired community action in the issues of women’s health,
employment, and civil rights protection.
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Here “difficult children” is a literal translation of “trudnye deti.” The term trudnye is a
contraction from trudnovospituemye, i.e. difficult for moral and ethical education.
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(vospitanie) the community tried to exert.107 Schools, zhensoviets, and housing
committees (domkomy) through their activists who were usually party members did
significant work organizing summer camps and clubs for the children. At the same time,
as Khorobrykh noted, their efforts were not enough to set some children right.
Khorobrykh vividly described how the “cold and unorganized” life with drinking parents
made children into orphans, prevented them from studying well, and drove them out of
the house into the arms of street gangs.108 Having activists visit the houses of troubled
students was virtually the only way in which the community could try to put such parents
and children right. Yet family visits from activists from the housing committee, schools,
and parents’ committees did “not give a positive result. They [the families] are only
getting used to such visits and easily give any promise only to forget it as soon as the
visitor leaves.”109 Khorobrykh gave an example of the community pooling their efforts to
give employment to a girl after both her parents went to prison. Without a habit of
studying or working, the girl quit coming after several days on the job and entered a life
of prostitution.110
Khorobrykh’s report pointed at the real difference between the friends’ groups or
kompaniias and the work and study place collectives tied together by the poruka
relationships of mutual responsibility. As in groups of friends, the activist members of the
collectives called upon the members in trouble and tried to set them right through sorting
by their problems. In a group of friends, however, one person helped another stop
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drinking through personal example, checks, and assistance in sorting out the underlying
problems. A friend did it out of sincere personal concern for a fellow friend. In the
multiple collectives that Khorobrykh described (parents of fellow school students,
colleagues at work, party cell member at work, and the members of the house committee)
the connection between people was one of responsibility under the pain of reprimand.
The collective members, acting under the burden of responsibility for everyone else, had
to put anyone straying from the norms of behavior back on the right path through public
shaming and checks on their behavior at home. During home visits the collective
members might have acted as friends, but everyone understood the obligation and
responsibility behind such action. Not surprisingly, Khorobrykh, noting the limited effect
of the house visits on “difficult families,” did not suggest any working alternative other
than “seeking a key to the heart” of every person, i.e. being a friend and not just a
collective activist.111
This almost utter helplessness of the collective activists mirrored the helplessness
of the people who found themselves in a difficult situation. To women who had to take
care of several children with only a miserly pension or mothers who had to take care of
the kids and a paralyzed spouse the collective could only offer to put the children into a
boarding school. Real help in the form of additional welfare provisions, social worker
assistance, or psychological counselling was outside of the powers of the collective. That
meant that the collective could provide real support only to members who had the time
and resources to be active participants. The people who needed or could use the
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collective’s help had to mend their ways first and only after that could they count on any
real support.
The relationships of responsibility in the school collectives were more
complicated than elsewhere because the teachers played a double role vis-à-vis the
students. Passing judgment on the behavior of other teachers at the party meetings or
reprimanding a student for his or her behavior towards other students at the pedagogical
councils was fairly straightforward. This function fell well within a teacher’s role as an
educator (vospitatel’) and a comrade in a collective. Passing judgment on the students’
behavior outside the school, and in the family, or engaging resources to help “difficult”
students to sort out their family situation was more complicated. Teachers had to seek out
the resources and time for the unpaid extra-curricular work of visiting students and
engaging with them outside the formal spaces of their mutual roles. In the classroom, the
teacher was the figure of authority, responsible for the proper educational process and the
adequate academic performance of the students. The class teachers were responsible for
taking stock of their students’ behavior and eliminating problems whenever they arose in
school-related activities. Yet whenever a problem arose from a student’s behavior at
home, the teachers’ authority to influence the situation diminished dramatically. The
teachers could not enforce a certain type of behavior such as doing homework regularly
or abstaining from smoking or alcohol at home as they did not have the final say in the
family matters. Nor could they act as friends of the students trying to put them right. At
home the parents became the bosses and outside the house and the classroom students
had to take responsibility for their own actions. Yet as the two following cases showed,
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the teachers and other adults in the community could not suddenly shed their roles of
sureties for the students’ behavior.
There was no guidance or road map in the school, city, and regional
administrative network on how to deal with cases of violence or abuse. Representatives
of the law enforcement were rarely on the scene to administer the appropriate punishment
for offenders, especially if the offenders were underage students or teachers, the
respectable members of community. Making the story known at the appropriate collective
meetings was the only way to seek justice for the victim. The offenders usually spoke
openly about their offence making their testimony before the collective a combination of
confession, eyewitness account, and informer’s tale. This open recognition of a
reprehensible deed proved that the collective was a proper surety for its member and
justified the official decision to expel the offender. The urge to shift responsibility away
from the teachers and their collective led to obscuring the nature of the offence, however.
The dominant motivation for the collective meeting to hear about an offence and expel
the collective member was the hope that both the offender and the story of violence
would soon be forgotten. To avoid accepting responsibility for the truly criminal behavior
of others the members of the collective did not address the roots of both petty troubles
and shocking accounts of brutality. This led to alienation and lack of empathy for the
survivors of violence and rendered the school educators incapable of improving their
approaches to education.
Two such cases from different school districts demonstrate the remarkable lack of
concern (at least within the official record) for the survivors of violence and the urge to
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shift the blame away from the school collective. The first case, heard in a Perm school in
winter 1957, started with the usual character statement from the class teacher: 112
B. Trubnikov is 13 years old, most of his grades are “3”s and “4”s. For the
whole 1st quarter he had a consistent grade for behavior up to four. His
behavior [grade for behavior] was lowered because he was rude to his
comrades in class, to the teachers. He behaved particularly badly in the
English language, Russian language and History classes. He was expelled
several times from class, had more than one notation in the disciplinary
journal. His behavior was discussed in the meeting of students. B. gave his
word that he will correct himself. While he started behaving better in
class, at home he behaved horribly. B. Trubnikov, as he said himself, has
been leading a sex life for the 2nd year, he learned about this from
B. Belkin (who is now incarcerated), who taught him. Together with
B. Trubnikov participated Zolotov, V. Golovin (now studies in the
automotive technical training college) A. Golovin who studies in the 5 “b”
grade of the school no. 139, and a female student of the 3rd grade of the
school no. 138, Kotova. After this case B. repeated the same action with
the 5-year-old girl living in the same house. With him was his brother the
student of the 2 grade and V. Travin, a student of the 3rd grade and his
sister. B. Trubnikov was the eldest among them and intiated the situation
by threatening the girls that he would beat them. B. used 5-year old O.
Popova. He even told the boys [rebiata] in his class about that and thus
badly influenced them. A student of the 6th “a” grade V. Korovin fell
under his influence. In a conversation with him [Korovin] B. Trubnikov
confessed everything, and in the pedagogical council meeting repeated
everything again. 113
It is hard to imagine the shock this character statement produced in the audience. If this
was indeed the second meeting of the pedagogical council to discuss the student, the
teachers and other members of the audience probably knew some of the facts. The
enumeration of multiple sexual acts, all of them done in a group of male peers or minors
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and questionable or absent consent from the female survivors turned the audience
speechless. Beyond the statements of the student, his mother, and the neighbor who
brought the matter to the attention of the school, the minutes recorded only two
statements of the teachers.
The character statement’s lack of language to describe “sexual life” only
amplified the horror. With few verbs to describe the transgression other than
“participated” and “used,” the audience had to imagine the place, time, and nature of the
action themselves. The details the class teacher gave constructed a three-scene narrative
in which Trubnikov progressed from a student to a teacher. In the first scene, a thirteenyear-old boy learned about sex from an older adolescent who was now incarcerated. In
the second, the same thirteen-year-old “learned” together with three other male teenagers
and a ten-year-old girl, who was probably the youngest in the group. The class teacher
mentioned that one of the teenagers now studied in the “automotive technical training
college” most probably to indicate his belonging to the low working class and lack of
culture. In the final scene, the same thirteen-year-old raped two young girls to act as a
“teacher” to his eight- or nine-year old brother and a friend of the same age. Both the
class teacher and the audience could not find terms for the perpetrators, their acts, and the
survivors. All the people in these stories were either “students,” people of a certain age,
or named by name. The ages of students and their current place of study were the only
way to express the nature and the teachers’ judgment of Trubnikov’s acts.
In fact, Trubnikov’s “learning” and “teaching”/telling the other students about
sexual acts was one of the main charges brought against him:
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10. Cheprasova A.A. I talked to the student B. Trubnikov, he told that he
knew of sexual life two years ago, he was told by B. Belkin, when
Trubnikov went down to the basement to fetch firewood there were guys
[rebiata] and a 19-year-old girl that were committing disgraces [tvorili
bezobraziia], Belkin told Trubnikov and showed how one needs to do that.
After that a family of Kotov arrived at their house. B. and the guys from
house 6 visited this girl who studies in the 3rd grade of school no. 138.
Then B. committed the same thing with the 5-year-old girl and taught his
brother and the student of the 3rd grade Travin. I believe that we cannot
hold such a student in the school, he behaved in the conversation like a
man, unashamedly telling of his tricks.
But the community needs to pay close attention to the basements of the
houses, because the basements are the evil, the children gather there and
practice the sexual game [zanimaiutsia polovoi igroi]. And the basements
of the houses are not locked and are not controlled by anyone.
11. Shul’gina M.A. At school Trubnikov always behaved badly. His
presence in the class had bad influence on the children [rebiata], as he told
everything to the students who would not have learned about it for a long
time.114
While the multiple incidents of rape were the most outrageous detail in this case, the
teachers focused on Trubnikov’s failure to be a proper member of the collective. All the
children mentioned in the case appeared as students of a certain grade and a certain
school. The teachers constructed Trubnikov as a link in the system of the peer-to-peer
sexual education and thus a challenge to system of official education that did not include
sexual behavior into the curriculum. The locus of this alternative schooling, according to
the teachers, was the basements where the “game” and the “teaching” happened. The
teachers also interpreted Trubnikov’s “manly” talk and behavior as a challenge, both to
themselves, and to the teaching and learning process at school. The teachers, almost

“The minutes of the meetings of the pedagogical council of the school no. … of the
city of Molotov, 1956-1957,” 54-55. Copies of the pages are in my possession.
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exclusively female, could not bear to confront a sexually active male in their classroom.
In the collectives of officially asexual, docile children where teachers were bosses,
Trubnikov’s sexual activity rendered him an adult male and both his gender and sexual
prowess made him superior not just to other students, but to his officially asexual female
teachers as well. This superiority, though informal, undermined the discipline and
obedience in the classroom, and as a result, in the whole school collective. The fact and
circumstances of rape were secondary to the needs of discipline.
Trubnikov’s mother, present at the meeting could not help her son in any way.
The only thing she attempted to do was to take as much responsibility off herself as was
possible in the circumstances:
8. Trubnikova – mother of the student.
We have three children. I never noticed Boris doing things like this. We
learned about the last event after 3 weeks. They are outside till 10 o’clock,
till 10.30. We are bringing up [vospityvaem] our children well. 115
The questions of the teacher and the testimony of the neighbors added evidence to this
statement, however. Apparently, Trubnikova’s husband drank and beat her. Trubnikova
attended church regularly and probably had little time to engage with her kids in between
that and her work. Trubnikova’s statement showed her utter helplessness in dealing with
a violent and abusive husband at home and the unruly children that had to spend a lot of
time on their own. Attending church was probably the only way she could gain some
peace and calm in her life. For the teachers and neighbors, church attendance was a sign
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of her alienation from the family, non-participation in the communist society, and lack of
concern for the kids.
The mother of the raped girl L. A. Popova was the only person present at the
meeting not directly connected to school. Her speech revealed the origins of the case
brought before the pedagogical council:
9. Popova L.A.
Father Trubnikov is often found drunk, starts fights with his wife. Mother
does not engage in the children’s upbringing [vospitaniem ne
zanimaetsia], this all the neighbors can support, she spends a lot of time in
church, the children are not supervised, left to themselves. In our
apartment a family of Serebriakovs used to live. The mother Serebriakova
led a licentious way of life, strange men came to her, held drinking parties,
spoke obscene words, and our children hear and see all that. The
Serebriakovs case went through the state attorney’s office, but no
measures were taken, except that they moved into a different apartment. I
went to school so that the student B. Trubnikov could bear some
punishment, and that the parents would double their control.116
As Popova’s testimony showed, it was not law enforcement that informed the
school about the crime committed by one of their students, but rather the mother of the
survivor. Popova was probably wary of reporting the case to law enforcement since the
investigators would have to act upon the testimony of a five-year-old girl and question
her about the traumatic details of the encounter. Bringing the case to law enforcement
also would mean notoriety and possible suspicion of the elder Popova’s conduct. Why
would she leave her daughter at home alone? How did she fail to notice her neighbor’s
child’s licentious behavior and report it before the trouble came to her house? The
teachers at school, on the contrary, being responsible for the student’s education
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(vospitanie) had incentive and power to both assign punishment to the student and alert
appropriate authorities without involving the mother of the girl directly.
The meeting ended with the customary testimony of the student himself
recounting the incident:
12. B. Trubnikov, a student of the 6th “a” grade
V. Travin and I were playing chess in the kitchen, then went into the
room, where there was his sister G. Travina and O. Popova, they were
drawing by the table. My brother and V. Travin started doing with the
girls, and I was sitting on the chair and then I too did with O. Popova, she
cried, but I said that I will beat her up. I know of this from B. Belkin,
when I went to the basement to fetch wood they told me everything how
one ought to do it, then into our house arrived the Kotov family. The guys
Zolotov, Golovin (2 brothers) and I went to this girl’s place. I haven’t
been with anybody else.117

Figure 4.1 A page from the minutes of the pedagogical council meetings book with
Trubnikov’s confession.
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The students’ story only strengthened the idea that violence and abuse were a regular
feature of life for this boy and his neighbors, both child and adult. Without further
discussion the pedagogical council made the decision to “expel student B. Trubnikov
from school and petition to place him in a juvenile labor colony.” 118 The teachers
unanimously exercised their right to determine the proper collective for the child without
engaging any outside authorities to keep their own collective out of the public eye and
thus out of danger for bearing responsibility for the child’s transgression.
Expelling the offending party from the collective was easiest when the difficult
family situation of the offending party made that family a convenient scapegoat. With all
its horror, the situation with Trubnikov was simple and clear cut. Since the mother of the
assaulted girl came to the school with the complaint and Trubnikov made a mistake in
telling other students about his exploits, to other students the teachers could easily place
the responsibility for educating a criminal onto the abusive father and uneducated
religious mother of the student. Between the school as a state institution and the family of
the student the school always had more authority.
When another state institution got involved, such as law enforcement, the teachers
and the principal had to prepare their defense, because the school could suffer real
consequences. Using the best examples from 1937, any parent who knew of this story
could write to the district or city department of education. A letter-writing campaign from
parents could initiate the inspection that had to turn out tangible results, i.e. dismissals of
the teachers responsible for the improper education of the student. If the department of
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education officials had grievances against the school or there was a good candidate
within a school who wanted to take the place of a deputy head teacher of a principal, the
inspectors would have additional motivation to dismiss anyone they deemed responsible.
Framing the situation properly was key to the school’s self-defense. Being aware
of the students’ transgressions and taking measures or “working” with “difficult” children
and their parents was the main method of reforming the troublesome students. Thus, in
one of the Perm schools, the principal previewed the report of the emergency education
situation at school with a general overview of the number of the “difficult” children in the
previous year (nine) and their number in the current year (thirteen). 119 One of these
students was caught stealing and his case went to court. In court the student’s father
“stepped in as a surety [vziav ego na po ruki],120 promised to take him to the village.” 121
The father turned out to be a bad surety, however, since the student returned to town for
the next school year.
Petty larceny and casual drinking paled in comparison, however, with the actual
case the principal wanted to discuss in a party meeting that day:
The scariest thing, comrades, is that we have early sexual development
among certain boys in the 7-8th grade.
The students …, 11 people altogether, entered a sexual liaison with two
mentally deficient [umstvennootstalymi] girls aged 14-16.
Because of the sexual promiscuity one of them got a venereal disease. She
had to spend some time in the hospital. A committee is investigating this
case. There is a necessity to subject all the boys [rebiata] who had a

“Protocol no.1 of the closed party meeting from September 24, 1964,” GASPI, f. 336,
op.1, d. 1957, l. 1.
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liaison with the sick girl to medical examination. This is what will be done
by militia by the end of the investigation.
Comrades. This is an emergency situation. What are we going to do? Let
us deliberate.122
After deliberation that did not go on the record the communists at the meeting decided to
take the information from the principal under advisement. The school administration was
in a situation where every further move would incur losses. They had to acknowledge the
medical testing of their students and accept the possibility that one or more of them had
venereal disease, the spreading of which was a criminal offence in the Soviet penal code.
In case the students were indeed ill, the school had a legal obligation to inform the
parents about the venereal disease and begin preventative measures at school. Such
acknowledgement meant extremely poisonous notoriety around the city and among the
parents and a very real possibility that the school administrators would lose their posts
and standing in the party.
The story, contained in barely half a page of the official record was the epitome of
the collective conundrum in the Soviet educational establishment. A problem only
became the problem of the collective when the collective boss, here the principal of the
school, brought it to the attention of the collective council, here the party meeting. As in
the pedagogical council, the communist teachers at the party meeting acted not as
teaching professionals, but rather as members of the collective responsible for proper
moral and ethical behavior and education of the students and colleagues. The final
decision had two benefits for the principal. She did not have to make the decision alone
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and become the sole person responsible for a mistake. Also, the collective decision,
especially in the context of working with “difficult” children, gave a clear signal to the
superiors that the collective knew about the situation and took all possible measures to
prevent and contain it.
Although no one had to bear sole responsibility, the threat of multiple
administration heads rolling when all was said and done made the situation seem an utter
catastrophe. The collective as a body could do nothing about the behavior of its members
short of threatening them with the shame of expulsion and the expulsion itself. To be fair,
expulsion was a severe punishment in Soviet society, since expulsion from the collective
at any stage of one’s career threatened the economic stability and social status of a
person. Beyond the continued admonitions and expulsion the school collective could do
nothing about the vices of the society beyond the school walls. With no power locally or
nationally to introduce a sexual education curriculum, curtail the sales of liquor, or
provide social services to children left without parents, the school collectives could only
act upon their knowledge of the misfortunes happening in the families of the students.
Spreading knowledge of the shameful acts to other collectives where the students’ parents
and caregivers were members was the major and sometimes the only available act of
moral and ethical education available to the collectives.
Similarly, the outside world could do little about the behavior of certain teachers
at schools. Writing letters to a higher authority in order to reign in the immediate
authority was a frequently used practice. Students wrote to the district department of
education and even newspapers like Pionerskaia pravda to complain about mistreatment
from teachers. The editorial board of Pionerskaia pravda dutifully readdressed the letters
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in the regional party committees and departments of education urging them to investigate
the cases of student mistreatment. Yet even the all-powerful regional party committees
could do little about the offending teachers who were certainly given severe reprimands
with an entry in the party card, but still kept their employment.123
While it is hard to judge how the reprimands changed the behavior of the
miscreants at school, one thing is clear. The collectives did everything to maintain their
existence and the status quo balance of powers within them. When collectives
encountered a challenge from the outside, it was not a strong bond of friendship that
allowed the offender to keep the collective membership. Instead, it was the collective
members’ perception that any of the six reprimands short of expulsion would protect the
collective from notoriety and further inquiry. The minutes of the school collective
meetings demonstrate that the people who benefited most from collective protection were
men rather than women, people who spent more time in a collective rather than
newcomers, and people whose offences did not cross the line of the “normal” level of
alcohol abuse or violence. In practice it meant that the collective administrations
constantly overlooked the plight of women, the poor, and non-traditional families. The
only way to get justice in the collective was to have a powerful pledgee or a powerful
outsider on your side. Nevertheless, the social bond that tied the collective members
together was as strong as a family bond. Multiple photographs of the school collectives
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visualized the ties of their members and made the collectives themselves lasting social
groups. Chapter five will analyze photographs of the collective and the reason their
members formed meaningful and lasting relationships that were close to friendship.
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CHAPTER 5. THE COLLECTIVE MEMORY: UNDERSTANDING THE
COLLECTIVE BONDS THROUGH FILM
Collectives organized life of the school not just through classroom practices,
disciplinary hearings, or individual praise and punishment. The ways to record and report
the collective ties of responsibility stretched beyond the yearly plans, minutes of various
meetings, and explanatory notes and speeches people had to give. Film, both
photographic and cinematic, was a powerful recording tool for school collectives. From
its inception up to 1991 the Soviet film industry produced over fifty feature films that
portrayed the school, school students, and teachers.1 The multitude of photographs that
parents, teachers, and students took at school or for school functions dwarfed all the stateproduced images. The number of photographic cameras in the Soviet Union greatly
increased after the war. In Perm region, the revenue from photography services (the
services of professional photographer, film exposure, and printing photographs) almost
doubled between 1959 and 1960.2 With over fifteen thousand photo cameras sold in Perm
region every year between 1965 and 1976, a quarter or more of all families had a
camera. 3 As a result, school photography was not limited to the professionally-made

1

It is hard to give the exact number of Soviet films that feature secondary school life,
since most online aggregators often classify them by year or by the age of main
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foreign films.
2
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graduation and end-of year photographs, but included pictures of everyday life of the
school taken in the classroom, on the school grounds, and elsewhere.
School photographs come in a variety of shapes and collections, the two most
important being class photographs and albums. Albums as a genre belongs to the wide
variety of commonplace books that became ubiquitous in Russia from the 18th century
on. In the Russian folklore tradition, manuscript albums clearly divide along gender and
institutional lines. Russian women’s albums belong to a rich European tradition and are
personal documents reflecting the tastes, the social circle, and culture of their owner. 4
The men’s albums, such as albums of service and demobilization from the army and
prisoner’s notebooks are different from women’s albums in that their audience is
restricted to people with similar institutional experience and, by extension, gender. The
introduction of photographs created a new subgenre in men’s albums, particularly
demobilization and tourist albums. 5 The folklore studies that focus on language do not
analyze school photo albums that are in many cases exclusively driven by visual
narrative, but can provide a valuable theoretical framework for doing so.
School photo albums share several key features with both female open album and
male institutional album traditions. Memorialization, preservation of the souvenirs of

Marina Vladimirovna Kalashnikova, “Sovremennyi albom: tipologiia, poetika, funktsii”
[Modern album: typology, poetics, functions], dissertation abstract in Folklor i
postfolklor: struktura, tipologiia, semiotika [Folkolore and post-folklore: Structure,
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one’s friends and time for oneself or other audiences was the key function of albums.
School albums commemorated one’s career or a period of time at school and even
included pictures made specially to include in the particular album. Like demobilization
or tourist albums, school albums memorialized an experience in a collective that came
together in a place that was separated from “normal life.” The completion of such an
album marked the end of a rite of passage, a phase in life. The content in both men’s and
women’s albums was a combination of quotations, diaries, and other records as well as
photographs and artwork that allowed the folklore researchers to call these albums an
“expression of the collective authoring ego.”6 The school albums, even the ones put
together by a single person, contain photographs from a variety of sources, vantage
points, and creators and reflect the complex nature of the collective experience in the
Soviet school.
Like other school collective documents, school plans and reports and the minutes
of the collective meetings, photographs of school collectives and school albums created
by school students and their parents for their own and the teachers’ benefit had multiple
focal points and intended audiences. School photographs and albums were the least
official of the three, however, even as the collectives that participated in their creation
were the same as in other documents. The school album focus of recording the stages of
one’s experience and chronological arrangement of photographs make it a variation of a
diary with a collective author. A photograph of a class collective either staged or
composite with the class teacher in the center was a prototype of the album, its simpler

Trushkina and Ferapontov, “Struktura i funktsional’nye osobennosti albomov turistov”
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version. A staged picture of a collective was a simple way to record the rites of passage
from one year to another. While arrangement of a large group in several rows so as to
include everyone was ubiquitous, placement of the class teacher among the students was
notable for a variety of roles that teacher played. The teacher might have been at the
center of a group of students underscoring his or her key role in students’ education, the
very reason for this group’s existence (see figs. A.1.1.1 – A.1.1.5 in the appendix). The
teacher might also be standing in the front row on the right or left side, distinguished
from the class group by their age and place in the picture.7
The class collective portraits found in the school archives were a keepsake for the
graduating class. More complex in production and meaning, these photographs were
probably also more expensive to order. Creating such an image involved taking a picture
of each student and teacher individually while maintaining a careful record of their
names. After that the photographer had to arrange all portraits in a larger composition,
carefully captioning each name in neat writing and decorate the composition with views
of the city and other images. On the day the pictures were taken all students had to be
impeccably coiffed and wear special occasion uniforms that included a white shirt for
boys and a white pinafore for girls. The captions to these official portraits of students
started with the last name and then only had an initial for the first name, in accordance
with the official nature of the image.
In the 1959 graduation picture of the 10th “B” grade of the school no. 77 in Perm
(fig. 5.1) the photographs of thirty-one students were arranged in three rows. In the first
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two rows, photographs of male students appear in between the photographs of female
students. Only the photographs of female students appeared in the bottom row probably
reflecting the fact that the graduation class was initially all-female and only admitted
male students after the abolition of separate gender schools in 1954. The portraits of
teachers had similar captions that started with the last name, but featured initials for both
the first name and patronymic, showing seniority of teachers in age and position. The
portraits of teachers appeared above the pictures of students. The portrait of the principal
appeared in the center and the portraits of teachers who taught the least class hours
(Physical Education and Handicrafts/Home Economics) were located on the edges of the
row of teachers’ portraits.

Figure 5.1. Graduation picture of the 10 “B” grade, school no. 77, Perm, 1959.
Source: Archive of school no.77, Perm.
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The portraits of teachers and students visually formed a circle, a collective circle
with the portrait of the boss and the person with most responsibility, the principal, at the
top. The photographers then placed this circle of the collective into a larger frame of
photographs with views of the city. The view of the school in the top right corner and the
view of the oldest theater in the city in the top left hand corner symbolized the sources of
culture and education that shaped the students. The bottom corners featured Stalin square
and the Stalin production plant no.19’s palace of culture8 located just a block away from
school. Aside from representing the neighborhood the school and the students inhabited,
both places also symbolically represented the school sponsor,9 Stalin production plant
no. 19,10 and thus the school’s connection to the world of productive labor.
In the bottom middle, the photographer put a view of the whole city taken from the
opposite bank of the Kama, thus incorporating Perm’s moniker “the city on the Kama”.
In the center, the photographer put a picture of the main statue of Lenin, thus grounding
the whole narrative of the photograph in the ideology of the country as a whole. Read
from top to bottom, the graduation photograph presented a narrative of the school and art
centers as milieus of Leninist moral and character education (vospitanie) that the teachers
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A palace of culture or house of culture was a Soviet community or neighborhood
culture center. Run by municipalities, rural district soviets, military garrisons or, large
production plants or factories, palaces of culture housed a library, an auditorium, and
rooms for various clubs and community organizations.
9
In the Soviet Union, a sponsor (shef) was a person or an enterprise that agreed to
provide regular assistance with funds and other resources to a school or another lesser
enterprise such as an orphanage or even a collective farm.
10
Stalin production plant no. 19 in Perm was a large production plant located several
blocks away from School no. 77. In 1962 the plant was renamed after Ia. M. Sverdlov.
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instilled in the students in the Stalin production plant no. 19 neighborhood of the city on
the Kama.

Figure 5.2. Graduation picture of the 10 “A” grade, school no. 77, Perm, 1966.
Source: Archive of school no.77, Perm.
A graduation photograph from the same school in 1966 (fig. 5.2) presented a more
elaborate variation of that basic narrative. The photographer put the view of the school
building in the center to signify the school as the symbolic home for the collective family
of teachers and students. The views of the Sverdlov production plant Palace of culture
and Perm-2, the main railway station of the city, at the top signified the productive future
of the graduates as well as the roads leading into that future that are opening in front of
them. Below the student pictures the photographer placed views of the four main higher
educational institutions: Perm State University, Perm Polytechnical Institute, Perm State
Pedagogical Institute, and Perm State Institute of Arts and Culture. The narrative of this
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graduation photograph read: Out of their collective home in school no.77 students well
versed in sciences and arts and culture went on to the major higher educational
institutions that in turn take them to communities within and beyond the city of Perm. In
both photographs the class collective and the school as a whole were the places of
symbolic belonging, the second and third tiers of a student’s immediate family.
The end-of-year and graduation pictures memorialized a moment in the collective
life, a moment that underscored the unity and ties that held a group together. Uniforms,
the presence of all the teachers that educated a particular class and the class teacher in a
single frame made individualism, even something as basic as a name, secondary to the
collective belonging. The school albums defined the same collectives in a different form,
a codex, and showed individuals’ connections to the collective entity. Going beyond
presentation of school ceremonies, albums used photographs and images that could not
represent the collective by themselves. People featured in the albums’ photographs did
not wear uniform or special occasion clothes. Photographers did not arrange or stage the
everyday pictures as elaborately as the official pictures. Produced by amateurs, as a part
of a learning process, many left a lot to be desired in terms of focus, framing, and
aperture. Given this questionable quality school albums put together with amateur
photographs emerge as a result of a conscious effort to make use of every photograph of
the collective taken and every image of a person living a collective life.
Primary school teacher Rosa Solkina organized various pictures from her years
teaching primary school in a card-stock drawing pad. While the most of the album
showed Solkina with students and other teachers, more “domestic” scenes of
celebrations, carrying groceries, and eating at the canteen table also found their way into
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the album that memorialized her “working days”. Solkina clearly made an effort to
organize pictures taken and printed by a variety of people in a variety of formats into a
single space and narrative, taking charge of organizing the “collective authoring ego.”
From the doors of the new school in the beginning of the album to the springtime picture
most probably celebrating the end of classes (figs A.1.2.1, A.1.2.46) Solkina probably
constructed her album to celebrate the transition from the rich working life to retirement.
The school archives, where Solkina’s photographs and album probably came
from, 11 contained many similar documents teachers and class collectives made. The
archive of school no. 77 in Perm, yielded two albums of photographs created roughly at
same time (1968-1970) in the same class group. One album, made to record class
activities in honor of the centenary of Vladimir Lenin’s birth (celebrated in 1970),
showed both the formal and informal life of the collective (figs. A.2.1.1 – A.2.1.22). The
students and the teacher who most probably directed them used a ready-made album for
photographs with a hard-bound cover and thick blue cardboard pages. The first, formal
part of the album used pictures cut out of magazines and journals and some photographs.
The second, informal section, and dedicated to the class alone, used mostly amateur
student photographs enhanced by headlines painted in gouache. The students took the
photographs during various gatherings and trips, mostly in very informal settings.
The students from the same class collective (mostly young men, as opposed to the
mostly women involved in the making of the class album) produced and kept at school an

Solkina’s photgraphs, album and some other documents are preserved in the Perm Krai
State Archive, F.r.-1684. Op.1. D.135 and F.r.-1684. Op.1. D.136. It is highly probable
that Solkina kept her photographs at school and they came to the archive collection with
the other school documents.
11
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album that combined their amateur photographs and a detective spy story in a
“screenplay” (see figs. A.2.2.1 – A.2.2.24). The story, made to accommodate forty
photographs, told about foreign spies, the school theater, an insane asylum, and (mock)
fighting on the rooftops. The black and white photographs that accompanied the script
were a compilation of pictures taken in a winter P.E. class, casual photographs of
classmates and teachers on outings and trips, and staged photographs in costume for the
project. For their screenplay album the boys used regular thin typewriter paper pages
sewn with black thread between covers of yellow cardstock paper. Like Solkina’s album,
the albums from school no. 77 memorialize the days at school and student activities. Like
Solkina’s and other albums they embodied the “collective authoring ego,” through
multiple photograph-takers and characters. Unlike Solkina’s album, however, the school
no. 77 albums took the viewer not into the school world but into the world of students
beyond the school doors.
Among the three, Rosa Solkina’s was the only album put together by a teacher
alone, and the only one that shows the primary school classroom and students. Even
though parents of students probably took many of the photographs in the album and there
are four studio portraits of people who were probably her former students (figs. A.1.2.43,
A.1.2.44), it was Solkina herself who selected and arranged the pictures in the album. She
filled the 36-sheet album with 56 pictures carefully selecting and arranging them in a
narrative of her school life. The opening image on the reverse of the album cover (fig.
A.1.2.1) is a drawing of Solkina’s face on a page from a notebook probably made by
Solkina herself. On the next page Solkina put a picture of herself at the gate of school
no.17 and captioned it “This is me at the new school” (fig. A.1.2.2). At the end of the
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album, the viewer sees Solkina about twenty years later, wearing a wig, patent leather
shoes, and holding a bouquet of spring flowers (fig. A.1.2.46), outside the school at the
end of the school year.
The photographs in between the opening and closing pictures showed Solkina’s
working life in the student and teacher collectives. The major part of Solkina’s album, the
first twenty or so sheets (figs. A.1.2.3 – A.1.2.26), depicted her teaching and spending
time with her first class in a new school, where she started working in 1963. This is the
same class, all the five end-of-year photographs of which she kept with the album (figs.
A.1.1.1 - A.1.1.5). Solkina stood in the center of roughly half of all the photos in the
album (twenty-five out of fifty-six) and in twenty of those twenty-five she was at the
center of a collective or group of students. When Solkina was not at the center, which
happened mostly in the pictures with other teachers, the groups of students, teachers or
parents were there to show the collectivist essence of school life. Each photograph that
showed a full collective12 or its part represented not just a group of people, but also the
rituals, clothes, and other paraphernalia that organized and marked people’s belonging to
the collective.
The pictures parents, students, and, perhaps, other teachers took of Solkina’ classes
and events in them reveal Solkina’s belonging to and organizing collectives of students at
school no.17. Almost the entire first half of the album consisted of the photographs of
Solkina’s first class that she taught from the first to the end of the fourth grade between
1963 and 1967 (figs. A.1.2.3 - A.1.2.13, A.1.2.15 - A.1.2.25). An amateur photographer-
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See figs. A.1.2.3, A.1.2.19, A.1.2.25, A.1.2.28, A.1.2.29, A.1.2.36, A.1.2.39.
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parent probably took the majority of these photographs and printed them in a studio,
since most if not all had a frame around the photo and focus on the class activities. They
detailed the first days of school and meeting the new teacher (figs A.1.2.3 A.1.2.5), the
first classes, and the end of the first year (figs. A.1.2.6 A.1.2.13, A.1.2.19 – A.1.2.22).
Later, the photographs in the same format showed how the students became pioneers and
graduated from the fourth grade (A.1.2.23 – A.1.2.25). The abundance of these
photographs and the fact that it is the only class Solkina had four end-of year pictures
from (A.1.1.1 – A.1.1.5) showed that one of the parents in her first class either worked in
a photo studio or had a good fiend connected with it.
Later, Solkina apparently lacked access to a person who had a camera and was
willing to take pictures, so the photographs taken after 1967 were few and far in between.
While there were slightly more of them than in the first part (up to fig. A.1.2.25), they did
not represent a particular class, but instead were random pictures taken in about the next
fifteen years of Solkina’s life. Solkina had more photos than the remaining pages could
accommodate, so she had to cram them on both sides of the sheet and put several pictures
together on one page without recording how they related to each other (figs. A.1.2.38 –
A.1.2.39, A.1.2.43 – A.1.2.45). Many of them Solkina did not date and eight pictures
appeared to be unconnected with school altogether (figs. A.1.2.27, A.1.2.34, A.1.2.37,
A.1.2.40 - A.1.2.42).Thus, Solkina chose to include extremely blurry pictures of herself
alone next to a tree and sitting on the bench in the park (fig. A.1.2.40), as well as pictures
of herself writing or grading and in a street with a bag of groceries in her hand (figs.
A.1.2.27, A.1.2.34). Solkina chose to include these pictures into the album with the
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photographs of her at school probably because they were connected to her school work
and showed what she did outside of the classroom.
While the second part of the album might seem chaotic at first glance, most of its
photographs presented Solkina being firmly in command of her school and domestic life
(figs. A.1.2.27, A.1.2.34) and even when she is spending her time at the Ust’-Kachka
mineral waters resort (figs. A.1.2.40 - A.1.2.41). In the second part of the album Solkina
is even more present than in the first, appearing twenty-two times compared to sixteen
times in the first twenty-five pages of the album. Colleagues took a much more
prominent position, too, appearing in eight photographs where teachers sat together at the
canteen table (fig.A.1.2.30), gather outside the school in May (figs. A.1.2.31 – A.1.2.32)
and under the New Year tree in 1968 (fig. A.1.2.33). Apart from the colleagues, it is
possible that Solkina included pictures of her family or former students in the last pages
of the album (figs. A.1.2.43 – A.1.2.45). Solkina did not write the names of the people in
the four small-format studio photos that appeared on those pages and she clearly knew
well the young man appearing next to her with his high school diploma in hand in
fig. A.1.2.45.
If one were to choose one word to describe Solkina as she appears in the album
that word would probably be “organizer.” Setting her first primary school class as an
example in the first part of the album with over 20 pictures, Solkina continued
showcasing her organizing work at other venues that included a children’s summer camp
(fig. A.1.2.37) and at the resort (A.1.2. 41).All the pictures showed Solkina at the center
of events, forming an active link between herself and her audience, whether children or
adults. The photos presented the school as a disciplining environment, too. Most of the
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photographs were posed where the students stood or sat in a row. In the classroom
photographs the students emulated the proper posture with hands on the desk in front,
writing and working diligently (figs. A.1.2.5 – A. 1.2.9). No photographs showed
students in small groups, on their own, at play, or having conflicts. Like Solkina, the
photographs showed the students and other teachers always tied to the school and the
collectives that inhabited it.
The resourcefulness that Solkina showed in making an album out of a drawing pad
was probably a result of relative poverty and a desire to make do with whatever she had
at hand. Solkina was probably in her early twenties when Stalin died in 1953 and
survived at least two more leaders. Yet little changed in her clothing and probably in her
living conditions. It seems that Rosa Solkina was wearing the same coat and beret both in
fig. A.1.2.2 and fig. A.1.2.32, even though these photos were taken about ten years apart.
Throughout the years she kept wearing the same suit and dress to work (figs. A.1.2.9,
A.1.2.27 – A.1.2.29) and lived in a single room or maybe even a communal apartment. In
fig. A.1.2.27 Solkina is sitting at the table in front of a cupboard that was a regular item
of kitchen furniture. The pile of books and papers right next to the dishes and teapots on
that cupboard indicated that Solkina had little room to separate books, papers, and dishes,
in other words, her work time and leisure time.
The album showed that what Solkina might have considered her leisure interfered
and even blended with her work obligations. The signs of such traditional Soviet leisure
activities as reading or attending theater and music performances were absent in
Solkina’s album. While such absence might have been accidental, especially given
Solkina’s lack of connection to a photographer, it was still remarkable that she considered
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the postcard from a resort worthy to be put into an album that recorded professional
achievements. Apart from being in her character, being a presenter at school celebrations
or ceremonies and a collective organizer at other venues (figs. A.1.2.36, A.1.2.41) could
have provided Solkina with a way to distinguish herself in her own eyes and the eyes of
her superiors. When truly at leisure Solkina was alone in the city park, or next to a
friend/relative outdoors (figs. A.1.2.40, A.1.2.42).
The world that Rosa Solkina’s photographic narrative showed to its viewer was the
world of proper moral and cultural education (vospitanie). Proper uniforms and rituals of
transition from first-grade students into octobrists and then from octobrists into pioneers
showed that the students had proper initiation into the Soviet collective organizations.
The students had access to proper reading and art, such as the copy of Reshetnikov’s
“Opiat’ dvoika” (An “F” again) and “The five rules of octobrists” in their classroom and in
the other school spaces. 13 They behaved properly in class and in the city streets. They had
the opportunity to go onto the stage of the school theater and be out in the nature in the
summer camp (figs. A.1.2.36 – A.1.2.38). Solkina’s album clearly showed that four basic
spaces: the school classrooms and recreation zones, art performance, the city streets, and
the countryside were also essential educational (vospitatel’nye) spaces. In educational
spaces a teacher appeared together with the students and directed them on proper
behavior.
A narrative of belonging in the spaces of the school in the album, a source of pride
and professional satisfaction for Solkina was another side of a narrative of entrapment in

13

See figs. A.1.2.12, A.1.2.16 - A.1.2.17, A.1.2.21 - A.1.2.22.
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one’s professional, social, and economic status. The few captions in the album express
this situation of captivity most vividly. The active verbs that Solkina used in the captions
described the collective identity she assumed with her class. In figure A.1.2.19 Solkina
captioned the picture of herself and her students outside the school with “We pass into the
second [grade], 19624.” In the caption in figure A.1.2.23 Solkina again blends with her

class declaring, “We are inducted into the Pioneer organization. ” The use of the passive
signaled the same role that she had in the photographs: that Solkina was just temporarily
moving along with the students on the path of school education, but could not choose the
stages of the journey, much less the route.
Solkina’s place and role in the photographs as well the places of other teachers,
students, and parents underscored the lack of change in her position at school and
financial situation. When in the classroom, Solkina was always at the blackboard or next
to students, checking on their work (figs. A.1.2.7, A.1.2.9, A.1.2.11). On the stage or
outside the school Solkina led the students around her (figs. A.1.2.13, A.1.2.18, A.1.2.19,
A.1.2.23). She shifted to the sidelines, however, when the photographer showed her in
the company of other teachers (figs. A.1.2.14, A.1.2.26, A.1.2.30, A.1.2.31). One
possible reason might have been that as a primary school teacher Solkina had a smaller
salary and was lower in status than the teachers – “specialists” – who taught individual
subjects to older students. Even when pictured alone, Solkina was not free from her
gender role as the food provider (fig. A.1.2.34) or a professional role as a grader/educator
(fig. A.1.2.34). When truly alone and at rest, Solkina still strove to construct her leisure
time as orderly and culturally connected with nature and spaces in the city (fig. A.1.2.40).
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Studying at the desk, in line in front of the classroom, or in a group next to a
teacher the students also had clearly designated places within the school space (figs.
A.1.2.14, A.1.2.26, A.1.2.30, A.1.2.31). They never appeared on their own or unengaged
in the photographed school activity. The parents of students, in great probability all of
them working people, had to sit behind the desks together with the students, the only way
they could be understandably presented to the viewers (figs. A.1.2.20 – A.1.2.22). The
photographs of the teachers together place them outside the school or in the canteen or by
the New Year tree, however (figs. A.1.2.30 – A.1.2.33). The classroom, as the space of a
class period could only show subordinate teachers at the students’ desks and the principal
or a deputy at the teacher’s desk. Inside the school teachers could only be the disciplining
authority figures and students and their parents had to demonstrate their obedience to
school order by occupying their proper places at the classroom desks.
In addition to spatial regimentation, the school uniform exacerbated and made
immediately visible the economic inequality between the students’ families. The picture
of Solkina’s first class (fig. A.1.1.1) showed the lack of available or affordable uniforms
for boys and the various clothing items parents and caregivers acquired to make their
sons look ready for school. In girls’ uniforms the pinafores and cuts of dresses allowed
more diversity, but the tell-tale differences of clothing were still there. In the same picture
the girl sitting on the left next to Solkina had a generously cut pinafore and big bows in
her long hair, while the girl behind her, third from left in the third row, wore a dress (?)
with the buttons on the right side. 14 Short hair and the lack of bows on girls also betrayed
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In other words, this girl was wearing a dress made out of a man’s shirt or jacket.
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a lack of funds in the family. Later, both in Solkina’s album and in the class pictures
some students continued to show the lack of uniform clothes and good shoes.15 The lack
of affordable uniform clothes was sure evidence that instead of equalizing, the obligatory
uniform communicated the lack of choice and poverty of students and their families.
The feeling of captivity and spatial, economic, and social regimentation of
Solkina’s narrative problematized the teachers’ and students’ sense of belonging to the
school and its collectives. Solkina’s and other albums analyzed in this chapter were
physical evidence of mutual responsibility and attachment of students and teachers to
their collectives that were the results of moral and ethical education (vospitanie). Thus, in
the four end-of-year photographs of her first school no. 17 class, Solkina always sat next
to the same boy and girl (figs. A.1.1.1 – A.1.1.5). The photographs, however, were
powerless to capture the actual educational (obrazovatel’noe) influence of teachers on
their students. Nowhere was Solkina one on one with a student or explicitly showing a
student how to perform a task, other than in figure A.1.2.9, and even there she was only
demonstrating how to make a paper boat. Except for the three names of student-activists
in her class (fig. A.1.2.25) Solkina never named any other students, or gave details about
the places or events. The album was a good document for reporting the class activities,
but with questionable memorialization value, especially after transitioning into the
archive.
The “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77 Troop” (figs.
A.2.1.1.-A.2.1.22) was officially a report on approximately a year of 7th and 8th grade-
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See figs. A.1.1.5 (esp. the girl in the second row, third from the left), A.1.2.21,
A.1.2.19, and A.1.1.6.
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class activities between the fall of 1967 and the fall of 1968. The album, prepared in
1967-1968 with the one hundredth anniversary of Lenin’s birth in April, 1970, reflected
several important deadlines every school official from the class teacher to the principle
had to grapple with. Among the three youth organizations with school students as
members among the, the pioneer youth had to shoulder the most significant burden of
moral and ethical education (vospitatel’nye) activities. The octobrists were too young,
and their organization was an introductory level to the ideological and service routines of
party members. The Komsomol youth organization that started its membership with 14year-olds or the 8th grade and extended it to age 28 had both older students and younger
teachers in its command and could not concentrate on a single class. The only
organization that could be charged with making reports of school-wide student activities
in honor of Lenin’s birth anniversary on April 22, was the Pioneer organization.
The “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77 Troop” presented
the report of the previous year’s activities of the Pioneer detachment in that particular
class or the last year of the class as members of the Pioneer organization. It memorialized
then not the class and pioneer activities on the eve of the centennial of Lenin’s birth in
1970, but essentially the last year of childhood before entering the Komsomol, changing
into a new uniform, and getting ready to finish the general secondary school course. The
first part, containing more text written in black ink, showcased the school Pioneer
organization activities. It clearly demonstrates that the album was a report of class
activities intended for the school and the city inspections and the guests (figs. A.2.1.1 –
A.2.1.11). The back part of the album (figs. A.2.1.12 – A.2.1.21) contained more
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photographs of class activities and drawings in gouache paints and has a more informal
feel.
Each page of the album was filled with images and text and the album contained
thirty-three photographs and photograph fragments that included the people in the class
as well as the class teacher. The standard length of a photographic film was thirty-six
frames. This suggested a certain economy in making an album: it needed to use all the
pages in the ready-made album and the majority if not all of the good pictures on a roll of
film. Each photograph had to tell a story and all of them had to fill the designated space
of the album.
The class album bore the title “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no.2 of the
School no.77 Troop,” but the Pioneer organization terminology was a disguise for the
class collective. Three or more years after induction into the Pioneer organization, the
pioneer detachment (otriad) no.2 probably consisted of the whole class. 16 The
detachment/class was then subdivided into links (zvenia), responsible for preparing
particular Pioneer meetings/sbory, literally “gatherings,” the supreme body of authority in
the Pioneer detachment.17 The meetings were not the only type of communal activity that
happened in the class, however. In the space of twenty or so pages (figs. A.2.1.2A.2.1.11) the detachment/class recorded fourteen pioneer meetings, six presentations, one

16

The Komsomol and pioneer organization put considerable pressure onto the class
activists to ensure every student was worthy and could be inducted into the organization.
17
“Polozhenie o vsesoiuznoi ordena Lenina Pionerskoi organizatsii imeni V. I. Lenina”
[The provision of the All-Union order of Lenin Pioneer organization named after
V. I. Lenin] in Narodnoe obrazovanie v SSSR. Obshcheobrazovatel’naia shkola. Sbornik
dokumentov. 1917-1973 gg. [People’s education in the USSR. General comprehensive
school. A collection of documents. 1917-1973] edited by Abakumov, A. P. et al.
(Moscow: Pedagogika, 1974), 306.
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conference, three visits to the theater, and one meeting with a ballet dancer at school.
These events were a reflection of the students’ work to gain cultural and ideological
literacy. In terms of cultural literacy, the album showed the students’ command of a wide
variety of media, from filmstrips about Lenin to organizing invited talks and watching
feature films as a group. All these activities happened in the seven months of one
academic year. The pioneer meetings added even more variety: the students saw two
filmstrips,18 demonstrated painted and sculpted images of Lenin, 19 saw a feature film, and
made a wall newspaper and several posters for the class exhibit.
The images in both parts of the album illustrated the content of the collective work
and participation of all members of the collective in its activities. The class placed only
five of the total thirty three photographs in the first 20 pages of the album (figs. A.2.1.1A.2.1.11). The photographs featured three presenters in various meetings, the class
teacher opening a meeting, and a picture of the class listening to the ballet dancer Rimma
Shliamova (fig. A.2.1.9). The remaining twenty images illustrated the topics of the
meetings, talks, and visits. The first reported meeting was the guided tour of the school’s
Lenin room. The illustration, however (fig.A.2.1.2) did not depict the school no. 77 Lenin

18

Filmstrip was a roll of 35mm film containing between thirty and fifty images to be
shown on a special film projector vertically, as with 16 mm film. Filmstrips were an
inexpensive learning media requiring only a cheap projector to be shown in the
classroom. Soviet industry produced thousands of filmstrips from the 1940s to the 1980s
in various genres: replicas of books and cartoons, learning aides, photographic chronicles,
and biographies of film and theater actors among others. Over four thousand Soviet
filmstrips are available in the Диафильмы.su archive http://diafilmy.su (accessed
February 5, 2018).
19
The students found the images of paintings and sculptures of Lenin in magazines and
journals and cut them out to demonstrate during their talk or put them on a poster board
for public viewing.
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room. It was a cutout from a printed publication showing a room with a copy of
Veniamin Pinchuk’s 1935 bronze sculpture Lenin in Razliv and a tour guide with a group
of people dressed in traditional East Asian (Chinese or Korean) clothing. 20 The picture
from a magazine or journal referred the album viewer to the guided tour at school that
was not captured in photographs.
Of the sixteen remaining images in the figures A.2.1.1-A.2.1.11 seven portrayed
the glorious pages from the history of the Komsomol and Pioneer accoutrements21
illustrating the detachment’s exemplary Pioneer work and readiness to enter the
Komsomol. Yet even those seemingly straightforward pictures sent several messages. A
copy of Vladimir Puteiko’s 1954 painting Red Carnation on page 7 of the album (fig.
A.2.1.3) was captioned “We are preparing to become members of the Komsomol”
created a double entendre context. The Red Army hat on the young man and a reefing
jacket on the young woman as well as their youth signified their Komsomol membership,
but the painting showed a scene of a lovers’ meeting with the young man presenting a red
carnation, a symbol of the October revolution to the young woman. The picture
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There were three other images of Lenin in the first five pages of the album, illustrating
the topic of several meetings, “Lenin in art, sculpture, cinematography, photographic art.”
On page 5 (fig.A.2.1.2) a cutout from Petr Vasil’ev’s 1949 painting Lenin in the Train
Car on the Way to Petrograd illustrated the Soviet historical myth of Lenin coming to
Petrograd in spring of 1917 on his own, without the help of the German police. Vasil’ev
imagined Lenin deep in conversation with (Russian?) soldiers and peasants who were
also somehow travelling back from Europe. Even more remarkably, the soldiers and
peasants were listening to Lenin dressed as a typical member of bourgeois intelligentsia –
in a neat black suit and tie, albeit with a simple cap, not a hat to match the suit, on his
head.
21
Judging by the accompanying pictures the accoutrements included a pioneer tie (red
bandanna) and a pioneer drum, as well as, quite possibly, the Pioneer bugle and banner.
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represented both the desire to become members of the Komsomol and engage in the
romantic relationships.
In the first part of the album, the collective organization of events was reflected in
the captions that revealed the organizer or a responsible person and a list of participants,
sometimes as many as eight people. Out of ten events memorialized in the photographs
throughout the album, six were in the second part and were covered with twenty-eight
photographs. Only five photographs illustrated the first four events; most of them (four)
depicted the speakers. One photograph of the audience was taken at a meeting with the
ballet dancer Rimma Shliamova.
The students’ cultural literacy and awareness was ideologically driven, however,
as the images in the album illustrated the obligatory minimum of pioneer values. The
eight laws of the pioneers of the Soviet Union as listed in the Provision of the All-Union
order of Lenin Pioneer organization named after V. I. Lenin were


A Pioneer is devoted to the Motherland, party, Communism.



A Pioneer is prepared to become a member of the Komsomol.



A Pioneer emulates the heroes of struggle and labor.



A Pioneer reveres the memory of dead fighters and prepares to
become a defender of the Fatherland.



A Pioneer is the best in studies, labor and sports.



Pioneer is an honest and true comrade, always bravely standing for
the truth.



A Pioneer is a comrade and leader to the octobrists.
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A Pioneer is a friend to the pioneers and children of workers in all
countries. 22

Of the eight laws the album explicitly showcased seven. The notable exception was the
law about truthfulness, “A Pioneer is an honest and true comrade, always bravely
standing for the truth.” Usually illustrated with a reference to Pavlik Morozov, 23 the
image of the truthful Pioneer was also one of the Pioneer reporting the misdeeds of his or
her comrades, an act that both contemporary and, especially, post-Soviet youngsters
constructed as snitching. 24 Since this album was a document of collective life, “truthtelling” on others was not a desirable event to document and memorialize.
The album presented the other laws almost in the same order as they are listed in
the Provision. The opening pages (figs. A.2.1.1-A.2.1.2), dedicated celebrating Lenin’s
birth anniversary, portraits of Lenin and the activities in the school’s Lenin room,
illustrated the first law, “A Pioneer is devoted to the Motherland, party, Communism.”

“Polozhenie o vsesoiuznoi ordena Lenina Pionerskoi organizatsii imeni V. I. Lenina”
in Narodnoe obrazovanie v SSSR, 305-306.
23
Pavel Morozov was the earliest Soviet boy-hero from the era of collectivization.
According to the official myth, pioneer Pavlik Morozov was murdered in fall 1932 for
denouncing his father and grandfather as kulaks, rich peasants abusing the village poor
and hoarding grain from the state. As more true pioneer heroes/martyrs appeared after the
war, the image and importance of Pavlik Morozov started to fade. On the wave of
exposing the mendacity of the Soviet state and its symbols in the early 1990s Morozov
got the image of a snitch working for the state against his family. See more on Morozov’s
story in Catriona Kelly, Comrade Pavlik: The Rise and Fall of a Soviet Boy Hero
(London, Granta Books, 2005).
24
The image of truthfulness had several common variations: the mythic scene of Pavlik
Morozov revealing that his relative is hoarding the grain (E. Soloviov, “Pioner govorit
pravdu, on dorozhit chest’iu svoego otriada” [Pioneer tells the truth, he values the honor
of his detachment], postcard, 1964), a pioneer telling on his desk mate (R. Demen’t’ev,
“Pioner govorit pravdu, on dorozhit chest’iu svoego otriada,” poster, 1959), and a pioneer
doing a report at the pioneer meeting (V. Talashenko, “Pioner govorit pravdu, on dorozhit
chest’iu svoego otriada” postcard, 1960).
22
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The next two pages (figs. A.2.1.3-A.2.1.4) illustrated the second law, “A Pioneer is
prepared to become a member of the Komsomol.” School 77 pioneers showed readiness
to emulate of the “heroes of struggle and labor” and reverence for the soldiers defending
the Fatherland through presentations about the Komsomol members in the war years and
the “Glory of Prikamie” school gallery (figs. A.2.1.4, A.2.1.11). While not containing
any direct references to the Pioneer laws, the album illustrated them in multiple ways
through page 11, expecting extreme familiarity with them on the part of the viewers.
The themes of pioneer meetings fit the messages of the Pioneer laws and the
general concepts of Soviet ideology. The principles of primacy of the state and
Communist party, reverence for heroes and superiors, and responsibility for proper
behavior and the upbringing of youngsters repeated the rules for school students and the
moral code of the builder of communism. 25 Pages 10 through 13 (figs. A.2.1.5-A.2.1.6) in
the school album showed how the Pioneers of detachment no.2 were comrades and
leaders to the octobrists. The same pages illustrated the law mandating that pioneers be
comrades to children of all countries through a standard Soviet visual trope of
international friendship: a picture of three young people of different skin colors.26 The

25

A set of rules of behavior for a Soviet citizen included in the Third program of the
Communist party of the Soviet Union, adopted at the 22nd party congress in 1961. The
Road to Communism. Documents of the 22nd Congress of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union. (Moscow: Foreign languages publishing house, 1961), 566-567.
26
Even though the language of the pioneer laws and the moral code of the builder of
communism did not contain any reference to racial theory, only the “intolerance of …
racial hatred,” Soviet poster artists constructed the vision of international friendship
through showing a group of people with dressed in different ethnic clothes, with different
facial features and skin colors. The leading person (standing in the center or in front of
the group) was usually blue-eyed and fair-haired. Artists used the image of several people
with various physical features most often to construct an image of world peace, and the
unity of women and children of different ethnicities. E.g. N. Vatolin, “Zhenshchiny mira
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image that the students chose to cut out and put into their album was a particularly
striking representation of this trope: a photograph of three children of different skin color
and in different types of clothes (sari, t-shirt, and a shirt with overalls) against a poster of
three phenotypically different young people holding hands. The image fit with the album
because it was a photographic illustration of a generic communist principle.
The second part of the album (figs. A.2.1.12-A.2.1.21) was a much more informal
commentary on the class events with more photographs (27), more jokes, and fewer
names of “responsible people.” Whereas the first part of album showed the students’
awareness of Soviet ideology and culture and their intellectual work, the second part of
the album illustrated mostly physical activities. The photographs of the second part of the
album truly showed a collective where various group activities were important enough to
be documented on film and memorialized. The photographs showed good friends, the
ones who invited the newbies to play (figs. A.2.1.14- A.2.1.15), and shared both work
and leisure (figs. A.2.1.16, A.2.1.18- A.2.1.20).
The military game Zarnitsa (figs. A.2.1.12-A.2.1.13), a sporting outing in nature
(figs. A.2.1.14-A.2.1.15), cleaning the classroom, accepting the detachment banner (fig.
A.2.1.16), a trip to Leningrad (figs. A.2.1.17-A.2.1.19), and harvesting forage beets were
class activities where everyone knew everybody else, so the photographs did not need
captions. The only “official event” out of the six was receiving the detachment banner

ob’ediniaites’ v bor’be za mir, za zhizn’, za schast’e!” [Women of the world, unite in the
struggle for peace, for life, for happiness!], poster, 1959; A. Dobrov, “Kazhdyi kto
chesten, vstan’ s nami vmeste!” [Everyone who is honest, stand with us!], poster, 1957;
V. Talashenko, “Pioner druzhit s det’mi vsekh stran mira” [A pioneer is a friend to the
children of nations in the world], postcard, 1960.
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(fig. A1.1.16), an official recognition of the work reported in the first part of the album.
And while all the work is reported publicly and officially in the first part, the presentation
of the banner was celebrated privately through images in the second part. The
photographs showed friendships, preference for the company of boys or girls and
fascination with particular girls pictured at close range, facing the camera.
“It is a long time to snow battles, but the skis of the class teacher are in a fighting
mood,” read the caption opening the photo story about the “Zarnitsa” game. 27 The
photograph itself was much less official, showing the class teacher, a lady in a coat and
knitted hat, with her back to the camera. In addition, the pages of the second part of the
album contained a lot more drawings with poster paints and fewer captions done in
simple blue ballpoint pen. Aside from the Zarnitsa game, the pictures showed students
cleaning up their classroom, receiving the banner for their troop, taking a trip to
Leningrad, helping harvest the forage beets in fall, and during the outings in the nature.
Officially, the second part of the album could probably illustrate the pioneer law,
“Pioneer is the best in studies, labor and sports,” but in reality, it was most probably a
way to fill out the whole album with amateur photographs of the class doing various
activities together.
If the first part of the album visually demonstrated students’ engagement with the
official culture and awareness of its heroes, in the second part the heroes were the

27

Zarnitsa was a school military game where the pioneers divided into two teams and
competed in various military and athletic events. The first game officially opened on
January 10, 1967 and the game finals coincided with the Defender of the Motherland’s
Day on February 23. Judging by the photographs this particular class had some skiing
competitions for Zarnitsa.
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students themselves. Two of the most regular and ordinary activities in the students’
lives, studies at school and at home were completely absent from the album.
Photographing studies at school, i.e. photographs from the class periods or even at breaks
created a disruption that teachers were willing to allow only on special occasions. Taking
out a camera or standing up from one’s seat was an unthinkable interruption of the
routine behavior in a class. Such an occurrence was similarly improbable at a student’s
home where they did the homework. That left only three official “school situations” that
appeared in the album: photographing a speaker and audience at a pioneer meeting,
photographing cleaning up the classroom and photographing the presentation of the
banner.
Facing a strict limit on available film an amateur photographer could not devote
too many shots to one event. The focus was on the key moments and key actors. In the
scenes from the pioneer meetings, the pictures showed the presenters in action, taken
from an advantageous vantage point with the camera set to the necessary focus distance
and aperture beforehand (figs. A.2.1.3, A.2.1.4, A.2.1.7, A.2.1.9). As with the scenes
from the presentation of the banner, the photographer probably got permission to take the
pictures before the event and could do so that with only minimal disruption to the event
itself. Getting the advantageous vantage point for taking a photograph was difficult since
walking or coming to close to the participants disrupted the ceremony for everyone. The
photographer had to be content with generic views from a distance and later enlarge the
images of the two participants (fig. A.2.1.16, p.33). In the scenes of cleaning up the
classroom (fig. A.2.1.16, p.32), the photographer was disrupting the process deliberately
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or by chance. In the pictures, the girl was just posing with the bucket, whereas a boy
sweeping the floor clearly did not want to be photographed.
The photograph-takers for all the pictures were the students themselves. They
preferred unofficial, more personal situations for taking pictures. In the first part of the
album, all the pictures were taken from the same spot in the classroom and the camera
settings are well-calibrated. All the pictures of people standing by the blackboard were
sharp and have good contrast. Only the picture on page 18 (fig. A.2.1.9) had too much
light reflecting on the white blouse of the student, but otherwise all the features were
clear and sharp. This showed that the photographer had time to adjust the camera settings
and choose the viewpoint for the camera. The second part of the album consisted of
photographs taken in the moment: on the run, on fun occasions, and without clear
evidence that the photographer could make good photographs in difficult conditions.
Outside in the bright light, on the snow, or too far or too close for proper focus, the
quality of the photographs in the second part of the album showed the skill level of their
amateur taker and his (most probably it was a boy) high level of acceptance in the
collective.
The activities recorded in the album were not about educating oneself
(obrazovanie) or acquiring knowledge. Documenting these activities for personal use and
for posterity the students displayed their proper morality and character in their pioneer
work at school, at the theater, at home and in other cities, and on nature outings and trips
to the collective farm. In other words, the detachment no. 2 pioneers did not show
themselves outside the educational (vospitatel’nye) spaces, at home, or on the
playground. This moral and character education also had a particular gender
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regimentation. The banner presentation scene and cleaning the classroom scene (fig.
A1.1.16) showed how the girls and boys balanced the demanding tasks of the school
rituals. Choosing the boy for holding the banner probably seemed “natural” for a ritual
that came from the military. Yet it was the girl who had to appear to be doing the more
demanding work of washing the floors in the classroom, since cleaning was constructed
as feminine work.
On the whole, the photographs in the album represented a male gaze on the peer
collective of students. Of the thirty three photographs only four showed adults and only
one showed the “collective boss,” the class teacher. In the rest of the photographs, about
two-thirds were portraits of students with or without other people in the background.
One-third of all photographs (eleven) were portraits of girls. About an equal number of
pictures showed groups of just girls and just boys, and often the album-makers
constructed girls and boys as opposing groups, as in figures A.2.1.17 and A.2.1.18. The
captions in the first part of the album mentioned twenty-six people by name, among them
only two teachers. Only five boys were mentioned by name. Only girls were responsible
for organizing the pioneer detachment events. Of the nine names mentioned multiple
times, some as many as seven or eight times, all nine belonged to girls. The album clearly
showed the unequal burden of responsibility in the collective. The girls organized and ran
the events while the boys documented the events and photographed both themselves and
the girls. The boys participated only minimally, spent their time separately from the girls,
and used them as objects of entertainment, making multiple photographic images of
various girls.
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The album ended with a page with thirty-three signatures (thirty-two students and
the signature of the class teacher) and a class picture of a different class with a different
teacher in the center. The signatures signified the transition to maturity. At age 16, the
students from the album finished the eight-year course of the general secondary school
and received the so called “degree of maturity” (atttestat zrelosti). They also received
their passports where they put their official signature, another visible sign of maturity and
responsibility. Aside from the bearer’s name and likeness, the Soviet passport certified
the person’s nationality, address, marital and draft status, and number of children. It was
the penultimate document of responsibility in Soviet society tying the person forever to
the state. Putting their signatures into the album, the class collective tied themselves
officially to their creation, their group, and their memories of time together.
Two years later some students of the same class, mostly men, made a different
album, a project for a screenplay that combined photographs and a plot line. The last
page of the album (fig. A.2.2.24) contained the “titles” with the names of all the people in
the photographs that were the same as the people mentioned in the “Album of the Pioneer
Detachment no. 2.” The title of the screenplay, “Code in boots” (Kod v sapogakh) (fig.
A.2.2.1), was a Russian homophone of the title for the Charles Perrault fairy-tale “Puss in
Boots” (Kot v sapogakh) and had no meaningful connection to the plotline and the
photographs. The title for second part of the screenplay “Lakirovka v dlinnuiu storonu”
(fig. A.2.2.13) was a homophone of the title of the 1969 Soviet detective spy film
Rokirovka v dlinnuiu storonu (Queenside castling)28 where foreign spies tried to turn a

28

Chess was a popular game in the Soviet Union. Queenside castling is a move in which
the king and the queenside rook exchange places and is done to protect the king.
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Soviet biologist into a double agent. The students included some elements of the film’s
plot, such as a secret contained in a book (figs. A.2.2.15, A.2.2.17) and dark glasses (figs.
A.2.2.7, A.2.2.8, A.2.2.19) into their screenplay.
The date on the album, corrected from 1968 to 1970 was the year of entering the
graduating class and thus a time to take stock of the school years. The album included
forty photographs of students taken during a school play, in the school building, and
outdoors. Of these forty, the students staged fifteen photographs for purposes of the plot
on the roof of some building, quite possibly a garage (e.g. fig. A.2.2.16). Some pictures,
like the ones in figures A.2.2.1 and A.2.2.4 were probably taken at the same time as the
pictures from the album of the detachment no. 2 (figs. A.2.1.13, A.2.1.17). Together the
number of pictures in the two albums (73) almost directly corresponded to the number of
frames on two standard 36-frame rolls of photographic film.
The photographic narrative of the screenplay drove a plot that had ten named
characters. The world of the album was the world of the Soviet young man outside school
classes. The plot featured thieves, maniac killers, spies, and hippies as negative characters
and the “logician-criminalist” major Pronin and major Sidorov as heroes. Major Pronin
was a character in Lev Ovalov’s spy novels and stories that he published between 1938
and 1962. In the screenplay the photograph of “Major Pronin” showed a boy in the
classroom behind the teacher’s desk, i.e., in the position of authority (fig. A.2.2.6). Major
Sidorov appeared sitting cross-legged “practicing by the yoga system” (fig. A.2.2.11).
The authors of the screenplay used the Soviet language clichés about the “community”
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that “did not sleep” (obshchestvennost’ ne dremala). This cliché meant that the collective
was in control and did not evade responsibility for the well-being of its members.29
In the screenplay, the students put themselves on the margins of the traaditional
educational spaces: the school recreation zones, the art performance, the city streets, and
the countryside. The storyline never mentioned that the participants were school students
and presented the ones that were not involved with the criminal and spy world as regular
people. The school space, the place of the teacher behind the desk that students used as a
symbol of authority appeared in the screenplay in only one photograph (fig. A.2.2.6).
The place at school outside the classroom was the men’s restroom (fig. A.2.2.18),
the place of illicit activities such as smoking or fights. The photographer showed the
school theater performances from the point of view of the actors preparing for them (figs.
A.2.2.3) or from the backstage (fig. A.2.2.13). The city the students navigated was not the
streets, cars, and passers-by, but the garage rooftops, old wooden houses, and chain-link
fences (figs. A.2.2.7, A.2.2.16, A.2.2.21). The screenplay portrayed the people who were
at ease in the nature as “hippies,” admirers of the Beatles, and loafers (figs. A.2.2.8 A.2.2.10). Fittingly, these were the spaces where the spies, criminals, maniacs and other
marginal characters operated.
The gender distribution of roles in the screenplay was also tied to the spatial
arrangement of characters. Only the major positive character, Major Pronin, appeared in

The discourse of being awake and alert had the roots in the “spy-mania” of the Soviet
1930s. The calls to be on the lookout for spies, however, usually addressed individuals
and used the word “bditel’nyi” to convey watchfulness (“‘Bud’te bditel’ny!:’ 16
sovetskikh plakatov о bor’be s shpionami,” Kulturologiia, accessed June 23, 2019,
https://kulturologia.ru/blogs/250416/29279/). For a community, being awake meant
minding the communiy’s members well.
29
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the official school place of authority behind the teacher’s desk. The spies only disguised
themselves as girls on skis out in the forest or sitting on a park bench (figs. A.2.2.2,
A.2.2.4). This way the authors of the album gendered the roles of the villains in the
educational (vospitatel’noe) space, i.e. doing the “proper thing” in the city or in nature
turned out to be a suspicious activity in the screenplay. The plotline had only male
characters and it was only men who were credited in the titles with developing the
screenplay idea. The titles acknowledged the role of women in the production, though.
They listed all the names of women appearing in the photographs, as well as the names of
women who took photographs for the screenplay. The plot construction showed that
women did not belong in the marginal educational spaces of male entertainment, but also
that men did not see themselves in the official educational spaces.
Photographs and the educational (vospitatel’nye) spaces they portrayed in the
school albums replicated the role of poetic quotations and folklore in the traditional
albums. The school photographs and albums showed the complex social hierarchies of
collective and gender in the spaces of the school, the city, and the countryside. Spatially
at school, the collective leaders – student activists, teachers, and principals – always took
a place in the center or at the top. The opposite was also true: the poorer students, the less
privileged teachers tended to be pushed to the margins or out of the picture altogether.
These marginalized figures created their alternative stories of service and belonging in
the educational spaces of the school, compensating for their lack of status in one
hierarchy with images of leading positions in the other. As in many of the albums
connected with an institution, the screenplay and the photographic illustrations of “Code
in boots” opened and closed with the symbolical thresholds. The screenplay opened with
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the “foreign agents crossing the Soviet border” (fig. A.2.2.2) and closed with one of the
spies behind a chain-link fence, as if in prison (fig. A.2.2.23).
Because of its fictional narrative, the students’ screenplay album is the most
unusual of the three. Yet the students actors in it coming from the same year in school
and the photograph locations place it firmly within the school album tradition. The
students’album showed an alternative life of the school student where he could be a
reluctant hero, a “hippy,” or a foreign agent all while remaining within the educational
space. And as in the other two albums, the community “did not sleep” watching out for
its straying members.
All the three albums show that when the time came to arrange the photographs
taken in various situations over a period of time at school, album creators chose
narratives that put them in the center of the story. Rosa Solkina, a primary school teacher,
standing relatively low in the social and economic hierarchy of other teachers at school,
opened her album with the pictures of her first class where she stood at the head of the
classroom in control of everything that went on. The school no. 77 students put the
pictures of themselves at leading the pioneer meetings to affirm their leading role in the
pioneer troop. The men of the same class put together an album of photographs that
portrayed them as heroes in the marginal educational spaces. In all the three albums the
narratives ran counter to the collective dynamic. Rosa Solkina resisted the inferior
position primary school teachers had in the school collective. Detachment no.2 told a
story where students where actors and leaders on par with the teachers. The rowdy boys
form school no. 77 portrayed themselves as heroes and cunning villains on the universal
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scale. To do this all of them used the photographic evidence of place, gender and
collective.
All three albums were the result of the expression of the “collective authoring
ego.” Created with the effort of multiple people, none of the albums showed particular
individuals, but the whole collectives at work. Even in Solkina’s album, it is not her
personality, but her role in the education (vospitatel’naia) system that comes in her
multiple photographs. The “Album of the detachment no. 2” named twenty-five different
people in the class as responsible event organizers and other participants. In the “Code in
boots” screenplay the main character never acted alone, only as a part of a group, be it an
amateur theater troop or a spy plot. None of the other characters, even the representatives
of “authorities” appeared alone. Collective structures of belonging and responsibility
organized not just the educational process, but also the spaces where it happened,
stretching out far beyond the bounds of the school or even the immediate school
neighborhood.
Male perspective on the educational spaces of the school dominates all three
albums. The older men, the parents in Solkina’s class, presented her as an authority in her
class and a good organizer. In the pictures outside the classroom and the school building,
Solkina posed as a hard-working teacher. At home she was a good provider to her family.
At leisure, Solkina was still at the center of a collective, organizing the entertainment. In
the photographs of the detachment no. 2 the photographer separated the classmates by
gender, taking more portrait pictures of various girls, and the pictures of strictly male and
female groups of friends. The screenplay album showed male students in their milieu, the
margins and liminal zones of the educational spaces of the other two albums. The male
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gaze of the photographs revealed the gender and spatial stratifications in the school
collectives.
Images of individuals in educational spaces recorded and reinforced teachers’ and
students’ connection to their collectives, and, by extension, participation in the poruka
relationships. The photographs visually corroborated the information recorded in the
school plans and pedagogical council meetings. Taken at schools or in spaces where
teachers and students went out together and preserved at schools the photographs
reinforced the vision of the school collectives for photograph viewers. Recording teachers
and students as they were fulfilling their obligations to teach and study and support each
other’s successes, photographs reinforced the vision of the school system that took shape
by the 1960s. Understanding the language of collectives and poruka lets the
contemporary viewers penetrate the Soviet school world of the past and fully appreciate
its opportunities and limitations.
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CONCLUSION
This dissertation demonstrated that Soviet school collectives were the primary
building blocks of the collective mentality in the Soviet society. A distinctive character of
Soviet modernization that enmeshed modern concepts and structures with pre-modern
sentiments created Soviet poruka-laden collectives. Belonging to a collective, in the form
of a family, an institution, a school, a workplace, or a sports team is a common
experience in any society. The poruka relationships of subordination and responsibility
made Soviet collectives different from similar associations in other places and times.
Defining poruka as a three-party relationship between the principal, the pledgee, and the
surety, this dissertation demonstrated that poruka was a keystone of vospitanie, the Soviet
system of moral and ethical education. Poruka relationships firmly established a person’s
position in the collective hierarchy, making it virtually impossible to leave. Being a
member of the collective, a principal, meant bearing the collective obligations towards a
higher authority, along with individual obligations towards the same authority and other
superior entities in one’s life. Being a pledgee/boss/leader meant that one had to accept
total responsibility for all the collective obligations, both the failures and successes. This
circular structure of obligations had such an appeal that Russian authorities used it time
and again to establish subordination and obedience of its citizens.
The dissertation argued that the Soviet secondary school was the premier social
institution that adopted poruka-laden collectives as an organizational practice. Soviet
schools and collectives evolved together until in 1958 the school became the blueprint
and an example of how a Soviet collective should function. Khrushchev’s education
reform of 1958 combined and legitimized collective theory, poruka-laden administrative
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structure, and school practices of Stalin’s time. In an effort to introduce discipline and
regimentation into a growing school population coming predominantly from working
class and peasant backgrounds, school administrators of Stalin’s time came up with three
strategies of action. First, the Commissariat of Enlightenment introduced poruka
relationships of accountability and control into an initially liberal system of education.
Attendance became compulsory, and teachers and principals became responsible for
accounting for everyone who attended school. This administrative charge put teachers
and principals into the position of the state-authorized pledgees, the bosses of education
in their immediate communities. Furthermore, the teachers and principals now had to
document every step of the moral and ethical educational activity (vospitanie) with the
full record of detailed lesson and extra-curricular activity plans. The pedagogical councils
and the party committee meetings had to discuss the academic and behavioral progress of
every student and all aspects of educational work at school. This made teachers sureties
for their students’ academic performance and behavior. The labor component of moral
and ethical education at school and especially the work on everyday self-maintenance
made sure students had on-going obligations both at school and at home, thus making
them the principals of the poruka system.
The dissertation demonstrated that popularization and wide adoption of
Makarenko’s collective theory was key to establishing Soviet school discipline. In large
part, the need to discipline a large number of students, most of whom were delinquent
youth, brought Makarenko’s methods into being. But the weight and importance that
Makarenko and his followers gave to the method of parallel pedagogical action, division
into brigade collectives, and individual and collective requirements masked the true
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reasons for Markarenko’s success. Deep knowledge of students’ problems, empathy and
understanding of students were key to the appeal and success of both Makarenko and his
follower and antagonist Sukhomlinsky. Yet it was not the empathy, but poruka
relationship that the post-war Soviet educators adopted in their schools. Makarenko’s
practices of constructing a collective through poruka-inspired discipline made him the
supreme authority in Soviet moral and ethical education.
Drawing from the extensive archival record evidence the dissertation
demonstrated that theoretical descriptions and institutional obligations the government
placed on teachers and students translated into a set of disciplinary practices that became
hallmarks of Soviet schooling. School personnel had to create two major types of
documents to report their activities to the local departments of education. Firstly, the
principal together with the deputies and senior teachers had to create plans of school
education work at the beginning of the academic year in September and reports of school
education work at the year’s end in May. Also, all school collectives had to thoroughly
record their meetings to corroborate their decisions to promote or demote and expel one
of their members.
These detailed plans and documents for every feature of school life became
ubiquitous. Even when teachers’ and students’ performance suffered from a disordered or
impoverished domestic situation, the only solution the department of education inspectors
could suggest was creating even more reports and evidence of accomplishments. In cases
when a member of the collective transgressed the norms of behavior, the collective
decided whether eviction from the collective was required or some lesser punishment. A
transgression was any behavior deemed unacceptable within the collective and, more
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importantly, an act that was noticeable outside it. As long as delinquency, such as
drinking or even stealing and assaulting other members, happened within the collective,
the members often chose to reform their comrade quietly without alerting the collective
bosses or extra-collective authorities.
The dissertation demonstrated that the school collective enforced a whole host of
social values and practices through its internal structures of poruka responsibility. Even
as more and more women came to the teaching profession in the Stalin era, the school
collectives enforced traditional gender norms that required women to be obedient
servants in their collectives and exemplary wives and mothers at home. Both in the
collective discourse and the memoir literature, men commanded attention as trend-setters
and decision makers. Men could assume command at the collective meetings, even when
they were the ones under discussion for transgressing the collective’s standards.
Photographs from school life mostly taken by men (students and parents) showed a
reality in which women featured prominently as organizers and caretakers, as well as
romantic objects. With few resources to foster a dissenting feminist viewpoint, women
reinforced the traditional gender norms even in the majority women setting.
The final dissertation chapter proved that the school collectives existed not only in
the records of the official meetings, but also on photographic film. Albums or single
school photographs of one’s class in first grade or at graduation were preserved in most
school archives. The only reason a school would not have them would have been the lack
of access to a camera or a photographer. Photograph albums recorded the school
experience that was too small or insignificant for the departments of education. The
teachers and students, however, cherished and preserved the photographic record of their
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work and leisure, especially when the photographs portrayed them together with their
collectives. While the collective members certainly shared the friendship bonds, school
photographs were more than just pictures of groups of friends. The photographs of the
school collectives portrayed the groups of people that bore responsibility for each other’s
conduct and behavior and by appearing together in one frame each of them asserted that
everyone else was a reliable comrade and colleague.
The poruka-based collective governance that started at school permeated all
spheres of the Soviet society. From Stalin’s time when the collectives gained their power,
the governance of the country lay in the hands of a “team,” as Sheila Fitzpatrick named it.
The team was “a collective entity whose members had individual responsibilities but met
regularly as a group, and who were united by loyalty to Stalin and, initially, to one
another.” Governing the country was the chief function of the team once it won in the
competition with other rival political teams. The members of Stalin’s “team” while
recognizing Stalin’s absolute authority over them still managed to protect each other and
even tip off the fallen out of grace in 1952 Mikoyan and Molotov about when to appear at
Stalin’s dacha uninvited for a gathering. 1 Khrushchev destroyed the Stalin’s team, but
vowed to maintain the principle of collective governance. After he successfully
uncovered the 1957 conspiracy against him, Khrushchev moved on to a more
authoritarian decision-making style. This created significant unrest among his former
close associates who were now worried Khrushchev was going to exclude them from

Sheila Fitzpatrick, On Stalin’s Team: The Years of Living Dangerously in Soviet
Politics (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2015), 2-3.
1
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“collective governance.”2 Brezhnev led the 1964 coup and until the end on the 1960s did
everything to persuade his comrades that he would re-institute the collective governance.
Indeed, ever since becoming the First Secretary of the Central Committee of the CPSU
Brezhnev underscored that he was just the face, the embodiment of the party collective
bound with collective trust-building rituals. 3
The two major post-Soviet Russian leaders, Boris Yeltsin and Vladimir Putin
continued the tradition of collective governance. A powerful collective around Boris
Yeltsin, nicknamed “the family,” became a force similar to Politburo that could make or
unmake Russian politicians and businessmen. The nickname partially came about
because Yeltsin’s closest advisers were his daughter Tatiana and her third husband
Valentin Yumashev, who was the head of the presidential administration from 1997 to
1998.4 Presidential administration is not a part of any ministries of Russian Federation, or
parliament, or the court system and is, in fact, the collective governance organ of postSoviet Russia. In 1999 this powerful collective chose Vladimir Putin, already a
presidential administration member, to be Yeltsin’s heir as president.
The members of the Yeltsin’s “family” were seemingly unaware that Putin was a
member and head of a powerful collective of his own. Putin’s collective consisted not of

2

Kollektivnoe rukovodstvo. Susanne Schattenberg, Leonid Brezhnev: Velichie i tragediia
cheloveka i strany, trans. V. L. Ganikovskii (Moskva: ROSSPEN, 2018), 261-274.
3
Schattenberg, Leonid Brezhnev, 276-292. The post of the First Secretary was renamed
into General Secretary in 1966. At the same time the CPSU Central Committee Presidium
was renamed into Politburo.
4
Administration of the President of Russian Federation is a state organ of Russian
Federation that arranges the activities of the president of the Russian Federation and
controls the execution of the president’s instructions and decisions. President Rossii.
“Svedenia ob administratsii presidenta” [Information about President’s Administration],
http://kremlin.ru/structure/administration (accessed March 16, 2019).
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the family members and their relatives like Yeltsin’s, but primarily of Putin’s youth
sports club, university, and KGB service friends. For Putin, in the collective network
based on the rule of the strong, the person who had superior physical power and training
commanded higher respect because he could always physically overwhelm his superior
or opponent. A spy, i.e., a person who could influence other people with the help of his
network of contact and information gatherers, could do the same thing without ever
encountering his adversary in a fight. While it is tempting to name the circles of advisers,
bureaucrats, and businessmen around both presidents as “mafia,” especially because the
Yeltsin’s circle was known as the “family,” doing so obscures the complicated origins of
the framework of the Russian executive power.
This dissertation demonstrated that Soviet collectives, the peculiar Soviet teams,
did not operate only in the higher echelons of power. Collectives tied by responsibility
for their communal obligations, loyalty to the leader, and fear of punishment or
elimination in case they fail in their communal task gave new life to old Russian poruka.
The effect from using poruka was the same as in its previous pre-Petrine and imperial
Russian iterations, however. As Yeltsin’s and Putin’s story corroborated, the power of the
collective rested not on the professionalism of its members, but on the ability of the
collective to show obedience and loyalty to the superior power, be it physical,
intellectual, or administrative. The strict hierarchy and mutual obligations enforcement
that were the attractive effects of poruka favored the advancement of the loyal and
obedient to the disadvantage of the truly competent. The favorite collective methods of
moral and ethical education: admonitions and rebukes made the collective members blind
to poverty, bullying, physical and psychological abuse, and post-traumatic stress disorder
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symptoms. Photographs that showed collective unity and strength in togetherness masked
the cliques, the in-fighting, and the economic inequality between the collective members.
People brought up in the Soviet-style collectives today control the levers of power
and continue to order the state and society according to the models they know. Yet
poruka-bound collectives proved to be both durable and dynamic. It is unclear what sort
of collective post-Soviet generations will employ and what Russian society and politics
might become. One can reasonably hope that with a more complete and sympathetic
understanding the language of poruka, Russians coming to power today will find it easier
and even necessary to rid the society of poruka’s damaging features. Understanding how
the Soviet education system used the language of obligation and inculcated responsibility
to uphold the power of people in superior administrative positions is one way of
consigning poruka relationships to the past.
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APPENDIX
Appendix contains two collections of photographs used in Chapter 5 for analysis of the
collectives’ visual culture. The first collection comes from the Perm Region Archive file
from the collection Rosa Solkina, a primary school teacher from school no. 17 in Perm.
The second collection comes from the archive of school no. 77 archive in Perm, Russia
and contains two albums made by the students in the same class.
Rosa T. Solkina’s photographs of her class and album
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, dd. 134, 135.

Figure A.1.1.1. Rosa Solkina and her 1st grade students, ca. 1963.
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 135, l. 10.
Note: Large format professionally made photograph. The students and teacher sat for the
photograph at school. All the girls are wearing white pinafores for the occasion while not
all of the boys have the uniform jackets. Some of the 33 students are wearing the
Octobrist badges.
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Figure A.1.1.2. Rosa Solkina and her 1st grade students, ca. 1963.
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 135, l. 6.
Note: A photograph done in the same sitting as figure A.1.1.1. The light is off, some
children and Solkina herself are more relaxed and smiling and some are not there yet.
Solkina bought the large format unframed photograph for her collection possibly because
she liked the way she and the children looked.
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Figure A.1.1.3. Rosa Solkina and her 2nd grade class, 1965.
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 135, l. 9.
Note: The caption at the top reads, “School no.17, 2 ‘c’ grade, 1965.” This photograph is
probably made in the spring of 1965.
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Figure A.1.1.4. Rosa Solkina and her 3rd grade class, 1966.
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 135, l. 8.
Note: The caption at the top reads, “School no.17, 3 ‘b’ grade, 1966.” The photograph is
made sometime in May, probably on or around May 19, the anniversary of creating the
All-Union V. I. Lenin Pioneer Organization also called the Pioneer Movement Day. The
date was a traditional time for inducting the 3rd grade students into the pioneer
organization. Only 26 students out of 33 are in the picture, one is not wearing a tie. The
missing students might have not been inducted into Pioneers, as a tie was an obligatory
part of a pioneer’s attire.
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Figure A.1.1.5. Rosa Solkina and her 4th grade class, 1966.
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 135, l. .7.
Note: The caption at the top reads, “4 ‘c’ grade at school no.17, Perm ~ 1967.” All the 33
students are present, two are not wearing a tie, one student does not appear in the
previous photograph of the pioneer students.
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Figure A.1.1.6. Rosa Solkina with the teachers and students of the 8 “a” class, school no.
17, May 26, 1981.
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 135, l. 2.
Note: The caption at the top reads, “4 ‘a’ grade, 26/V -1981.” Fifteen male students took
a picture with their teachers including Rosa Solkina (top row, third from the right) and
the principal of the school Eleanora Padei (bottom row, fourth from the left).
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Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no. 17, Perm, Russia,
USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Solkina herself put this album together, cutting out slits to insert photographs into the
sheets of the A4 format drawing pad.

Figure A.1.2.1. Page 2 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 1.
Note: Captioned, “Rosa Solkina 1944.”Archival photocopy. Drawing from a notebook
glued onto an album sheet.
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Figure A.1.2.2. Page 3 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 2 front.
Note: The caption reads, “This is me at the new school (No. 17), 1963” The “3” in the
date is corrected with a red pen from either a “4” or a “2.”
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Figure A.1.2.3. Page 5 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 3 front.
Note: The caption reads, “My 1st grade 1963” Photograph inserted into the cutouts. The
“3” in the date is corrected with a red pen from either a “4” or a “2.” The use of two
ballpoint pen ink colors, red and blue, suggests that Solkina first wrote down the
titles/captions for photographs in blue ink, and later added and/or corrected the details
with the red-ink pen. The photograph is printed in a photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.4. Page 6 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 3 reverse.
Note: Solkina at the blackboard in her first grade classroom, probably during a break on
the first day of school, judging by the white pinafores of the girls. The photograph is
probably printed in a photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.5. Page 7 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 4 front.
Note: Solkina at the blackboard in her first grade classroom, probably at the beginning of
a class period during the first day of school, judging by the white pinafores of the girls.
The photograph is probably printed in a photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.6. Page 9 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 5 front.
Note: Students in the classroom on the first day of school. The photograph is probably
made on the same day as the ones in figures A.1.2.5 and A.1.2.6 and printed in a photo
services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.7. Page 10 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 5 reverse.
Note: Solkina in the classroom checking on students’ work. The photograph is probably
printed in a photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.8. Page 11 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 6 front.
Note: Students in the classroom writing. The photograph is probably printed in a photo
services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.9. Page 12 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 6 reverse.
Note: Solkina in the classroom demonstrating a stage in making a paper boat. There are
math problems on the blackboard. The photograph is probably printed in a photo services
shop.
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Figure A.1.2.10. Page 13 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 7 front.
Note: Students making the paper boat in the classroom. The photograph is probably
printed in a photo services shop. The photograph is probably printed in a photo services
shop.
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Figure A.1.2.11. Page 14 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 7 reverse.
Note: Solkina in the classroom demonstrating something from a book attached to the
blackboard. Solkina is holding a long pointer and might be posing for the picture. She is
wearing the same dress as in figure A.1.2.7. The photograph is probably printed in a
photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.12. Page 15 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 8 front.
Note: Students in the classroom lining up in exercise clothes in front of the blackboard.
Some students are still changing. The photograph is probably printed in a photo services
shop.
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Figure A.1.2.13. Page 17 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 9 front.
Note: Solkina outside the school with her students in the special occasion uniform. The
photograph is probably printed in a photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.14. Page 19 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 10 front.
Note: Solkina with a group of seven other women, probably other school teachers,
outside. The photograph is probably printed in a photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.15. Page 20 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 10 reverse.
Note: Solkina leading a group of children in costume holding hands. The girl
immediately behind her is dressed as a fox. The photograph is probably printed in a photo
services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.16. Page 21 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 11 front.
Note: The caption reads, “New year 19624.” Solkina is standing in the circle of children.
Younger children are in costume. An older girl holding younger children by the hand is
probably a pioneer organizer, an older student in festive school uniform helping Solkina
out. The room is decorated with several wall newspapers celebrating the New Year. The
photograph is probably printed in a photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.17. Page 29 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 15 front
Note: A group of children in costume and an adult dressed as Father Frost (Russian
counterpart of Santa Claus) among them. At least two children are dressed as clowns, and
a girl on the extreme left is possibly a Little Red Riding hood. The wall of the room is
covered with New Year artwork that features rockets. There is a large picture on the wall,
a copy of Fedor Reshetnikov’s 1952 painting “Opiat’ dvoika” (An “F” again) where only
a dog cheerfully greets the boy returning from a skating rink with a torn satchel and
presumably a bad mark in his notebook. The photograph is probably printed in a photo
services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.18. Page 31 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 16 front
Note: Solkina among the children next to the New Year tree, clapping. The photograph is
probably printed in a photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.19. Page 33 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 17 front.
Note: The caption reads: “We pass into the second [grade], 19624.” Solkina is outside
with her class (25 students) lined up in festive uniforms. The photograph is probably
printed in a photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.20. Page 35 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 18 front.
Note: A classroom on a spring day. Students are in festive uniforms and the parents are
also present. The photograph is probably printed in a photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.21. Page 37 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 19 front
Note: A classroom probably on the same day as in figure A.1.2.20. Both the students and
parents/grandparents are present. The photograph is probably printed in a photo services
shop.
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Figure A.1.2.22. Page 39 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 20 front.
Note: A classroom on the same day as in figures A.1.2.20 and A.1.2.21. Both students
and parents/grandparents are present.
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Figure A.1.2.23. Page 41 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 21 front.
Note: The caption reads, “19635. We are inducted into the Pioneer organization.” Solkina
and the students of her class are outside. The students are wearing pioneer ties. The
photograph is probably printed in a photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.24. Page 42 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 22 reverse.
Note: Solkina, her students, and some parents outside near the city party organization
building two blocks away from school no.17. Many students are dressed in white shirts.
The photograph probably illustrates the day Solkina’s class were inducted into the
Pioneer organization. The photograph is probably printed in a photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.25. Page 43 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 22 front.
Note: The captions read, left to right, “Permiakova Vera. Krutikhovskaia Lena. Zalitova
Lilia. We graduated from the 4th grade. 1967.” The pictures of the three girls are made in
the studio. The girls are wearing pioneer ties. The small format means that the pictures
are made to be put on documents such as the school student personal file. In the picture
Solkina is standing with her students outside the school on a warm day. The students are
wearing white shirts and pioneer ties. The photograph is probably printed in a photo
services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.26. Page 44 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 22 reverse.
Note: Solkina with five other women, probably other teachers at school by the New Year
tree. Solkina is holding something that resembles a New Year decoration.
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Figure A.1.2.27. Page 45 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 23 front.
Note: Solkina in a costume she wears while teaching at school (see fig. A.1.2.4, A.1.2.9)
sitting on a chair at the table. Judging by the tablecloth and the dishes behind her on a
cupboard, she is at home. She is either writing or grading with an ink pen. In the front
there is a sheet of an ink blotting paper with an ink mark on it.
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Figure A.1.2.28. Page 47 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 24 front.
Note: The captions read, “1 st grade. November 5th 1967. We are Octobrists!” Solkina
with her new first grade standing on a stage in front of a big portrait of Lenin. The girl in
front of Solkina is holding a banner. There are three chairs in front of the photographer.
The photograph is probably printed in a photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.29. Page 49 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 25 front.
Note: The caption reads, “November 5th 1967.” The picture made at the same time as one
in figure A.1.2.30. Solkina with her new first grade standing on a stage in front of a big
portrait of Lenin. The girl in front of Solkina is holding a banner. There are three chairs
in front of the photographer. The photograph is probably printed in a photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.30. Page 50 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 25 reverse.
Note: The caption reads, “1973, March.” In the picture Solkina is sitting at the table with
three other women, probably fellow teachers. There is food and drink in identical plates
and glasses suggesting that the teachers are at the canteen.
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Figure A.1.2.31. Page 51 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 26 front
Note: The caption reads, “1973, May. January 2, 1968” The picture shows Solkina in the
group of 11 other women, probably fellow teachers outside in cool weather. The cryptic
double date probably results from the fact that Solkina initially thought she would put a
photo from figure A.1.2.33 in this space. The photograph is probably printed in a photo
services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.32. Page 52 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 26 reverse.
Note: The picture shows Solkina in the group of three other women, probably fellow
teachers outside. One woman is holding a balloon and is standing next to a child. It is
possible that this is a picture from the May Labor Day festivities at school before or after
the traditional parade. The photograph is probably printed in a photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.33. Page 53 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 27 front.
Note: The caption repeats the caption to figure A.1.2.31 and reads, “January 2, 1968”.
Solkina is sitting next to four other women and 5 children near a New Year tree. The
photo features the same people as the one in figure A.1.2.26 and is probably taken on the
same date.
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Figure A.1.2.34. Page 54 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 27 reverse.
Note: Solkina is standing outside with a full bag of groceries.
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Figure A.1.2.35. Page 55 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 28 front
Note: Solkina is next to a display of children’s artwork with 14 students in festive
uniform.
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Figure A.1.2.36. Page 57 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 29 front.
Note: Solkina and her students, one of whom is holding a banner, are standing on a stage
in front of the large portrait of Lenin. Solkina is probably making a speech in front of the
students sitting on the chairs in the audience. The photograph is similar to the ones in
figures A.1.2.28 and A.1.2.29. The slogan reads “Our labor and knowledge is for you,
Motherland!”
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Figure A.1.2.37. Page 59 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 30 front
Note: Solkina is standing, wearing summer clothes and a kerchief with seven children,
five of them wearing pioneer ties. The photograph is probably taken in the summer
pioneer camp. The photograph is probably printed in a photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.38. Page 62 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 31 reverse.
Note: Solkina (in a white beret) is standing with some children, adults, and a militia
officer outside. This could be a traffic school, where the officer talks to children about the
rules of the road. The album page is cut with razor in several places, probably because the
razor cut too deep when Solkina made space for photographs on other pages.
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Figure A.1.2.39. Page 63 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 32 front.
Note: Two photographs of students in the PE class. At the top, the photograph is in the
gym with students in identical t-shirts and shorts. At the bottom, the students are standing
on the edge of the skating rink with tied laces of skates wrapped around them. The slogan
behind them reads, “…and achievements in sport to you, Motherland!”
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Figure A.1.2.40. Page 64 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 32 reverse.
Note: Two photographs show Solkina in a white beret in the park. The one on the left
shows Solkina standing next to a young tree. The scene is probably photographed in early
fall when some of the leaves have already fallen from the trees. The photograph on the
right shows Solkina sitting on the white park bench.
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Figure A.1.2.41. Page 65 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 33, front
Note: This photo card is made by a professional photographer for the resort “Ust’Kachka” near Perm. The inscriptions read, “Resort “Ust’-Kachka.” For active
participation in the cultural mass events from June 15 to July 10 1965. A keepsake for
comrade Solkina R.T.” Seven pictures feature various views of the resort and the
speedboat on the Kama river.
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Figure A.1.2.42. Page 66 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 33 reverse.
Note: Solkina is sitting at the table next to another woman in a wooded area. Both are
wearing summer clothes. Solkina wears a kerchief. Solkina is wearing the same clothes
as in figure A.1.2.37. Given the location in the album, the photo might have been taken at
the “Ust’-Kachka” resort. The photograph is probably printed in a photo services shop.
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Figure A.1.2.43. Page 67 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 34 front.
Note: Two individual studio photos of a man and a woman, possibly relatives or children
of Solkina.
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Figure A.1.2.44. Page 69 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 35 front.
Note: The page contains four pictures, one a larger studio picture of older Solkina, two
smaller pictures of boys and a photograph from a mask party with children, probably a
New Year celebration.
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Figure A.1.2.45. Page 70 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 35 reverse.
Note: Two pictures feature Solkina in later years of her life. In one she is standing in her
white beret outside holding a purse and a bouquet of flowers. A woman next to Solkina is
probably another teacher, judging by the necklace and the shoes. In the other she is
outside an apartment house next to a young man in a suit and tie holding a school
graduation diploma. Solkina is wearing a wig and holding a big bouquet of flowers. Both
pictures are glued to the sheet.
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Figure A.1.2.46. Page 71 of Rosa Solkina’s “Album from the working days at school no.
17, Perm, Russia, USSR, 1963 – 1973.”
Source: GAPK, f. p.-1684, op. 1, d. 134, l. 36 front.
Note: Two pictures feature Solkina and are probably taken on the same day as the second
picture in figure A.1.2.45. Solkina is standing outside, wearing a wig, nice (patent
leather?) shoes and holding a bouquet of flowers. A woman next to her in the photo on
the left might be Solkina’s relative or a parent of one of the children in her class.
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“Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77 Troop.”
Source: Archive of School no.77, Perm

Figure A.2.1.1. Pages 2-3 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 2 reads, “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77 Troop”. Page 3
reads, “Lenin is even now more alive than all the living!” and “towards the centennial of
V. I. Lenin’s birth.”

Figure A.2.1.2. Pages 4-5 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 4 reads, “Excursion-meeting in the Lenin room” and “The upper-classmen led the
excursion. October 5 1967.” The picture is of a room with a copy of Veniamin Pinchuk’s 1935
bronze sculpture Lenin in Razliv. The tour guide talks to a group of people dressed in traditional
East Asian (Chinese or Korean) clothing. Page 5 reads, “Lenin in art, sculpture, cinematography,
photographic art” and “Meetings occurred on April 11 and 25, 1968. A demonstration of the
film(strip) ‘Lenin in October.’” The circular cutout is from a copy of Petr Vasiliev’s 1949
painting Lenin in the Train Car on the Way to Petrograd.
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Figure A.2.1.3. Pages 6-7 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 6 reads, “Meeting ‘Lenin in Photographic Art’ was prepared by boys (Org.
S. A. Bykova),” “Presenters R.Tarakanova and S. Gladkovskii,” “I and IV links prepared the
second meeting (Resp. link leaders) Copies of pictures about Lenin were demonstrated.
Presented: N. Babushkina, S. Gladkovskii, T.Eletskikh, L. Kopylova, L. Maksimovich, V.
Merlin, R. Tarakanova, N. Khrenova, N. Isaeva.” Page 7 reads, “Preparing to become members of
Komsomol.” The picture is a fragment of the copy of Vladimir Puteiko’s 1954 painting Red
Carnation.

Figure A.2.1.4. Pages 8-9 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 8 reads, “Young communists in the civil war years. 16/II-68 Resp. G. Shakirova.
Presented: N. Abdreshitov, Eliseeva, Kopylova, Pupko, Shakirova. L. Kopylova presents” and
“They were the first. Resp. G. Shakirova 21/II-68” Page 9 reads, “Komsomol in the Great
Patriotic War years 1/III-68 At the meeting [we?] told of the Komsomol poets who participated in
the Great Patriotic War, of the Perm heroes who went to the front as volunteers. Resp.
L. Vasilieva (IIIrd link). Presented at the meeting: L. Vasilieva, M. Voronova, N. Makarova,
I. Sagan’”
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Figure A.2.1.5. Pages 10-11 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 10 reads, “Pioneers for Octobrists. Preparing Octobrists to become Pioneers.” Page 11
reads, “As you tie a tie keep it well, for it is the same color as our banner. I. Mai prepared,”
“Laws of young Pioneers. N. Makarova prepared and presented,” “A talk about the Pioneer
accoutrements. A. Pupko conducted the talk.”

Figure A.2.1.6. Pages 12-13 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 12 reads, “A talk about the red banner. I. Sagan’ conducted,” “A talk about the Soviet
constitution. A. Pupko, I. Mai,” “‘We have friends in all the lands’ I. Guseva, I. Sagan’ conducted
the meeting.” The pictures are of the soviet flag and the typical Soviet representation of
international friendship through children with different facial features and skin shades wearing
pioneer ties. Page 13 reads, “A meeting ‘Lenin and children’ with demonstration of the filmstrip
‘Ordinary Mittens’ in the 2nd grade conducted by I. Mai and A. Pupko,” “A meeting ‘Lenin and
children’ in the 5 grade prepared by I. Mai and A. Pupko,” “‘Gorkii and children’ grade 3b
conducted by A. Pupko.” The five book covers are from bottom to top “Of Lenin we sing,” “On
Lenin’s path,” “The change of guard” and “Our Lenin” on one cover, “Lenin is with us,” and
“Lenin is always alive.”
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Figure A.2.1.7. Pages 14-15 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 14 reads, “We are getting acquainted with art” and “Svetlana Aleksandrovna (cl. teach
7b) opens the meeting.” Page 15 reads, “Meeting devoted to ballet was prepared and conducted by
the IIIrd link. Resp. I. Mai. Presented: L. Vasilieva, M. Voronova, I. Mai, N. Makarova, I. Sagan’.
Wall newspaper ‘Ballet’ was published.”

Figure A.2.1.8. Pages 16-17 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 16 reads, “The meeting devoted to learning about Soviet opera was prepared and led
by the members of the III link. Resp. I. Mai,” “[We] Visited the historical museum of the Perm
P. I. Chaikovsky opera theater,” and “[We] Conducted a talk about the great Russian composer
Petr Il’ich Chaikovsky. [We] Learned about the Perm opera theater named after him.” Page 17
reads, “[We] Attended the Perm Opera and Ballet theater and viewed through two performances:
the ballet ‘The Three Musketeers,’ the opera ‘Prince Igor.’” The picture is of the Perm ballet
dancer Lev Asauliak from his performance in the “Don Quihote”. The caption reads, “The artist
of the opera and ballet theater L. P. Asauliak.”
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Figure A.2.1.9. Pages 18-19 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 18 reads, “[We] met with the soloist of the Perm Opera and Ballet theater, honored
art. of RSFSR M. Shliamova. She told of herself, of her work. Of how she and L. P. Asauliak
travelled around Japan and other countries M. Shliamova told more and more interestingly than
of the rest. At the end of the meeting the pioneers of the 7b grade presented the ballet dancer with
flowers.” Page 19 reads, “The meeting devoted to the international theater day was prepared by
I. Mai, A. Pupko, I. Piankova. Made three panels. Watched the feature film ‘Richard III.’”

Figure A.2.1.10. Pages 20-21 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 20 reads, “[We] Held a conference about A. M. Gorky, dedicated to the centennial of
the writer’s birth. In the conference the excerpts of Gorky’s works were read. [We read from]
Mother, Song of the falcon, Song of the Stormy Petrel. Participated: Vasilieva L., Gladyshev S.,
Genkin A., Piankova I., Pupko A., Kopylova L., Mai I.,Shakirova G.” Page 21 reads, “Towards
the sesquicentennial of K. Marx’s birth. 18.IV.68. Meeting was prepared by I. Shulgina,
V.N. Aleksutina.” The cut out printed quote reads, “Really there was no sphere of knowledge that
he (Karl Marx) had not have penetrated deeply, no art that he had not admired, the beuty of nature
that had not consumed him entirely.”
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Figure A.2.1.11 Pages 22-23 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 22 reads, “All for the FRONT! All for the VICTORY!”. Page 23 reads, “The gallery
‘Glory of Prikamie’1 is created at the school. Natasha Isaeva is responsible for the panel from the
8b grade[misspelled] as well as for the whole gallery. To prepare the panel 8 b,[sic] went to the
VLKSM committee of the Sverdlov production plant. [8b grade] Met the Komsomol organizer of
the front brigade that functioned between 1941 and 1945, comrade Semenov.”

1

Prikamie is literally “the region of the Kama river.”
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Figure A.2.1.12. Pages 24-25 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 24 reads, “Military game ‘Zarnitsa.’” Page 25 reads, “It is a long time to snow battles,
but the skis of the class teacher are in a fighting mood.”

Figure A.2.1.13. Pages 26-27 from “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 26 reads, “The ‘Blues’ get into position.” Page 27 reads, “Over the top!”
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Figure A.2.1.14. Pages 28-29 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 28 reads, “Do you want to play with us? The newbies sit down with the ‘Potatoes!’” 2
Page 29 reads, “Leap, another leap and you’ve achieved your goal!” and “Nearly sat with the
potatoes.”

Figure A.2.1.15. Pages 30-31 from “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 30 reads, “Dinner break. And for a minute it became quiet, the mouths were
chewing.” Page 31 reads, “Our ‘serious’ girls. ‘So, how long will it take you to chew? Let’s go
play!’ N. Khrenova.”

2

Potatoes is a game with a ball similar to Hot Potatoes with additional provision to sit
down in the center of the ring for players who did not get rid of the ball soon enough.
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Figure A.2.1.16. Pages 32-33 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 32 reads, “I will take the broomy-broom,/ sweepy-sweep the classroom.” Page 33
reads, “We are handed the banner.”

Figure A.2.1.17. Pages 34-35 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 34 reads, “Seven days in the city over the Neva.”3 Page 35 reads, “The girls are not
allowed!” and “So what! We’ll do without you!”

3

Saint Petersburg (Leningrad at the time) stands on the Neva river.
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Figure A.2.1.18. Pages 36-37 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 36 reads, “Water, water, water everywhere…” Page 37 reads, “Everybody sunbathes
in their own way.”

Figure A.2.1.19. Pages 38-39 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 38 reads, “But life is good and it is good to live! Brrr…” Page 39 reads, “Travelling
mood”. Literally the “suitcase mood.”
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Figure A.2.1.20. Pages 40-41 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 40-41 reads, “How 8b harvested sugar (that is forage) beets” Page 40 reads, “The
knife… Even though it is a Stone Age tool, it is an unsurpassed tool. Hooray to the workers who
can handle a knife!” The sign reads, “For trash.” Page 41 reads, “And observed the solar
eclipse.”4 “Most ‘tireless’ workers.”

4

The total solar eclipse observable in this territory occurred on September 22, 1968.
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Figure A.2.1.21. Page 42 from the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment no. 2 of the School 77
Troop.”
Note: Page 42 contains 33 signatures of people who probably participated in creating the album.
Some contain recognizable names. Below is the signature of the class teacher Svetlana
Aleksandrovna Bykova.
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Figure A.2.1.22. Photograph inserted lose at the back of the “Album of the Pioneer Detachment
no. 2 of the School 77 Troop.”
Note: The class picture of 25 students with the class teacher. Some students bear Komsomol
badges signifying their membership. Behind them on the wall are the panels from the “Glory of
Prikamie” gallery.
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“Code in Boots.” An album of students of the School no.77, Perm.
Source: Archive of School no.77, Perm

Figure A.2.2.1. Page 1 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 1 reads, “Soon! Watch! The new feature film. Children below 16 are not
allowed. Code in Boots. Permfilm Studio Production 1970.” Further the even-numbered
pages and are not included in the description becausethey were intentionally left blank. It
was customary to leave the even pages blank in the photo albums and the paper was too
thin to support photographs on both pages. Also, since the album was a group creation,
several people worked on it writing and putting photographs in order, thus using only one
side of the sheet.
“Code in boots” (Kod v sapogakh) is a homophone, a phrase that is heard the same while
written differently, to the Russian for “Puss in Boots” (Kot v sapogakh) a title of a wellknown Charles Perrault fairy tale.
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Figure A.2.2.2. Page 3 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 3 reads, “Episode I. The boot is hardly seen… Russian winter is cold and
merciless. In this weather a man won’t put even the dog out… This was what the sworn
enemies of our nation used. In winter of 196… under the cover of the day and the 36degree frost two agents of the unnamed great power crossed the Soviet border all the
while masking themselves as girls to lose the chase…”
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Figure A.2.2.3. Page 5 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 5 reads, “So what was it that got the spy bosses interested? It was already two
years since the failure of the operation ‘Forage beets.’ The boy Sasha that was the object
of their desire turned from boy into youth and from Sasha into Shurik. All his time and
temperament he devoted to community work, he was participating in the drama group. ¶
Rusty Harry [Rzhavyi Garri] found his home there, too, after gaining freedom on the
amnesty. He played villains and king Lear’s. Continuous supervision by Catfish [Som]
and major Pronin made him careful. Harry smiled a crooked smile and made an
impression of a becoming re-educated.”
Major Pronin was the Sovet militiaman and intelligence officer, the main character of the
Lev Ovalov stories and novels, published from the late 1930s to the early 1960s.
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Figure A.2.2.4. Page 7 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 7 reads, “Meanwhile agents appeared in the backyard of the club where
Shurik collaborated. Fogging the head of simple-minded Shurik with their spy charms
they asked him to give a small present to Rusty Harry.¶ Shurik happily fulfilled their
request without noticing that he got netted by the Western intelligence again. ‘That’s
ironclad,’ said Harry in the raspy voice of a smoker. ‘You are going to get your numbers
tomorrow.’”
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Figure A.2.2.5. Page 9 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 9 reads, “If only Shurik knew what his carelessness and trust would lead to!
On the same evening the ‘present’ exploded in the kitchen of one of the figures of the
Soviet science destroying half the neighbors’ apartment… ¶ In the agreed place at the
gate of the morgue Shurik got his thirty pieces of silver. He did not trust his new friends
too much and carefully checked every banknote. The house thief Changer [Pereverton]
who gave Shurik the money mysteriously said, ‘Remember – the code is in the boots!..’”
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Figure A.2.2.6. Page 11 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 11 reads, “But the community did not sleep. Investigating the case about the
explosion was the greatest logician-criminalist major Pronin. Knowing Shurik’s
adventurous spirit he established control over him and first of all ordered to check the
morgue.”
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Figure A.2.2.7. Page 13 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 13 reads, “Morgue was investigated by the KGB operative former petty thief
Jolly Roger [Veselyi Rodzher]. Having changed his appearance beyond recognition he got
to the morgue and opened the door. ¶ The maniac-killer Fedor Kon’ [horse] that was
hiding there, in his native element, from justice jumped out from the dark, stabbed
manicure scissors into Roger’s back and hid the lifeless body among the corpses.”
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Figure A.2.2.8. Page 15 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 15 reads, “And our Shurik who did not know how to spend the money bought
a guitar, found a company of male and female friends, who despised civilization and
shirked from building a brighter future. The settled on one of the islands of the Sylva
archipelago where they spent time partying, dancing savage dances, and listening to the
depraving songs of the ‘Beatles’ [‘bitly’]. ¶ This is where he was found by Fedor Kon’,
Changer [Pereverton] and an escaped prisoner bodyguard to the head of the gang Grave
[Mogila] who suspected him of treason.”
The Sylva is a tributary of the Kama River that flows into it near Perm. The banks of the
Sylva are a popular place for hiking and having picnics.
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Figure A.2.2.9. Page 17 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 17 reads, “Bandits attacked the newly-minted hippies in order to catch Shurik
and maim him. There was a desperate struggle using the methods of sambo, mambo,
karate, as well as the handy implements. Longhaired hippies were defeated and scattered
around the island. Savage bandits were searching for Shurik, but happily did not find him
because…”
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Figure A.2.2.10. Page 19 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 19 reads, “…he very resourcefully pretended to be a tree. The approaching
bandits asked each other, ‘What is that?’ Shurik immediately replied, ‘I am tree.’ Bandits
told themselves, ‘He is a tree,’ and left.¶ This is what a separation from the collective and
a search for a carefree life lead to! Only labor turned ape into man, and idleness turns
man into a corpse. What can be more sad than this mournful figure?..”
The second caption references Friedrich Engels’ essay The Part Played by Labor in the
Transition from Ape to Man. The essay was a part of the Soviet school course in Biology.
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Figure A.2.2.11. Page 21 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 21 reads, “But if you think that the community was sleeping at that time you
are wrong. The community represented by major Sidorov was practicing by the yoga
system. ¶ The next day on the Bannaia Gora Fedor Kon’ was arrested in the fierce handto-hand fight. ¶ In the iron grip of major Pronin he was so glad to meet his old
acquaintance that a crooked smile appeared on his face. Right there on the spot the
criminal and the investigator started reminiscing…”
Bannaia Gora (literally, Bathhouse Mountain) is a neighborhood on the outskirts of
Perm, a location of the old psychiatric hospital.
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Figure A.2.2.12. Page 23 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 23 reads, “But no one of the cast of characters yet knew that the border was
crossed by his favorite method, swimming, by the agent of the foreign intellegince known
to us by the operation ‘Forage beets’ as Zakoli-Rogailo.” To protect his identity he
changed his nickname to ‘King of Spades’ [Korol’ pik], but since in Russian the spades
are called ‘vini’ he allowed himself to be called ‘Vine King’ [Vinnyi Korol’]. Swimming
through the Baltic and Kama seas, Vine King came out on to the beach. Operation ‘Code
in Boots’ entered its final phase…”
The Kama sea is a popular name for the dam lake on the Kama River that was built in
1954, i.e. is roughly the same age as the boys who are making pictures for this album.
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Figure A.2.2.13. Page 25 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 25 reads, “Episode II. ‘Queenside varnishing.’ ¶ And in the club the drama
group performance went on. Rusty Harry, curtaining his dark thoughts with a beard, was
sitting in a chair and pretending he is listening to his partner in the scene. In reality he
was waiting for the Vine King to appear so he could give him the secret information. ¶ To
meet the agent he put his subordinates, Grave as well as Shurik and Changer, as pickets
on the roof of the club.”
The name of the second episode Lakirovka v dlinnuiu storonu is a homophone to the title
of the 1969 Soviet detective spy movie Rokirovka v dlinnuiu storonu (“Queenside
castling”) where the foreign spies kidnap a Soviet biologist. Lakirovka is the Russian for
“varnishing.”
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Figure A.2.2.14. Page 27 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 27 reads, “But the Rusty Harry’s plan is uncovered. Soviet counterintelligence
officers Jolly Roger and Catfish appear on the roof. Despite being outnumbered they start
fighting the bandits. The most horrible thing is that Shurik, forgetting the lessons of the
past, is fighting his saviors on the side of the criminal world.”
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Figure A.2.2.15. Page 29 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 29 reads, “The performance goes on. The book with the secret information
hidden in it is in the hands of Rusty Harry. But where is the Vine King? Doubt enters
Harry’s black soul: did he live correctly? Did he bring good to the society? But evil
triumphs and the bandit continues the game that is already doomed to failure…”
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Figure A.2.2.16. Page 31 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 31 reads, “And meanwhile on the roof of the club…”
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Figure A.2.2.17. Page 33 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 33 reads, “Even though on the roof the bandits are taking over, Rusty Harry
has already lost. The book is in the hands of major Sidorov, who for the sake of keeping
secrecy was participating in the fight. The performance is over, citizen Rusty Harry!”
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Figure A.2.2.18. Page 35 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 35 reads, “And meanwhile on the roof of the club… ¶ Thrown from the third
floor Jolly Roger manages to cut his fall by flying into the open window of the bathroom
where he finds the Vine King in hiding. The decision came to him instantly and the
operation ‘Code in boots’ lost its leader!”
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Figure A.2.2.19. Page 37 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 37 reads, “Shurik left alone and abandoned by everyone spends his time in
solitude and contemplation. He is burdened by guilt, he curses himself and his
temperament. He knows that he misbehaved but the past does not let him go. A contact
from across the pond visits him and declares that the operation ‘Code in boots’ is
temporarily postponed and Shurik has to wait…”
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Figure A.2.2.20. Page 39 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 39 reads, “Shurik is searching for a meaning of life in the bottle. He is
troubled by conscience. After emptying over ten bottles… ¶ … drunken Shurik comes to
the morgue in search for truth. Subconsciously he feels that the key to the operation is
here. In the bout of repentance he is spilling his soul to his own patent leather shoe, ‘Do
you know who I am? No, you don’t know who I am!.. I am a worm..’”
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Figure A.2.2.21. Page 41 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 41 reads, “This is where Jolly Roger and Catfish find him. They suggest that
Shurik cooperates with them. Intoxication leaves Shurik and he happily agrees. He opens
up and tells the intelligence agents his assumptions about the operation. That is when
Jolly Roger turns around and sees the nose of Changer who listens in on them from
around the corner. ¶ Changer as a fighting unit was eliminated in a second.”
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Figure A.2.2.22. Page 43 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 43 reads, “His head, rare in its hardness, was immediately used as a skeleton
key to the door of the morgue. The intelligence agents take all the boots off the
indifferent corpses and hurry with the solution to the mysterious operation to major
Pronin.”
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Figure A.2.2.23. Page 45 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: Page 45 reads, “In the final shots of the movie we see Changer who bears the
deserved punishment and Jolly Roger, this unnamed hero. His gesture is eloquent: he
who takes a fist upon us… Do you understand? The last time! The end.”
The phrase “he who takes a fist upon us…” is an allusion to the phrase of prince
Alexander Nevsky from Sergei Eisenstein’s eponymous 1938 film, “He who takes a
sword upon us will die from the sword.” The phrase is not recorded in the Russian
chronicles that detail Alexander Nevsky’s life, but is an ancient Latin saying that also
appears in the Gospel of Matthew (Matt. 26:52).
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Figure A.2.2.24. Page 47 from the album “Code in Boots.”
Note: The top of the page reads, “Code in boots, a new detective mystery film.” Below
are the credits listing all the characters and “screenwriter,” “director,” and
“cinematographers.” Aside from one woman among the “cinematographers” the women
appear only “in episodes.” The caption below reads, “Permfilm studio production,
196870.” Traditionally a name appearing in the frame signified a person who passed
away. Here the person, whose name appears in the frame is given the title of the Merited
Artist of the Russian Soviet Republic (RSFSR).
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